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1. BACKGROUND 
"Around the world, unruly rivers have long driven a hard bargain. In exchange for 
rich soil, irrigated land, and convenient transportation, they have forced floodplain dwellers 
to deal with an occasional washout. Engineers have labored for thousands of years to lessen 
the risk, but their attempts at managing Mother Nature have been mixed -- often resulting in 
as much failure as success" (FEMA, 2002). These remarks were made by FEMA in response 
to the continuing problems of flooding in the U. S . Indeed, over the last three decades, flood 
damages in the U.S. have exceeded $2 billion annually. Damages from the Mississippi River 
Flood of 1993 exceeded $12 billion not including the unquantiflable human impacts. 
Worldwide, flooding is the leading cause of losses from natural hazards and is 
responsible for a greater number of damaging events than any other type of natural event. 
The great floods that affected the Mississippi (USA, 1993), China (1996, 1998), India, Nepal, 
and Bangladesh (1998) attracted great attention throughout the world. In Europe, too, a 
notice-able accumulation and an increase in extreme events created a stir. The floods on the 
Rhine and its tributaries (Germany, 1993, 1995), in eastern Germany (1994), in Italy (1993) 
and on the Odra (Poland and, Czech Republic, 1997) are just a few examples of exceptional 
floods. At least one third of all losses due to nature's forces can be attributed to floods. Flood 
damage has been extremely severe in recent decades and it is evident that both the frequency 
and intensity of floods are increasing. In the past ten years losses amounting to more than 
$250 billion have had to be borne by societies all over the world to compensate for the 
consequences of floods. 
Flooding of all types (riverine, flash flooding, coastal, fluctuating lake levels and 
other sources) is a maj or hazard in the U.S., accounting for the single largest total property 
losses and major life loss of any one hazard. Flooding has a long history in the U.S. including 
the infamous Johnstown flood of 1889 and Mississippi floods of 1927. More recent floods 
include the Mississippi Flood of 1993, the Northwest floods of 1996, and the North Dakota 
flood of 1997 (Coster, 1999). 
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Accurate and rapid forecasting of high flow events in floodplain areas constitutes a 
significant challenge for planners and city officials. For the last few decades, the flood 
phenomenon has been the object of particular attention from scientists as well as from 
government agencies, because of the human and economic damage it can generate. The 
Federal Emergency Management Agency, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, National Weather 
Service and others have engaged in extensive efforts over the last several decades to develop 
a National Flood Insurance Program, build and maintain levees and other protective 
structures, and develop an early flood warning system. 
The advent of sophisticated technologies such as Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) and high-speed computer workstations has revolutionized the flood mitigation and 
warning technology. Sophisticated systems for flood modeling and forecasting have been 
developed around the world. The rapid development of more sophisticated computers since 
the 1970s has permitted large amounts of data to be incorporated into computer simulation 
models. Computers have revolutionized flood warning technology by incorporating remote 
rain gauges and river stage data with powerful software, which are critical to provide 
warnings or forecast of floods. 
The main advantage of GIS is these types of systems can produce information 
quickly. This benefit is particularly important for emergency managers, who often need to 
make critical decisions quickly. Another main advantage is, because GIS data are typically 
portrayed in a map or tabular format, the information tends to be well organized, accessible, 
and easy-to-understand. In addition, mapping standards are also generally higher. A fourth 
benefit in using GIS is that it is easier to update data and maintain more current files than can 
be achieved without a GIS (FEMA GIS, 2002). 
The tools of GIS have become increasingly valuable in hydrologic assessments and 
play an integral role in decision-making processes for flood prediction and mitigation. On the 
other hand, there has been a rapid development of GIS-driven simulation modeling and 
visualization systems including realistic landscape visual simulations. Typically, GIS, 
hydrologic simulation models, and ,virtual reality technology have been utilized as non-
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interactive problem-solving domains. Although a traditional GIS has been able to solve some 
of these problems, the increasing sophistication of application areas, and the rapid growth in 
technologies, such as virtual reality, human-computer interaction, and multi-dimensional 
computer graphics offer new opportunities as well as challenges for GIS and hydrologic 
modeling (Shepherd, 1994; Tim, 1996; Wesseling et al., 1996; Heim, 1997; Betty et al., 
1998). The existing GIS-based visualization systems for three-dimensional data render plots, 
which maybe difficult to understand in a total context due to the size of the vector fields or 
the complexity of the system portrayed. However, using virtual reality methods to create and 
navigate through an artificial world, based on the dataset, provides an actual sense of 
presence to the user. Direct interaction with the data or with the model producing the results 
being viewed, while immersed in the virtual environment, will enhance the decision-making 
process for disaster management. 
Virtual reality systems are now used in hydrological assessments to create the 
experience of a virtual environment for the user both in the scene of virtuality and computer 
simulations. The need for improved geovisualization in many areas of hydrological and earth 
sciences has grown dramatically during the past several years. Although traditional GIS has 
revolutionized the concept of water resources management, tools and techniques in virtual 
reality can add a new dimension in terms of visualization and improve an understanding of 
the complex environmental and hydrological phenomenon. 
1.1 Research Objectives 
This research is focused towards the development of a virtual environment for flood 
mitigation and thus exploration of the role and utilization of the tools of virtual reality to 
enhance water resource management. The environment contains tools to manipulate and 
display geographic data and spatially explicit outputs of overland flow predicted by the 
Hydrologic Engineering Center's Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS) within a multi-
dimensional immersive virtual environment to increase perception and realism. The unique 
combination of spatially explicit hydrologic models with the tools of GIS and virtual reality 
improves the analysis of "what-if 'land-use and land management options and their 
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hydrologic impacts. This provides an opportunity for rapid assessment of hydrologic 
conditions for improved collaborative environmental decision-making. 
The realization of such a system was achieved by setting the following objectives: 
1) to examine and study the hydrologic response of a watershed area using quasi-
distributed hydrologic modeling, 
2) to develop a virtual environment for flood mitigation, which supports 
hydrologic and environmental data assessments, and 
3) to perform various what-if analysis inside the virtual environment. 
This research will result in a resource that will enable hydrologists, engineers, 
emergency crews, and city officials to determine the risks of flooding due to extreme 
hydrologic events, thereby avoiding potential loss of life and property, and enhancing flood 
mitigation strategies. Additionally, this research will be a useful resource for city planners 
and decision-makers, who can visualize the actual landscape in the virtual environment and 
make decisions collaboratively, based on the hydrologic and topographic parameters of the 
watershed. This research is a move towards exploring the new potential opportunities and 
capabilities offered by the virtual reality technology, spatially explicit hydrologic modeling 
and geospatial technologies to improve water resource management and decision-making. 
1.2 Thesis Organization 
The fields of research relevant to this study include Water Resource Management 
including Flood Modeling, Geographic Information Systems, and Virtual Reality. Chapter 2 
provides an overview of virtual simulation environments for water resource management. 
Chapter 3 includes a general overview of the modeling capabilities of the hydrologic models 
used in this research. Next a brief overview of virtual reality is provided along with some of the 
existing virtual reality systems. This is followed by an explanation of the steps and procedures 
involved in developing a virtual environment for flood mitigation. Chapter 4 includes an 
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example application of the virtual environment described in Chapter 3, which has been 
presented in a results and discussion format. Conclusion and future directions for research are 
included in Chapter 5. 
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2. VIRTUAL SIMULATION ENVIRONMENTS FOR WATER 
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
2.1 General Overview 
Hydrologic processes vary both in space and time as a function of the similar 
variation of meteorological inputs and land use, as well as of the spatial variability of 
topography and soil types (Fortin et al., 2001). Recently, the need to incorporate this large-
scale variability and spatial heterogeneity of environmental landscapes have necessitated the 
use of geospatial technologies (such as GIS) and distributed databases. The use of tools such 
as GIS has increased remarkably because many environmentaUhydrologic models require 
large amounts of spatial and non-spatial data (e.g., topography, soil, land cover, climate, and 
land management) for each of the interacting processes. Not only does GIS enable the user to 
collect, store, manipulate, analyze, and display spatially referenced data, it also provides an 
environment to construct models and to make the models easier to use (Goodchild et al., 
1996). Recent developments in geographic information systems provide the opportunity and 
tools to spatially organize and effectively manage data for hydrologic modeling (Tim, 1996) 
and water resource management. 
2.2 Simulation Modeling For Water Resource Management 
Two important components of water resource management are the ability to 
accurately predict the effects of human activities on water quality and quantity, and the 
ability to assess the efficacy of alternative resource management (e.g., land use) options. In 
each component, hydrologic and environmental simulation models have been widely used to: 
1) organize and synthesize information on the processes (e.g., hydrological) and phenomena 
(e.g., biotic and abiotic) that influence natural environmental systems; 2) combine and 
synthesize data on individual components of the system to effect holistic understanding of 
the whole-system; and 3) provide a predictive tool that enhances not only cause-and-effect 
analysis but also collaborative decision-making. Furthermore, environmental simulation 
models enhance interpretation of data collected from small-scale experiments and the 
extrapolation of observed/simulated data across space and time scales. 
There are numerous hydrologic models having very well developed user interfaces. 
Singh (1995) provides an excellent introduction and thorough review to hydrologic 
simulation modeling. The maturity of hydrologic simulation modeling is matched with a rich 
variety of alternative approaches and focuses (Westervelt, 2001). There are computer-based 
simulation models that represent every phase of the water cycle, including climate and 
weather, storm systems, rainfall, overland water flow, transpiration, overland storm-flow, 
groundwater, stream and river flow, and currents and tides in surface-waters in bays and 
estuaries. The steps that are associated with watershed management basically include: the 
movement and flow of water, the associated erosion, and the movement of crop nutrients, 
pesticides, and herbicides. Models have been developed to simulate the quantity and quality 
of water. Simulation models are used quite effectively to predict the water flow rate, depth, 
and scouring and sediment load potential, taking into account various factors such as surface 
roughness and the related resistance to flow, water momentum, surface slopes, stream and 
river depths, and soil characteristics. 
These simulation models have been used quite effectively in river, stream, habitat, 
and land use management. These models have also enhanced planning and management of 
the urban growth, which involves development of land and watersheds for human 
development. Due to these reasons, simulation modeling in water resource management is a 
very active research area and future developments in this area are motivated by potential 
losses to property, loss of life, and threats to health due to non-point source pollution. 
There have been rapid strides in enhancing the existing models for water resource 
management and to address complex multi-stakeholder, multidisciplinary watershed 
management decisions. The advent of new technologies such as GIS and remote sensing has 
revolutionized simulation models for water resource management. The link between GIS and 
hydrologic modeling becomes more natural as the concern about spatially distributed terrain 
parameters and the use of computers for hydrologic analysis turns more widespread. 
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2.3 GIS And Water Resource Management 
During the past two decades, GIS and other geospatial information technologies have 
diffused into all levels of government, industry and academia, and have become standard for 
spatial research in many fields and application areas. But only recently have the users 
attempted to extend the traditional geographic modeling and display functions of GIS to 
include dynamic simulation modeling and interactive visualization of environmental spatio-
temporal processes. In water resource management, particularly in fields such as hydrology, 
agriculture, forestry, and water quality, there is an increasing demand for tools that not only 
allow efficient handling and manipulation of disparate data sources, but also support 
modeling and visualization of results. 
This need to incorporate large-scale variability and spatial heterogeneity of 
environmental landscapes has necessitated the use of geospatial technologies (such as GIS) 
and distributed databases. In particular because many environmental models require large 
amounts of data (e. g., topography, soil, land cover, climate, and land management) for each 
of the interacting processes, the use of tools such as GIS have increased remarkably. 
More recently, hydrologic models with a spatial structure based on digital elevation 
models (DEM) have been developed (Moore et al., 1988; Vieux et al., 1994), whereas 
models like SHE and TOPMODEL were adapted to that type of new data (Quinn et al., 1991; 
Robson et al., 1993). Jenson and Dominique (198 8) and Jensen (1991) used geographic 
information extracted from digital elevation models (DEM) to delineate watershed 
boundaries and stream networks. Later, their work appeared in the form of ArcView GIS 
extensions Spatial Analyst and Watershed Delineator distributed by ESRI. At the same time, 
new models compatible with GIS data have been developed (Schultz, 1990; Wigmosta et al., 
1994; Julien et al., 1995; Dugger et al., 1997; Vieux et al. 1998; Hellweger et al., 1999; 
Olivera et al., 1999; Bedient et al., 2000). 
Although a traditional GIS has been able to solve some of these problems, the 
increasing sophistication of application areas, and the rapid growth in technologies, such as 
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virtual reality, human-computer interaction, and multi-dimensional computer graphics offer 
new opportunities as well as challenges for GIS-based water resource management. 
2.4 Virtual Reality And Water Resource Management 
Virtual reality has been extensively used in different engineering fields to address a 
variety of issues related to engineering design and simulation modeling. The use of virtual 
reality tools in environmental sciences and hydrology can be in terms of engineering 
planning and design, visualization of the complex environmental and hydrological data, and 
in visualizing the effect of management practices on the ecosystem. Besides this, virtual 
reality can be used quite effectively for training and education purposes in environmental and 
hydrological sciences. Use of virtual reality in the case of hydrologic and hydraulic 
engineering design can be focused towards the development of civil structures built to 
mitigate environmental damage, such as the construction of a dam on a river or stream for 
flood mitigation or construction of a long outfall to transport sewage effluent away from 
bathing beaches. 
The other aspect attached to visualization is the vast amount of data collected by 
different agencies related to environmental studies, which in the form of chemical samples, 
measures river cross-sections, measures of river flow data at gauging stations, rainfall data, 
groundwater and surface water quality, soils data sets, etc. This is a huge array of 
information, both spatially and temporally varied. With heightened awareness concerning 
environmental issues over the past years, many schemes must be approved via public 
enquiries. Traditionally, written and verbal skills are utilized to communicate a proposed 
scheme to all interested parties. For example, in the case of the 1993 Midwest flood 
mitigation strategy, there may be a number of independent groups all with different goals and 
objectives. This inevitably takes time and can lead to costly delays in implementation. By 
introducing visual 3D animated images of the proposed scheme, clarity of the final procedure 
is much enhanced allowing the engineers to demonstrate the best opinion quickly and 
effectively to both lay people and experts. 
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These are key areas where visualization techniques would bring real added value to a 
water resource engineer, a hydrologist, an environmental engineer, and the stakeholders, thus 
bridging the understanding between experts and non-experts of environmental and 
hydrological issues. The tools and technologies of virtual reality can be utilized in water 
resource management in the following areas. 
Design and Planning Projects with multiple party interests are ideal candidates for VR 
techniques. The possibilities are immediate. In the planning and design phase of effluent 
discharge from a factory, for example, the engineer, planner, water quality modeler, and 
environmental regulator can sit around a table immersed in a digital world with the capability 
to adjust the amount of effluents and compute their dispersion in less than real time. Results 
could be discussed and subsequent iterations run until all parties agreed on a design to meet 
the environmental standards. A practical system to meet these requirements would be a 
virtual workbench. 
The other area that can be exploited by hydrologists is prototyping design ideas such 
as flood levees or even sewage works. Coupled with the walkthrough or flyby capabilities, 
animation can be built in to represent a real flood event to test and enhance the effectiveness 
of the proposed flood mitigation strategies. Alternatively, designs can be quickly adjusted to 
improve the aesthetics of a scheme. Also, sitting behind the visual effects, analysis functions 
can be performed to answer various "what-if' scenarios. Questions such as —What if a 100-
yr, 24-hour duration storm occurs? Where will the water flow? What will the flood zone look 
like? Getting answers to these types of scenarios would help the decision makers to gain a 
better insight to develop flood mitigation strategies. This allows the powerful capability of 
decision-making and perhaps evaluating the design options of structures on the watercourse, 
without resorting to expensive physical models. Many design issues can be ironed out prior 
to evaluating the last few chosen options, thus removing repetitive consultation, which is 
economically expensive and time consuming. 
Virtual reality as an "all embracing visual system" is perhaps the most impressive 
when allowing an individual to evaluate and walk through the entire system or any part of the 
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scheme in detail. In particular, graphics unquestionably assists in the interpretation and 
analysis of hydrologic data such as floodwater in a stream, thus increasing the lead-time for a 
flood event. One can predict the dynamics of the floodwater at a particular point of interest 
during a particular storm event. This can be an incredibly valuable tool for decision-making 
as well educating the public, e.g., demonstrating the impact of the scheme on a community. 
Public Inquiries Public inquiries concerning the environment are contentious. Adopting a 
virtual representation of a proposed engineering scheme would assist in preventing 
misunderstandings over how a particular finished scheme or strategy will work, how it will 
look and its impact on the immediate surroundings. Take, for example, the flooding situation 
in the Squaw Creek watershed area, a small watershed in Iowa and a major cause for 
flooding in the city of Ames. Building a dam and a reservoir was proposed in the early 1970s 
to use the water for irrigation during drought years and to store water and avoid flooding 
during extremely wet years. The locals rejected this scheme, as it was found to be an 
unfriendly to the existing ecosystem of the watershed (Glanville, 1987). Such kind of 
decision-makings can be enhanced through better communication of ideas between people of 
different backgrounds using a virtual system, where various public inquiries can be dealt with 
and answered by running real time simulations conforming to their queries. One can overlay 
aerial photographs, land use/land cover datasets, and other relevant datasets so that people 
have an appreciation of local reference points, along with a total planning system that could 
be used across a spectrum of appraising engineering designs to address local conservation 
concerns. 
By employing these techniques, there are many opportunities to explore 
environmental visualization. It would also place more direct pressures on water companies to 
sustain and increase investment as a result of improved planning practices, significantly 
enhance communications with statutory consultees, improve public image, and powerfully 
demonstrate an up-to-date dynamic and efficient organization. 
Training Hundreds of environmental disasters occur worldwide annually. These incidents 
can be oil spills, hazardous waste disposal, or floods. VR technologies can be used to train 
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operatives in process control and incident management with computer-aided disaster 
scenarios. This helps increase awareness of plant design, flood management practices, and 
knowledge of crucial locations between interested parties, and, for example, enables 
improved coordination between rescue services. In a flooding situation, it would be vital for 
the decision-makers to take into consideration where the sand bagging should be done, which 
areas must be evacuated immediately. All these decisions can be made by simulating a 
flooding event in a hydrological model, while immersed in a virtual environment. The 
coordination between rescue services and a widespread knowledge of plant design is nearly 
always highlighted as a limitation in post incident disaster analysis. 
With major industries such as chemical and the nuclear sectors optimizing the 
advantages of VR systems for in-house disaster/emergency training, there is a case for 
environmental agencies such as FEMA and EPA to become involved for integrating their 
own emergency procedures. There is perhaps a scope for some integrated pollution control 
authorizations to be supported by a dynamic visual display of the processes of interest, 
including the visualization of waste streams in an industrial plant, to assist in the safe 
disposal of chemicals into the environment. This can be worked out as collaboration between 
industry, environmental agencies, local councils and emergency services could be used as a 
valuable training tool for accomplishing this, which are unthinkable in the real world. 
Education There are several reasons why VR should be regarded as adequate to deal with 
aspects important in education and knowledge construction, even at the university level. 
Winn (1993) identifies three kinds of experiences that a fully immersive VR allows and 
unavailable or even possible to achieve in the real world. These may all prove useful and 
important for learning. First, VR technology allows changes in the relative sizes of the user 
and the objects in the virtual environment. At one extreme, the user could interact with and 
even step into atoms and electrons, while at the other extreme the user could acquire a sense 
of distance in the universe by visualizing planets and moons. The concept of visualizing a 
virtual flood, both at the process level, or at the watershed level can help students visualize 
the concepts involved better. Second, immersive VR makes use of multisensory cues to 
interact with the user, which allows the designer of the virtual environment to use interface 
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devices to present information unavailable to human senses in a direct and clear manner. For 
instance, variations in the intensity of sound maybe used to indicate the current level of 
radiation, and different places could be given different colors that correspond to the current 
temperature in that area. The equations related to a particular process such as a hydrological 
process can be displayed along with the visual effects. Third, VR allows the creation and 
visualization of representations of obj ects and events that have no physical form in the real 
world by combining aspects of the first and second category. 
The ability to work with abstract and multidimensional information is a crucial skill 
in today's society, not only in the academic world but also for large parts of the workforce as 
a whole. Traditional methods of displaying and visualizing models and data, e.g., on 
computer screens or in books, are two-dimensional to their nature, even though they seek to 
describe a reality that is often three-dimensional. VR allows students not only to visualize 
models and data in a more appropriate three-dimensional context, but to interact also with the 
models and take on several different points of view, including changing the models' relative 
sizes as well as the perspective from which the users experience the models. 
In most academic areas, such as math, science, engineering, and statistics, success on 
behalf of a student depends to a large extent on his or her ability to envision and manipulate 
abstract information. Finding methods to help people recognize patterns, qualitatively 
understand hydrologic and environmental processes, move among different frames of 
reference, and more easily control dynamic models that may contain intangible information 
should be important and useful for many educational situations. 
Being able to use different perspectives, or frames of reference, may be useful for 
highlighting different patterns and relationships in abstract information. Because of the 
flexibility and user control within the virtual environment, the number of possible 
perspectives a user can find is endless. The use of VR techniques would improve the 
student's conceptual understanding of the important processes in a hydrological cycle. VR 
could then be used to illustrate the need of mathematical descriptions and act as an aid to 
their learning processes. Computers are now a standard in almost all schools in the USA with 
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capabilities to run simple virtual world applications. There is a great scope that can be 
tapped, wherein the industry can come in partnership with educational institutions, such as 
schools or museums, to promote environmental issues at a national curriculum level. 
2.5 Integrated Virtual Environments 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) depicts spatially-distributed data as they 
would be shown on amap, atwo-dimensional surface, viewed from nadir via a high 
platform, with spatial objects represented by a mosaic of colors and patterns. Recently, the 
3D GIS added more freedom to visualize the global and spatial data, but the fact remains that 
in the actual world humans view these features much differently (Koller et al., 1995). The 
land surface is undulating, objects viewed are three-dimensional and have characteristic 
structures, appear smaller in the distance, and features are located above, below, and around 
the observer. Consequently, many people find it difficult to visualize the data represented by 
a GIS. Virtual reality promises a fully immersive environment, which fully engages the entire 
user's senses and provides full interactivity, in real time. Virtual environments provide 
greater immersion into the world or environment of scientific data, thereby enhancing 
realism and the researcher's perception of its features and forms. 
The concept of Virtual GIS (VGIS) has enjoyed increasing attention in the recent past 
(Koller et al., 1995; Verbree et al., 1999). Areal-time 3D GIS supports the accurate depiction 
of buildings, static objects, roads, and atmospheric effects, thus adding a new dimension to 
the simulation of real life situations. It adds a new dimension to the visualization of abstract 
variables (e.g., environmental variables and hydrologic data variables) by reducing the level 
of abstraction. On the other hand, virtual reality applications are also looking for potential 
applications and since GIS captures and stores spatial data, it is not surprising that GIS is 
used as a test case. 
The 3D GIS which has come into play, with decidedly more interactive rates for high 
resolution display than a 2D GIS, has large amounts of data that can be expected to grow by 
a factor of 100 (3D textures, photo textures, etc.). This makes visualization of data more 
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difficult, the rendering algorithms must be optimized to load only data that are actually 
visible. Due to the performance demands, the increased complexity and hierarchical 
organization of data, relational databases are no longer suitable to manage a 3D GIS 
database. VGIS manages its huge, complex terrain and GIS data sets at real time rates in an 
efficient manner by using hierarchical spatial data structures (Koller, et. al, 1995). Virtual 
Reality adds an important freedom for the user to visualize and interpret spatial data more 
effectively. A real time visual simulation VGIS supports the accurate depiction of terrain 
elevation and imagery, in addition to features such as ground cover and trees, buildings, 
static objects, roads, and atmospheric effects, thus adding new dimensions to the concept of 
simulation of real life situations. It adds a new dimension in the visualization of abstract 
variables (environmental variable such as pollution level), thus reducing the level of 
abstraction. Virtual Reality improves the communication of ideas and concepts in a 
collaborative process (Campbell et al., 1996). In the GIS realm, the goal is to support users 
who are "overwhelmingly map illiterate" (Jacobson, 1994). Here VRGIS can act as a 
mediator and transmitter of ideas between technologies such as hydrology/environmental 
sciences and virtual reality. 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
This chapter begins with a discussion on hydrologic modeling and the modeling 
capabilities of the computer programs used in the research focusing first on the GIS-based 
applications with HEC-GeoHMS, then the hydrologic model HEC-HMS, followed by the 
hydraulic model HEC-R.AS. The focus then shifts to virtual reality technology and some of 
the existing VR systems. Finally, the step-by-step documentation of the application of the 
computer models and virtual reality techniques to create a virtual environment for flood 
mitigation is presented. 
3.1 Hydrologic Modeling 
One of the most common tools in any engineering analysis is an efficient and accurate 
model, which facilitates the simulation of the desired events and the prediction of future 
occurrences by allowing the user to combine a series of inputs, governing factors, and 
physical laws into one comprehensive system. Floodplain management hinges on the use of 
hydrologic models and their accuracy, as floods can be caused by a vast array of 
circumstances and are affected by nearly every component of the natural and constructed 
environment. As is obvious, floods are impossible to predict with complete accuracy. 
However, a model that accurately describes the characteristics of the landscape, weather and 
precipitation patterns, hydrologic and hydraulic principles, and current regional and local 
conditions will significantly increase the odds of successful early prediction. Besides 
prediction, models permit user-specified circumstances to be simulated without actual 
occurrence. This feature aids in the investigation of environmental trends and the 
identification of potential sources of increased flood risk. 
Recently, the need to incorporate this large-scale variability and spatial heterogeneity 
of environmental and hydrologic processes have necessitated the use of geospatial 
technologies (such as GIS) and distributed databases. The use of tools such as GIS have 
increased remarkably because many environmental models require large amounts of spatial 
and non-spatial data (e.g., topography, soil, land cover, climate, and land management) for 
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each of the interacting processes. These developments in geographic information systems 
provide the opportunity and tools to spatially organize and effectively manage data for 
hydrologic modeling (Tim, 1996). 
3.1.1 HEC-GeoHMS 
HEC-GeoHMS is apublic-domain extension to the Arcview GIS and Spatial Analyst 
extension created by the US Corps of Engineers. This software is intended to serve as a 
geospatial hydrology toolkit for engineers and hydrologists. Geo-HMS has been developed to 
process the terrain and spatial information to generate expediently a number of hydrologic 
inputs to the HEC-HMS model. Analyzing the digital terrain information, HEC-GeoHMS 
transforms the drainage paths and watershed boundaries into a hydrologic data structure that 
represents the watershed response to precipitation (Doan et al., 2000). It creates a background 
file, lumped basin model, agrid-cell parameter file, and a distributed basin model, which can 
be used to enhance data input into hydrologic models such as HEC-HMS (Doan et al., 2000). 
Land-use and soil-type GIS data can be used to determine some of the parameters for the loss 
and direct-runoff computations from a watershed area. 
3.1.2 HEC-HMS 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Modeling System (USAGE, 2002) is 
a Windows-based hydrologic model designed to convert input rainfall over a watershed into 
hydrographs at various points within the basin (Figure 1). HMS has an easy-to-use graphical 
user interface (GUI), which allows for the manipulation of hydrologic elements such as basin 
and river reaches and the improved input of basin characteristics. In HEC-HMS, a project 
consists of three separate parts: 1) the Basin Model, 1) the Meteorologic Model, and 3) the 
Control Specifications. 
HEC-HMS contains four main components: (1) a system for storing and managing 
data, specifically large, time-variable data sets, (2) an analytical model to calculate overland 
runoff as well as channel routing, (3) an advanced graphics display illustrating hydrologic 
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system components with interactive features, and (4) a means for displaying and reporting 
model outputs (HEC-HMS, 2002). 
Figure 1: Schematic of distributed hydrologic modeling 
Data Storage and Retrieval HEC's Data Storage System (DSS) is the predominant means for 
storing and accessing various types of data including time-series data such as precipitation 
values and measured stream flows for an extended period of time. This system allows the user 
to store a tremendous amount of data in one file, while the model serves as its own navigator to 
search the database and find specified data sets (HEC, 2002). 
Inputs to the Model The inputs for the HEC-HMS model include a Basin Model, a 
Meteorological Model, and Control Specifications. The Basin Model contains data 
representing the physical system. The descriptive data were entered by the user or imported 
from GIS and edited. Such data include specification of the hydrologic elements of the basin 
model, information on how the hydrologic elements are connected, and parameter value for 
the hydrologic elements such as the curve number and time of concentration. The capability 
to configure a basin model by "dragging-and-dropping" icons on a schematic display is 
provided. The element data can be edited with single-element or global editors. A basin 
model consists of hydrologic elements, of which there are seven types: 1) subbasin, 2) 
routing reach, 3) junction, 4) reservoir, 5) diversion, 6) source, and 7) sink. The development 
of a basin model requires the specification of such elements and data that controls their 
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behavior. Users can generally choose from alternative computational methods (e.g., routing 
methods for a river reach) to define such behavior (HEC, 2002). 
The meteorological model consists of the precipitation and the evapotranspiration 
modules. There are six different historical and synthetic precipitation methods are included 
but only one evapotranspiration method is included at this time. There are four different 
methods for analyzing historical precipitation. The user-specified hyetograph method is for 
precipitation data analyzed outside. The guage weights method uses an unlimited number of 
recording and non-recording guages, which takes care of some of the missing data issues. 
The Thiessen Polygon technique is one way for determining the weights for this technique. 
One of the concepts behind the HEC's new flood modeling system is the ability to 
accommodate the spatial nature of the NEXRAD rainfall data. The HEC HMS also includes 
four methods for producing synthetic precipitation. The frequency storm uses statistical data 
to produce balanced storms with a specific exceedance probability. The SCS hypothetical 
storm implements the primary precipitation distributions for the design analysis using the 
National Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) criteria (Soil Conservation Service, 1986). 
The user-specified hyetograph can be used with a synthetic hyetograph resulting from 
analysis outside the program (HEC, 2002). 
The third set, labeled Control Specifications, specifies time-related information for 
a simulation. A proj ect is used to hold the different data sets and can contain many of each 
type. The execution of a simulation, called a "run", requires specification of three data sets. 
A project also contains at least one run and may contain many. HEC-HMS modeling results 
can be used as input data for hydraulic modeling. HEC-HMS provides the following options 
for simulating precipitation-runoff processes: 
- Several alternatives for loss determination. 
- Lumped or linear distributed-runoff transformation methods. 
- Hydrologic routing options. 
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3.1.2.1 Loss Determination 
The term "losses" or "abstractions" refers to the amount of rainfall lost to the soil due 
to infiltration. Options for calculating losses for event simulation include initial/constant, 
SCS Curve Number, gridded SCS Curve Numbers, Green and Ampt, and no loss. For 
continuous simulation, a simple deficit/constant loss function can be used where the user 
specifies a soil moisture storage capacity, which must be filled before excess can occur. The 
capacity is filled by rainfall and depleted during rain-free periods at auser-specified 
monthly-average depletion rate. When the capacity is filled, loss occurs at the specified 
constant rate. 
The SCS Curve Number method estimates the total excess precipitation for a storm as 
a function of cumulative precipitation, soil cover, land use, and antecedent moisture based on 
the following equation: 
(P-o.2s~2
Q — ~p+o.ss> 
where Q=accumulated precipitation excess at time t, 
P= accumulated rainfall depth at time t, 
S= potential maximum retention. 
Incremental excess for a time interval is computed as the difference between 
accumulated excess at the end and beginning of the period. The potential maximum 
retention, S, and watershed characteristics are related through an intermediate parameter, the 
curve number, CN, with the following equation: 
S = 25400 — 254 CN (SI) 
CN 
The CN values range from 100 (water bodies) to approximately 30 for permeable 
soils with infiltration rates. The values of CN and Ia were calculated in ArcView GIS as 
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described later in the chapter. The changes in the land use/land cover reflected by the curve 
number have a lot of effect on the runoff characteristics. 
3.1.2.2 Runoff Transformation 
Runoff transformations convert excess precipitation on a subbasin to direct runoff at 
the subbasin outlet. subbasin runoff can be computed in either a lumped or linear-distributed 
mode. In a lumped mode, precipitation and "losses" are spatially averaged over a subbasin. In 
the linear-distributed mode, rainfall is specified on a gridded basis, and loss and excess are 
tracked separately for each grid cell in a subbasin. Rainfall is transformed to direct runoff 
with the Modified Clark method (HEC, 2002). Transformation of precipitation excess to 
direct runoff can be achieved with unit hydrograph or kinematic wave methods. A unit 
hydrograph maybe specified in tabular form or in terms of parameters defined by Clark, 
Snyder, or SCS methods. The kinematic wave method permits definition of two rectangular 
overland flow planes. Runoff from an overland flow plane maybe routed through one or two 
collector channels and a main channel with kinematic wave or Muskingum-Gunge methods. 
A quasi-distributed treatment of sub-basin runoff can be achieved with the Modified Clark 
method, which is based on the Clark conceptual runoff model (HEC, 2002). 
The SCS Unit Hydrograph procedure, used in this research, requires calculating the 
time of concentration and travel time in a drainage area (HEC, 2002). It is based on the 
assumption that water moves through a watershed as sheet flow, shallow concentrated flow, 
and open channel flow. Travel time is the time it takes the water to travel from one location 
to another in the watershed. It is a component of the time of concentration, which 
corresponds to the time for runoff to travel from the hydraulically most remote point of the 
watershed to an outlet within the watershed. This method is based on the fact that the time of 
concentration is computed by summing all the travel times for consecutive components of the 
drainage conveyance system. 
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The time of concentration is estimated by the fallowing equation: 
tc — t sheet + t shallow + t channel 
where: 
tc =time of concentration, 
tsheet —sum of travel time in sheet flow segments over the watershed land surface, 
t Shallow =sum of travel time in shallow flow segments, down streets, in gutters, or in 
shallow rills and rivulets, 
t channel =sum of travel time in channel segments. 
Sheet flow in the headwater of streams is flow over about 100 meter plane surfaces in 
the proximity of the basin divide (HEC, 2002). Manning's kinematic solution is used to 
compute the travel time using the flowing equation 
Tt = 
O.00o s ~o.ag
(Pz) ~ ~S) 
where 
Tt =travel time, in hrs, 
n =Manning's roughness coefficient, 
L =flow length, in feet, 
P2 = 2-year, 24-hour rainfall, in inches, 
s =slope of hydraulic grade line, in feet/feet. 
Manning's roughness can be obtained from the TR-55 table. P2 can be estimated 
from the Weather Bureau Technical Paper (Hershfield, 1961). 
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After a maximum of 100 meters, sheet flow becomes a shallow concentrated flow 
(HEC, 2002). The average velocity for this flow is a function of the watercourse slope and 
type of channel. For slopes less than 0.005 m/m, the following equation for unpaved surface 
was used 
V = 16.1345 (s)o.s
where: 
V =average flow velocity, in meter/sec, 
s =watercourse slope in meter/meter. 
Travel time for the shallow concentrated segment was then computed from 
T= L t 3600 V 
where: 
Tt =travel time, in hours, 
L =flow lenth, in meters. 
The travel time and flow length were calculated using the topographic data in 





V =average flow velocity, in meter/sec, 
r =hydraulic radius (equal to a/PW), in meters, 
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a =cross sectional flow area, in m2, 
PW =wetted perimeter, in meters, 
s =channel slope, in meters/meters, 
n = Manning's roughness coefficient from open channel flow. 
Using the average flow velocity, travel time was then computed with the same 
equation used with the shallow concentrated flow segment. The SCS lag time, tlag was 
calculated using the following equation 
tlag = 0.6 t~ 
where 
tlag =SCS Unit Hydro graph lag time in hours, 
t~ =time of concentration in hours. 
3.1.2.3 Routing 
Routing techniques replicate the conveyance of the runoff from the reaches within 
different subbasins to the end of the river basin. Routing options include Muskingum, 
Modified Puls, Kinematic Wave, and Muskingum-Gunge methods. The Kinematic Wave and 
Muskingum-Gunge methods maybe invoked with standard geometric shapes (e.g., circle or 
trapezoid) or with cross-sections defined with eight sets of X-Y coordinates and three 
Manning's n values. Capability is also provided for routing through an uncontrolled 
reservoir, for which a relation between outflow and storage is required. If more sophisticated 
routing methods are required because of complex boundary conditions, hydrographs maybe 
imported for use from software such as UNET, which provides a numerical solution to the 
one-dimensional St. Venant equations. 
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The Muskinghum method is a commonly used hydrologic routing method for 
handling a variable discharge-storage relationship. This method models the storage volume 
of flooding in a channel by a combination of wedge and prism storages. During the advance 
of a wave, inflow exceeds outflow, resulting in a wedge of storage. During the recession, 
outflow exceeds inflow, resulting in a negative wedge. There is also a constant prism of 
storage. The volume of prism storage is equal to KQ, where K is a proportionality 
coefficient, and the volume of wedge storage is equal to X:X(I - Q), where X is a weighting 
factor having the range 0 < X _< 0.5. Total storage is the sum of both components 
where 
S =channel storage, 
I =inflow rate, 
Q =outflow rate, 
K =Muskinghum storage time constant, 
X= Muskinghum weighting factor. 
For the routing purposes, the HMS requires the specification, like in HEC — 1, of a 
number of subreaches (HEC, 2002). The number of subreaches corresponds to the travel time 
divided by the time interval of the input rainfall data. 
3.1.2.4 Baseflow Parameters 
The total streamflow is generally divided into two parts: direct runoff and Baseflow. 
A stream carries Baseflow during most of the year and it mainly comes from the ground 
water. The subsurface flow from rainfall infiltrated into the basin usually accounts for flow in 
a channel during periods of little or no rainfall. Ground water accretion from any storm is 
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released over an extended period of time. Therefore, a particular storm contributing to direct 
runoff is not directly concerned with the baseflow. Baseflow contributions can be considered 
minimal for areas where there is a low infiltration (Bedient and Huber, 1989). 
3.1.2.5 Frequency Storms 
The frequency storm method can be used to create a balanced, synthetic storm with a 
known exceedance probability. Automatic adjustments for the storm area and series type are 
based on the exceedance probability. 
The storm can be configured by selecting the exceedance probability. The important 
parameters for designing a storm are the duration of maximum intensity, the total storm 
duration, and the partial-duration point precipitation depths, corresponding to the selected 
exceedance frequency. The values of the precipitation depths for 5-, 15-, and 60-minute 
durations and return periods of 2 and 100 years for the 37 eastern states including Iowa can 
be directly read from isohyetal maps created by the U.S. National Weather Service (Chow et 
al., 1988). Depths for 10- and 30-minute durations for a given return period are obtained by 
interpolation from the S-, 15-, and 60-minute data for the same return period using the 
following equations 
Paomin = 0.41 Ps min+ 0.59 Pis min 
Paomin = 0.51 Pis min + 0.49 P60 min 
For return periods other than 2 or 100 years, the following interpolation equation is 




HEC-RAS is an integrated package of hydraulic analysis programs designed for 
interactive use in amulti-tasking, multi-user network environment. This system is comprised 
of a graphical user interface (GUI), separate hydraulic analysis components, data storage and 
management capabilities, graphics, and reporting facilities. The HEC-RAS has been designed 
to perform one-dimensional hydraulic calculations for a full network of natural and 
constructed channels. The results of the model can be applied in floodplain management and 
flood insurance studies. The results obtained from the HEC-HMS, in the form of DSS files, 
can be read by directly HEC-RAS for further floodplain analysis and conversion of these 
files to be used by other applications for performing meaningful hydrologic data analysis 
(HEC-RAS, User Manual, v. 3.0). 
3.2 Geospatial Data Analysis System 
The real strength of a geospatial data analysis system is in the integration of database 
operations such as querying, statistical analysis, geographic analysis, and visualization. The 
geospatial data system consists of a geographic information system (GIS), a computer system 
that manipulates geographically referenced data (i. e. data identified according to their 
location) by assembling, storing, manipulating, and displaying them. GIS is capable of 
different kinds of visualization including map displays, charts, three-dimensional views, 
photographic images, and multimedia. Basically, GIS depicts spatially distributed data as 
they would be shown on amap, atwo-dimensional surface viewed from a high platform with 
spatial objects represented by a mosaic of colors and patterns. GIS is comprised of computer 
hardware, software modules, appropriate organizational context, and spatial and non-spatial 
data. GIS applications support engineering analysis in very different fields, including 
hydrology and hydraulics. 
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3.2.1 ArcView GIS 
ArcView GIS is a desktop geographic information system (GIS) from Environmental 
System Research Institute (ESRI), Redlands, California. In ArcView, features are stored in a 
database along with information describing them. The descriptive information stored with the 
features are called attributes. Because features and their attributes are linked, we can easily 
access the attributes for any feature or locate any feature from its attributes. Attributes are 
displayed in a document called a Table, just like a conventional database management 
system. Features and their attributes are linked and managed together in units called themes. 
A theme consists of a collection of geographic features (such as roads, rivers, wildlife 
sightings, or land use) and the attributes of these features. By linking information to location, 
ArcView is proving a valuable tool for business and industry, government agencies, and 
many other types of organizations. In each case, GIS is used for preprocessing and 
postprocessing of data. 
ArcView GIS version 3.2 works with project files, which stores and organizes 
geographically referenced data into five types of documents: view, table, chart, layout, and 
script editor. Each document type displays data differently and allows us to interact with the 
data in different ways. The ArcView graphical user interface (GUI) is located along the top 
of the active window. The GUI consists of pull down menus, buttons, and tools. The GUI 
changes according to the active document type. The Views display geographic data 
organized by theme and consists of a map display area and a table of contents, or legend. 
Tables display records as rows and fields as columns. Tables, linked to a theme are called 
theme attributes tables, and each record represents a feature and each field represents a single 
attribute for the feature. Charts display tabular data graphically and are integrated with tables 
and views. Layouts are documents on which you arrange views, tables, charts, and images. 
They also contain north arrows, scale bars, and legends. Layouts are often the main product 
of a GIS project since they are the maps that present the results of the analysis. Script editors 
are used to load and write, edit, compile, and execute Avenue programs (called scripts). 
Avenue is Arc View's programming language. With Avenue scripts, we can customize 
almost every aspect of ArcView GIS. 
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3.2.1.1 ArcView GIS Extensions 
3.2.1.1.1 Spatial Analyst 
ArcView Spatial Analyst helps to: (1) create, query, and analyze cell-based raster maps, 
(2) derive new information from existing data, (3) query information across multiple data 
layers, and (4) fully integrate cell-based raster data with traditional vector data sources. The 
grid theme is the primary data source used by ArcView Spatial Analyst. Grids are especially 
suited to present traditional geographic phenomena that vary continuously over space, such 
as elevation, slope, and precipitation. Grids are also the ideal data representation for spatial 
modeling and analysis of flows and trends over data represented as continuous surfaces (such 
as hydrologic modeling or the dynamics of population change over time). ArcView Spatial 
Analyst represents geographic phenomena with cell-based grid themes (ESRI, 2000). Instead 
of using points, lines, and polygons to model geographic features, grid themes use cells. A 
variety of tools is available to perform spatial queries, overlay analysis, and surface analysis, 
including calculation of distance, proximity, density, slope, aspect, hill shade, view shed, and 
contours. Besides this, ArcView Spatial Analyst provides excellent capabilities for 
computing and visualizing the static hydrologic properties of landscapes such as flow 
direction, flow accumulation, and flow length for data. The HEC-GeoHMS extension 
described earlier is based on the principles of ArcView Spatial Analyst. 
3.2.1.1.1.1 Vector Data Model 
In a vector data model, a point, line, or polygon object can be represented on a map as 
a collection of x and y coordinate pairs stored in a table. The x and y coordinates represent 
the point's distance from an origin point. Several point objects on a map, such as cities or 
buildings, can be stored as pairs of x and y coordinates in a vector theme. To represent lines, 
the x and y coordinates of the beginning point (from node) and the end point (to node) of the 
line are stored. If the line is not perfectly straight, it represents curves or changes in direction 
as a series of x, y coordinate pairs, known as vertices, at each direction change between the 
beginning point and the end point of the line. Lines have a length. To represent an area 
(polygon), we simply enclose it with a line, making the beginning and ending points of the 
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line j oin. Polygons, which share a boundary, are called adjacent. Areas have a perimeter. 
Two important topological concepts related to the vector model are 
Connectivity: The topological identification of connected arcs by recording the from-node 
and to-node for each arc. Arcs that share a common node are connected. 
Contiguity: The topological identification of adjacent polygons by recording the left and 
right polygons of each arc. 
3.2.1.1.1.2 Raster Data Model 
Raster data record spatial information in a regular grid or matrix organized as a set of 
rows and columns. Each cell within this grid contains a number representing a particular 
geographic feature, such as soil type, elevation, land use, slope, etc. (ESRI, 2002). Raster 
data are commonly, but not exclusively, used to store information about geographic features 
that vary continuously over a surface, such as elevation, reflectance, ground water depths, 
etc. Image data are a form of raster data where each cell or pixel stores a value recorded by 
an optical or electronic device. Raster data is highly dependent on the resolution of the 
regular grid in where they are recorded. 
3.2.1.1.2 ArcView 3D Analyst 
The ArcView 3D Analyst extension enables users to create, analyze, and display 
surface data. Unique features of ArcView 3D Analyst .include support for triangulated 
irregular networks (TINs) and simple three-dimensional vector geometry, as well as 
interactive perspective viewing. In ArcView 3D Analyst, the most commonly used functions 
are accessible from pull down menus and tool buttons added to the ArcView GIS interface 
when the extension is called. In the latest version of ArcView 3D Analyst was introduced 
with ArcView GIS 8.x, the user has the capability of visualizing the three-dimensional data 
by setting the observer and looking at points on the fly. There are better controls for 
rendering the 3D surface with added controls of lighting and shading (flat or smooth). 
ArcView 3D Analyst introduces another file format referred to as the 3D shapefile, which 
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inherently stores three-dimensional data in the form of x, y, z values. The TIN is often 
considered a 2.5 dimensional (2.SD) GIS capable of displaying elevation data [ESRI, 2002]. 
3.2.1.1.2.1 TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) 
A Tin is a data structure that defines geographic space as a set of contiguous, non-
overlapping triangles, which vary in size and angular proportion. Like grids, TINs are used to 
represent surfaces such as elevation and can be created directly from files of sample points. 
The TIN data structure is defined by two elements - a set of input points with x, y, and z 
values, and a series of edges connecting these points to form triangles. Each input point 
becomes the node of a triangle in the TIN structure, and the output is a continuous surface of 
triangles. 
The triangles are constructed according to a mathematical technique called Delaunay 
triangulation. The technique guarantees that a circle drawn through the three nodes of any 
triangle will contain no other input point. The elevation value for any location on a TIN 
surface can be interpolated using the x, y, and z values of the bounding triangle's nodes. 
Additional information, like slope, aspect, and surface area, can be calculated for each 
triangle face. 
3.3.1.1.3 Grid to ~:YZ Text File Extension 
This extension developed by Stephen Lead is freely available on the Internet (ESRI, 
2002). It is used for creating a text file listing the X,Y and Z values of each cell in a grid. 
This might be useful when exporting grid datasets to a program, which doesn't read the 
stardard ArcView ASCII, or binary output formats. The extension adds an "Export grid to 
XYZ text file" option to the view's Theme menu. The extension is built on top of ArcView 
GIS Spatial Analyst. 
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3.3 Virtual Environment 
A Virtual Environment (aka virtual worlds) can be generally described as a space 
deliberately designed by humans to represent real or abstract space where exist objects 
governed by rules specified for the world they inhabit (Jacobson, 1994). Virtual 
Environments (VEs) that allow real-time visualization of environmental and geographic data 
sets have been the subjects of attention in the past few years. Several concepts and tools are 
associated with VEs and even a casual introduction of the subject must necessarily begin 
with this identification. The field of VE has been greatly influenced by developments in 
virtual reality technology as well as in notions such as artificial reality and cyber space. 
Indeed, VEs use a variety of virtual reality (VR) technologies to enable users to directly 
interact with modeling and simulation systems in an experiential fashion, sensing a range of 
visual, auditory, and tactile cues, and manipulating objectives directly. 
3.3.1 Virtual Reality 
Virtual reality has been addressed by a large number of authors in the literature, many 
of them introducing slightly different meanings to the term. Some years ago, a common 
definition was that VR should be looked upon as a situation where a person was immersed 
into acomputer-generated environment that bore strong similarities with reality (Keppell et 
al., 1997). Other authors tend to define VR from the point of view of what technological 
tools are being used, i.e. VR happens when head mounted visual display units and motion-
tracking gloves are present. One could also define VR from a psychological perspective, 
where it becomes nothing of a technology but rather a state produced in the users' minds that 
can occupy their awareness in a way similar to that of real environments (Keppell et al., 
1997). 
The problems involved in finding a definition of VR that can be agreed upon has 
produced a host of competing terms that some authors prefer, e.g. synthetic environments, 
cyberspace, artificial reality, simulator technology (Isdale, 1993). A different way of defining 
VR, and perhaps the best so far, is to center on the user and look at the style of interaction 
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that takes place between the user and the computer-generated environment. The users 
manipulate what is perceived to be "real" objects in the same manner as they would 
manipulate them in the real world, as opposed to the typing, pointing, and clicking, one 
traditionally uses to manipulate objects when interacting in other computer environments. 
For example, to move an object in a VR environment, one grabs the object with the hands, 
lifting it as one normally lift objects in the real world, and places it down wherever wanted it 
inside the virtual environment. 
There are basically three different kinds of VR categorized by the quality of the 
immersion that is being provided (Cronin, 1997). The first is desktop VR, which is by far the 
most common and least expensive form of VR that exists, which typically consists of a 
standard desktop computer. This form of VR completely lacks any feelings of immersion on 
the part of the user. Second, asemi-immersive VR system attempts to give the users a feeling 
of being at least slightly immersed by a virtual environment, is often achieved by different 
types of so-called workbenches and reach-in displays. The third form of VR is usually 
referred to as being fully immersed. It typically consists of head mounted visual display units 
that allow users to be completely isolated from the physical world outside. Recently, a 
growing interest in building so-called Caves has been noted. A Cave Automated Virtual 
Environment (CAVE) is a room in which the walls surrounding the user produce the images, 
and thus deliver a sense of immersion (Cruz-Neira et al., 1992). Not surprisingly, fully 
immersive VR is generally considered the best option for several reasons, including the 
ability to almost completely filter out interference from the outside world and thus allowing 
one to focus entirely on the virtual environment. However, even reasonable VR hardware and 
software designed to support full immersion is quite expensive and application development 
in this area is generally more dif~ cult and time-consuming. 
3.3.1.1 Virtual Reality Systems 
In 1965, Ivan Sutherland laid out a research program for computer graphics in a paper 
entitled "The Ultimate Display" that has driven the field for the past nearly forty years 
(Sutherland, 1965). A virtual reality application uses a combination of hardware and software 
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components to present a virtual environment to the users. The software components manage 
the hardware components of the systems to create the virtual world. The hardware 
components basically perform two jobs: 1) obtain user input through user-controlled input 
devices, and 2) output amulti-sensory illusion of the virtual world in response to the user 
input. Many virtual reality systems have evolved over a period of time, varying in their level 
of immersion and user interaction. 
Some systems use a conventional computer monitor to display the visual world, 
called Desktop VR. This concept traces its lineage back through the entire history of 
computer graphics. The desktop virtual reality systems are semi-immersive in nature with a 
limited field of view and user interaction. Figure 2 shows a typical use of a Desktop VR 
system. 
Figure 2: Desktop VR system 
The ImmersaDesk, a single projection virtual reality system, is a drafting table format 
VR display. The users wear shutter glasses to view high-resolution, stereoscopic, head tracked 
images. The ImmersaDesk screen mostly fills a user's field of view, and at the same time 
enables the user to look forward and down. One user's head is tracked, allowing an accurate 
perspective to be generated. The ImmersaDesk is significantly smaller than the CAVE, and it is 
also portable and self-contained (Figure 3). The projector is located in the lower section and a 
pop-up mirror folds the optics. Also, multiple users can simultaneously view a scene in a single 
screen projection system. 
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Figure 3: Single projection VR system - ImmersaDesk 
The projection onto a large screen creates a large field of view, which creates a greater 
sense of immersion in the virtual environment. Because of the larger space to interact with the 
virtual environment, the scene may be rendered at the true scale. This provides better 
understanding of sizes of the virtual objects. 
The ultimate VR systems completely immerse the user's personal viewpoint inside the 
virtual world. A suitable example of this is the head mounted display system, housed inside a 
helmet to be worn by the user. This creates a complete visual immersion by effectively 
isolating the outside world from the user's field of vision and placing the screens directly in 
front of the user's eyes. The helmet effectively shields the user's view from the outside world, 
which helps to create the sense of total immersion. The system displays the virtual world onto 
two screens placed directly in front of the user's eyes inside the helmet. Figure 4 shows the 
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Figure 4: Head mounted display VR system 
The weight of the helmet may cause physical discomfort and strain after prolonged use. 
The system creates an imposition on natural movements of the user and acts as a total barrier 
between the user and the outside world. Since only a single user can use the system at a time, it 
is not suitable for applications that need a group of people to interact inside a single 
environment. 
The Cave Automated Virtual Environment (CAVE) is a projection-based virtual reality 
system first developed at the Electronic Visualization Lab (EVL) at the University of Illinois, 
Chicago. Carolina Cruz-Neira, Dan Sandin, and Tom DeFanti and other students and staff of 
EVL created it (Cruz-Neira et al., 1993; Cruz-Neira, 1995). In a CAVE, it is possible for many 
people to view a virtual world simultaneously and share the VR experience. While one user is 
the pilot, the other users are passive viewers. Iowa State University has two CAVEs, C4 and 
C6, which were constructed based on research by Dr. Carolina Cruz-Neira (VRAC, 2002). 
3.3.1.1.1 C6 System 
The C6 is athree-dimensional, full-immersion, synthetic environment. This facility 
includes a room where all four walls, the floor and the ceiling are projection screens, which are 
capable of displaying back-projected stereoscopic images, thus providing total immersion for 
the participants. The C6 is an enclosure system and can be categorized as a full look around 
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CAVE system that uses a projection based virtual reality system. It provides fully immersive 
synthetic environments for users to navigate and interact in virtual worlds. C6 has a 10 by 10 
by 10 feet arena surrounded by stereoscopic projection surfaces on all six sides. Six projectors 
are mounted to project onto all six-projection surfaces of the C6 at a frequency of 96 Hz. 
Therefore, C6 provides a 360-degree immersion to display virtual environments. Figure 5 
shows a sketch of the C6 (VRAC, 2002). 
The C6 has powerful computational abilities carried out using an SGI Onyx2 computer 
with six InfiniteReality2 (IR2) graphic display generators. This machine has 24 units of 
400MHz R12K processors with 12 Gigabytes each for system memory. Antialiasing and 
volume rendered graphic applications are supported by the IR2s, each has installed four 
64Mbyte raster manager cards. High bandwidth gigabit networking is also supported by 
connection to the Internet2/VBNS. A file server supports large file access. 
C6 uses a wireless tracking system. The sensors attached to the stereoscopic glasses 
and the C6 wand track the user's position, orientation and interactions. The stereoscopic 
glasses are active LCD shuttering glasses of two kinds: 60GX glasses from Nuvision and 
CrystalEyes glasses from StereoGraphics. 
Figure 5: A view of the C6 fully immersive virtual environment 
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The major advantages of such enclosures are the larger field of view with the ability 
to be able to look around fully. The disadvantage of this non-movable, spacious systems is 
the high maintenance costs to keep the system running. 
3.4 Development of the Virtual Environment 
This section discusses in detail the development of the virtual environment for flood 
mitigation. The flow diagram given below shows the major components and steps required 
for achieving this goal. This section describes the processes involved in the realization of 
such a system. To illustrate more and utilize this system, a flood mitigation system has been 
developed for the city of Ames as an example application in the next chapter. 









Figure 6: Flow diagram for developing a flood mitigation system in a virtual environment 
3.4.1 Data Acquisition and Manipulation 
The primary data sets, which are required for any hydrologic modeling, include the 
terrain data, land use/land cover data, soils data, meteorologic data, and other data sets such as 
stream flow data, rain guage network, stream network, etc. These data sets can be downloaded 
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from disparate sources and then stored, manipulated and analyzed for intelligent use in doing 
various hydrologic and environmental assessments. The type of data downloaded can be spatial 
or non-spatial in nature and the efficient use of all these data sets is the key to make useful 
analysis. Geographic Information Systems have served well the purpose of assembling, storing, 
manipulating, displaying, and analyzing data. GIS has, in a way, revolutionized the field of 
hydrologic modeling. It can be used quite effectively to manage large amounts of data sets and 
make the data more comprehendible for other applications. 
3.4.2 Terrain Data Processing Using HEC-GeoHMS 
The topographic data play a very important role in both the hydrologic modeling and 
the development of the landscape and terrain in the virtual environment. The terrain data is 
used as the base data set in the watershed delineation process, using HEC-GeoHMS extension 
in ArcView GIS. The other extensions used to preprocess the terrain data for input to the HEC-
HMS are the Spatial Analyst and Geoprocessing extensions. 
The raw DEM of the area of study can be preprocessed in two ways: step-by-step or 
batch processing. The step-by-step approach gives greater control over the results because the 
user verifies the results and makes decisions before proceeding. The GIS approach towards 
hydrologic analysis require a terrain model that is "hydrologically correct" (HEC-GeoHMS 
manual v 1). The GIS analyzes the depressionless terrain model by applying the 8-point pour 
model, where water flows across the landscape from cell to cell-based on the direction of the 
greatest elevation gradient. The steps in the analysis and the terrain preprocessing are 
accomplished by choosing options from the Terrain Preprocessing menu (Figure 7) in the 
MainView. 
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Figure 7: Terrain preprocessing menu in HEC-GeoHMS 
These steps include filling depressions or pits, calculating flow direction and flow 
accumulation, delineating streams with an accumulation threshold, stream definitions, stream 
segmentation, watershed delineation, watershed polygon processing, stream processing, and 
watershed aggregation. 
The depressionless DEM is created by filling the depressions or pits by increasing the 
elevation of the pit cells to the level of the surrounding terrain in order to determine flow 
directions. This is done by first adding the unfilled DEM into the MainView using the Add 
Theme button. Selecting the Terrain Preprocessing ~ Fill Sinks option in the pull down 
menu (Figure 7) filled the depressions or the pits in the DEM. The next step was to confirm 
the input of the RawDEM (referred as the unfilled DEM). The output of the HydroDEM is 
"Fi1lGrid", see Figure 8 and then press OK to confirm your choice. 
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Figure 8: Filling sinks in HEC-GeoHMS 
After the depressionless DEM is obtained, the step-by-step procedure is performed in a 
sequential order. The first step is to determine the flow direction, defined by the eight-point-
pour algorithm. This is done by selecting the Terrain Preprocessing ~ Flow Direction 
option in the pull down menu (Figure 7). The next step is to confirm that the input of the 
HydrDEM is "Fi1lGrid" and the output of the "FdirGrid", see Figure 9 and pressing OK to 
confirm your choice. 






Figure 9: Flow direction dialog in HEC-GeoHMS 
The next step is to get the flow accumulation grid, which basically determines the 
number of upstream cells draining to a given cell. This is done by selecting the Terrain 
Preprocessing ~ Flow Accumulation option in the pull down menu (Figure 7). The next 
step is to confirm that the input of the HydrDEM is "FdirGrid" and the output of the 
"FaccGrid", see Figure 10 and press OK to confirm your choice. 
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Figure 10: Flow accumulation dialog in HEC-GeoHMS 
The next step in the step-by-step process is the stream definition, which classifies all 
cells with the flow accumulation greater than the user-defined threshold as cells belonging to 
the stream network. A default threshold of 1 % of the largest drainage area in the entire basin 
was chosen in order to have the maximum number of subbasins delineated by Geo-HMS. 
Before proceeding further the map units and distance units of the MainView have to be set. 
The actual stream definition is done by selecting the Terrain Preprocessing -~ Stream 
Definition option in the pull down menu (Figure 7). The next step was to confirm that the 
input of the F1owAccGrid is "FaccGrid" and the output of the "StrGrid", Figure 11 and 
pressing OK to confirm your choice. 
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Figure 11: Stream definition operation in HEC-GeoHMS 
The stream threshold definition is defined by choosing the Area in Distance Units 
Squared option or the Number of Cells option as shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Stream threshold definition types in HEC-GeoHMS 
If the Area in Distance Units squared is chosen, a threshold percentage of the largest 
drainage area has to be chosen as shown in Figure 13 and the process completed by pressing 
OK to confirm your choice. 
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Figure 13: Stream threshold definition in HEC-GeoHMS 
The stream segmentation processing, which converts streams in the grid representation 
into a vector representation is accomplished by selecting the Terrain Preprocessing ~ 
Stream Segment Processing option in the pull down menu (Figure 7). The next step is to 
confirm that the input of the F1owDirGrid is "FdirGrid" and StreamGrid is "StrGrid", and the 
output of the LinkGrid is "StrLnkGrid", see Figure 14 and pressing OK to confirm your 
choice. 
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Figure 14: Stream segmentation operation in HEC-GeoHMS 
The next step is the Watershed Delineation, which delineates a subbasin or watershed 
for every stream segment. This is done by selecting the Terrain Preprocessing ~ Watershed 
Delineation option in the pull down menu (Figure 7). The next step was to confirm that the 
input of the F1owDirGrid is "FdirGrid" and the LinkGrid is "StrLnkGrid", and the output of 
the WaterGrid is "WshedGrid", see Figure 15 and pressing OK to confirm your choice. 
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Figure 15: Watershed delineation operation in HEC-GeoHMS 
After the watershed delineation is completed the subbasins in the grid are converted 
into a vector representation by the Watershed Polygon Processing. This is done by selecting 
the Terrain Preprocessing ~ Watershed Polygon Processing option in the pull down menu 
(Figure 7). The next step is to confirm that the input of the WaterGrid is "WshedGrid" and the 
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Watershed is "Watershed.shp", and the output of the WaterGrid is "WshedGrid", see Figure 
16 and pressing OK to confirm your choice. 
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Figure 16: Watershed polygon processing operation in HEC-GeoHMS 
The next step is the Stream Segment Processing, which converts the streams in the grid 
representation into a vector representation. This is done by selecting the Terrain 
Preprocessing ~ Stream Segment Processig option in the pull down menu (Figure 7). The 
next step is to confirm that the input of the LinkGrid is "StrLnkGrid" and F1owDirGrid is 
"FdirGrid", and the output of the River is a shapefile "River", see Figure 17 and pressing OK 
to confirm your choice. 
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Figure 17: Stream segment processing operation in HEC-GeoHMS 
The next step is the Watershed Aggregation, which aggregates the upstream subbasins 
at every confluence. This step is important and is performed to improve the computational 
performance for interactively delineating subbasins and to enhance data extraction. This is 
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done by selecting the Terrain Preprocessing ~ Water Aggregation option in the pull down 
menu (Figure 7). The next step is to confirm that the input of the River is "River.shp" and 
Watershed is "Watershd.shp", and the output of the AggregatedWatershed is "WshedMG.shp", 
see Figure 18 and pressing OK to confirm your choice. 
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Figure 18: Watershed aggregation operation in HEC-GeoHMS 
The process of terrain preprocessing delineates the watershed into subbasins and the 
stream network is obtained based on the flow direction and flow accumulation. 
3.4.3 Development of the HEC-HMS Schematic for a Watershed Area 
The HEC HMS modeling concept revolves around a specific basin schematic for the 
watershed in question (Hydrologic Engineering Center, 2002). A basin model consists of 
hydrologic elements connected with each other following defined rules. Seven types of 
hydrologic elements are available: subbasin, river reach, junction, reservoir, diversion, source 
and sink. For the development of the HMS schematic for the Squaw Creek basin, only the 
subbasin, river reach, and junction elements were needed. In HEC HMS modeling approach, a 
subbasin is an element that produces a discharge hydrograph at its outlet. A river reach is 
conceptually a linear element for which is a known discharge hydrograph at its upstream end, 
and which produces an outflow hydrograph. 
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The basin schematic can include a map background showing basin and subbasin 
boundaries, and the stream system. HEC HMS has the ability to draw the map is stored on the 
basin schematic screen. The HMS schematic can be developed using the HEC-GeoHMS 
extension in ArcVIew GIS by using the HEC HMS Project Setup menu in the MainView 
(Figure 19). This process includes the basin processing and HMS setup as described below. 
These processes are in continuation of the terrain processing described before. 
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Figure 19: HEC HMS project setup menu 
For starting a new project the HMS Project Setup-Start New Project option is 
chosen from the menu (Figure 19). To define a new project the a new project name "SgwProj" 
is given and confirmed using OK button as shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Define a new project in HEC GeoHMS 
The next step is to define the outlet of the watershed. This is done by choosing the 
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Figure 21: Button tool for defining the outlet of watershed in HEC-GeoHMS 
After defining the outlet the Generate Project option is chosen from the HMS Project 
Setup menu and the basic study area was defined as per the original stream definition as 
provided earlier during the terrain preprocessing. A new "Project View" by the name of 












Figure 22: Project view for the watershed area in HEC-GeoHMS 
In the Project View the Basin Characteristics menu (Figure 23) is used to obtain the 
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Figure 23: Basin characterization menu in the project view using HEC-GeoHMS 
After this the centroids of the subbasins are calculated by choosing the Basin 
Characteristics~Basin Centroid option. The Ellipse Method encompasses the subbasin in an 
ellipse and gives more desirable centroids of the subbasins (HEC GeoHMS manual, v 1.0, 
2002). Also the elevations of these centroids are updated by choosing the Basin 
Characteristics~Centroid Elevation Update option. 
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After this the longest flow path in the watershed is calculated by choosing the Longest 
Flow Path option in the menu. This step calculated the slopes and lengths of the river or 
stream segments in each of the subbasins, which are used for calculating the rainfall-runoff and 
routing parameters in HEC-HMS. 
After completing the Basin Processing the HEC-HMS hydrologic inputs are created 
using the HMS menu (Figure 24) in the Project View. 
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Figure 24: HMS menu in HEC-GeoHMS 
The individual subbasin and reaches are given a name by choosing the Reach 
AutoName and Basin AutoName options in the HMS menu. The schematic of the HEC-
HMS model is then obtained by choosing the "HMS Schematic" option in the menu and 
confirming the inputs required for this process (Figure 25). 
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Figure 25: HMS schema generation dialog box in HEC-GeoHMS 
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After this the "HMS Legend" option is chosen and this results in the complete HEC-
HMS schema and the seven types of hydrologic elements described earlier are obtained as 
shown in figure 26. , 
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Figure 26: HEC-HMS schematic for the watershed obtained in HEC-GeoHMS 
The next step is to define the background map file for the HEC-HMS model. This map 
file is important to generate the boundaries of the watershed and subbasins along with the 
stream system, while operating in the HEC-HMS modeling environment. This is done by 
choosing the Background Map File option in the HMS menu (Figure 24). 
3.4.4 Calculation of Curve Number for Individual subbasins in a Watershed Area 
The curve number is an index developed by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS), now 
called the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), to represent the potential for storm 
water runoff within a drainage area. In calculating the quantity of runoff from a drainage basin, 
the curve number is used determine the amount of precipitation excess that results from a 
rainfall event over the basin. This methodology is a standard hydrologic analysis technique that 
has been applied in a variety of different settings throughout the United States, and the 
development and application of the curve number is well documented (SCS, 1986). Because it 
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is a function of the soil and land use of a drainage basin, estimation of a curve number requires 
mapping of the soil and land use within the drainage basin boundaries, and specification of 
unique soil types and unique land use categories. The manual calculation of curve numbers for 
large areas or many drainage basins can be cumbersome and time-consuming; therefore 
ArcView GIS can be used quite effectively to calculate the curve numbers for individual 
subbasins in a watershed area. 
3.4.4.1 Curve Number Calculation Using ArcView GIS 
In order to automate the calculation of the curve numbers, a menu system can be 
developed in ArcView GIS using Avenue, Dialog Designer and C++. This section describes 
the development of such a system implemented in this research. 
The first step in developing the menu system as shown in Figure 27 is to develop the 
menu buttons. This is done using Dialog Designer and each menu option is assigned a 
responsibility by attaching avenue scripts and commands to them. 
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Figure 27: Menu system developed for calculation of curve numbers 
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The first menu option "Import Soils Data" allows the user to import the soils data, 
which is in a polygon vector data format with each polygon having a unique soil hydrologic 
group. The second menu option "Import Land use Data allows the user to import the land use 
data, which is in a polygon vector data format with each polygon having a unique land use. The 
third button "Calculate Curve Number" calculates the curve number based on hydrologic group 
and land use type. As soon as this command is entered, the land use data is overlaid on top of 
the soils data and the themes are intersected to form a new shapefile. After this the attribute 
table of the new shapefile is read in a C++ program and the curve number is calculated for each 
soil polygon and a new table is created, which has the fields of Soil ID, Soil Hydrologic Group, 
Land use ID and the Curve Number. After the curve number is calculated the CN table can be 
imported into ArcView GIS using the "Import CN Table" option in the menu. After importing 
the table, it can be joined with the soils data shapefile and a new shapefile "CurveNumber" 
containing the curve number values can be created in Arcview GIS. 
3.4.4.2 Calculating the Weighted Average Curve Number for Individual Subbasins in the 
Watershed 
The next important step was in terms of assigning unique curve number values to the 
individual drainage basins of the Squaw Creek watershed. This was done by calculating the 
curve number for each drainage by area-weighting the land-use group polygons within the 
Squaw Creek watershed boundary. The basic equation used for calculating the curve number 
was: 
-~ ~~' *~~ 




CNaW =the area-weighted curve number for the drainage basin; 
CN; =the curve number for each land use-soil group polygon; 
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Al =the area for each land use-soil group polygon; 
n =the number of land use-soil polygons in each drainage basin. 
The area for each land use-soil group polygon was calculated using Xtools Extension. 
The "Watershed. shp" theme obtained from the terrain preprocessing was overlaid on the 
"CurveNumber" theme. This was accomplished by using the Intersect Themes option in the 
Geoprocessing Wizard. This step resulted in adding the area of each of the subbasins to the 
attribute table of the "CurveNumber" theme and also some of the "LandUse-SoilGroup" 
polygons contained in the "CurveNumber" theme were divided according to the subbasin 
boundaries. Also each of the land use-soil group polygons was assigned the "Subbasin ID". 
This was important in determining the number of land use-soil group polygons in each 
subbasin. 
The calculation of the weighted average curve number required the attribute table of the 
land use-soil group theme to be used. A new field "CN*A" was created and the Field 
Calculator was used to assign the value of curve number multiplied by the area of each land 
use-soil polygon. A summary table was then created with "Subbasin ID" as the primary field 
with the values in the "CN*A" summed up. The resulting summary table contained the 
"Subbasin ID" and the "CN*A" fields. Then the areas of the subbasin were added to this 
summary table by j oining the summary table and attribute table of the "Watershed. shp" with 
"Subbasin ID" as the unique field in both the tables. The summary table was assigned as the 
destination table and the j oin was performed by choosing the Join option in the Table menu 
when both the tables were open. After obtaining this, the value of curve number for each 
subbasin was calculated by adding a new numeric field "Curve_Num" and assigning the values 
to this field by dividing the "CN*A" field with the "Subbasin Area" field using Field 
Calculator. 
3.4.5 Rain Guages Weights and Temporal Distribution Determination 
In order to have the spatial distribution of the rainfall as is captured by the rain guages 
in a watershed area, the Thiessen Polygon Network approach has been used in a number of 
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hydrologic modeling studies. The data sets of prime importance are the location 
(latitude/longitude) of these stations and the hourly raingage precipitation data. The locations 
of the rain guages are important to obtain an average storm precipitation for each subbasin in 
the watershed by calculating an areally weighted average of measurements from these raingage 
stations. The areal weighting factors are determined by creating a thiessen net and calculating 
the area of influence for each gaging station in every subbasin. The relative areal weights for 
each gage are determined from the corresponding areas of application in a thiessen polygon 
network and the boundaries of the polygons being formed by the perpendicular bisectors of the 
lines joining adjacent gage stations. For this an extension — "Thiessen Polygons" can be used 
in ArcView GIS. The rain guages are taken in as point data theme and the delineated subbasin 
watershed polygons obtained from the HEC-GeoHMS terrain preprocessing described in 
section 2.5.2 earlier, are used to get this polygonal network as shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: Thiessen polygon network of the rain guages using the Thiessen Polygon 
extension in ArcView GIS 
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The values represent, for each subbasin, the polygon under the influence of each of the 
guages and can then be fed into the Meteorological Model in the HEC-HMS model. 
3.4.6 HEC-HMS Model Setup 
The Hydrologic Modeling System consists of three main parts —Basin Model, 
Meteorologic Model and Control Specification, the details of which have been discussed 
earlier in section 2.2.1. In order to run the HEC-HMS model data has to be provided and fed 
into all of these modeling subsystems. The basic input parameters to the Basin Model in terms 
ofrainfall-runoff and routing are obtained from the processing of the terrain data and basin 
processing for HEC-HMS using HEC-GeoHMS as described earlier in section 2.5.2. The basin 
file created by HEC-GeoHMS is imported into the HEC-HMS. To set up the Basin model 
parameters, the values were plugged in for all the subbasins individually as shown in Figure 29. 
The SCS Curve Number approach used to determine the loss rate for each of the subbasin 
requires the values of the curve number, initial abstraction and %imperviousness to be fed into 
the Basin Model. These values can be calculated as described earlier in ArcView GIs. 
llpf HMS 'Basin Model 'subbasin Editor 
)jeep 
Su6basinNmne: ~R420W420 Area (sA. mi.J 10.503000 
~~ Q 
Figure 29: Interface for loss rate parameters in HEC-HMS 
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The SCS Unit Hydrograph method, which was used for runoff transformation required 
the SCS lag time, which was calculated from the terrain data and stream characteristics using 
ArcView GIS was plugged in for all the subbasins as shown in Figure 30. 
HMS `Basin Model ' Subbasin Editor 
~I e~ 
Subbases Name : IR42i P;,~`42U 
Descr~tion 
Area(sq.mi.) ~i1503000 
Loss Fiats ;Transform ~Baseflow Methadl 
Method_ ~ SCS 
5CS Lag : ~ 42.000000 Minutes 
e©~ 
OK Apply ~ Cancel I 
~'S~_~bbasin name 
Figure 30: Runoff transformation using SCS Unit Hydrograph in HEC-HMS 
The parameters for calculating the baseflow for the subbasins can be obtained from the 
streamflow data prior to a storm event and based on the initial conditions baseflow can be 
given a constant monthly value or the recession method can be used to calculate the base flow. 
These values are then input into the model as shown in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31: Baseflow parameters using the Recession method in HEC-HMS 
For the rainfall-runoff modeling with HEC-HMS, the intent is to choose the rainfall 
events that are spatially varied (different rain guages reporting different rainfall amounts), yet 
temporally centered (one major peak of rainfall). The first step in setting up of the hydrologic 
model was to define the raingage stations in terms of their locations (Figure 32). This was done 
in the Data~Precipitation Gage menu in Project Definition screen. The half-hourly 
precipitation data is also plugged in for each of the subbasins. 
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Figure 32: Rain guage location specification in HEC-HMS 
The next step is to add the subbasins into the Meteorological Model. The subbasins can 
be added or removed from the subbasin list by selecting the basin model name in the Add 
subbasin From Basin Model list and pressing the Add button. 
The precipitation model used for this study was the User Gage Weighting Method, 
which provides complete control over the guages and weighting scheme used for each 
subbasin. Weight values are computed using the Thiessen polygon method as described earlier 
in Section.2.5.5. The storm depth is required for non-recording guages and is optional for the 
recording guages. The optional index precipitation was entered for each of the guages to 
account for regional precipitation variation by making use of the subbasins option in the 
Precipitation Gage Manager. 
The precipitation values are entered into the Meteorologic Model in the Precipitation 
Gage Manager manually. For using the User Gage Weight method the values of the Total 
Storm Depth are input into the model for initializing the rain gage precipitation values to be 
used in the HEC-HMS model as shown in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33: Specifying total storm depth in the User Gage Weighting Method in the 
meteorologic model in HEC-HMS 
The gage weights are entered manually from the results obtained from the Thiessen 
Polygon method in ArcView GIs. This was done each of the subbasins in the Weights option 
as shown in Figure 34. 
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Figure 34: Rain gage weights as defined by the Thiessen polygon method 
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The final step in setting up the HEC HMS model is to set up the Control Specifications. 
The model can be setup on different time intervals and the starting and ending dates and times 
are plugged in the Control Specifications dialog box as shown in Figure 35. 
HMS `Control Specifications 
File Help 
Control Specs ID : The June 1998 storm 
description : June 1998 Storm Event 
Starting Date : ~ 1 ~ J i_u-~ 1 y98 
Ending Date : ~~ ~ J ~_u-~ 1998 
Starting Time : ~ 18:30 
s0 ~ 
Ending Time : 18:00 
Time Interval : ~ 30 M inutes 
GK: , apply Cancel 
Figure 35: Control specifications dialog box in HEC-HMS 
The model is then run and results are calibrated based on the actual discharge-time 
relationship from the streamflow data collected at the streamflow gage station. The values of 
streamflow data for a junction being monitored can be entered into the model by entering the 
flow values in the Data~Streamflow Gage menu in the main Project Definition window. 
3.4.7 Terrain Data Processing for Use in Virtual Environment 
The terrain data also played an important role in creating the virtual terrain, which 
would act as a base coverage for other data sets such as land use/ land cover in the virtual 
environment. To visualize the topography of the Squaw Creek region in the virtual 
environment x, y, and z coordinates were extracted into a text file from the Digital Elevation 
Model using the Grid to XYZ file extension in ArcView available free in the Arescripts 
sections at the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI, 2001). The DEM for the 
Squaw Creek region was imported into the view and the map units and distance units in the 
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view were set to meters and miles respectively. To extract the data the Export as XYZ grid 




Convert to ~,hapefile... 
Convert Grid to TIN... 
Convert to arid... 
Export grid tor`Ct2 textfile 
E dit Legend... 
;*lidelS how Legend 
Figure 36: Export as XYZ file extension menu option 
The data exported to the text file was then read and the terrain was generated in the 
virtual environment using C++ and OpenGL graphics functionalities. 
3.4.8 HEC-RAS 
The output from the HEC-HMS in the form of discharge time relationships, are stored 
in a Data Storage System files (dss extension), which cannot be read by any other software 
HEC-HMS automatically creates a DSS file when it is used. Using the DSS viewer in HEC-
RAS 3.0.1, the data can be either viewed graphically or tabulated. The tabulated data was then 
exported into Microsoft Excel and the values of discharge at various junctions were stored as a 
delimited text file. This made it easier to read the discharge time data and then use this data for 
generating the floodplain in the virtual environment. 
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3.4.9 Development of Geometric Primitives in the Virtual Environment 
The main objective in developing the virtual environment was to display the results 
produced by the hydrologic model (HEC-HMS). For developing the three-dimensional lowly 
immersive virtual environment on the desktop, various libraries such as OpenGL, GLUT, 
GLUI can be used with C++ to draw the geometric primitives. The simple concept that all 
geographic data can be represented in the form of point, lines and polygons was used. 
3.4.9.1 OpenGL 
The Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) is the premier environment for developing 
portable, interactive 2D and 3D graphics applications. OpenGL is a low-level graphics 
library specification. OpenGL makes available to the programmer a small set of geometric 
primitives -points, lines, polygons, images, and bitmaps. It provides a set of commands that 
allow the specification of geometric objects in two or three dimensions, using the provided 
primitives, together with commands that control how these objects are rendered into the 
frame buffer. OpenGL fosters innovation and speeds application development by 
incorporating a broad set of rendering, texture mapping, special effects, and other powerful 
visualization functions. Developers can leverage the power of OpenGL across all popular 
desktop and workstation platforms, ensuring wide application deployment. 
3.4.9.2 GLUT 
GLUT is the OpenGL Utility Toolkit, a window system independent toolkit for writing 
OpenGL programs. It implements a simple windowing application-programming interface 
(API) for OpenGL. GLUT makes it considerably easier to learn about and explore OpenGL 
programming. GLUT provides a portable API so you can write a single OpenGL program that 
works on both Win32 PCs and X11 workstations 
GLUT is designed for constructing small to medium sized OpenGL programs. While 
GLUT is well suited to learning OpenGL and developing simple OpenGL applications, 
GLUT is not afull-featured toolkit so large applications requiring sophisticated user 
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interfaces are better off using native window system toolkits like Motif. GLUT is simple, 
easy, and small. The toolkit supports multiple windows for OpenGL rendering; callback 
driven event processing, sophisticated input devices; simple, cascading pop-up menu facility, 
and utility routines to generate various solid and wire frame objects. 
3.4.9.3 GLUI 
GLUI is a GLUT-based C++ user interface library, which provides controls such as 
buttons, checkboxes, radio buttons, and spinners to OpenGL applications. It is window-system 
independent, relying on GLUT to handle all system-dependent issues, such as window and 
mouse management. Features of the GLUI User Interface Library include complete integration 
with GLUT toolkit, simple creation of a new user interface window with a single line of code, 
support for multiple user interface windows, standard user interface controls such as buttons, 
checkboxes for boolean variables, radio buttons for mutually-exclusive options, editable text 
boxes for inputting text, integers, and floating-point values, spinners for interactively 
manipulating integer and floating-point values, static text fields, panels for grouping sets of 
controls, separator lines to help visually organize groups of controls. These controls can 
generate callbacks when their values change and variables can be linked to controls and 
automatically updated when the value of the control changes using the concept of live 
variables. 
3.4.9.4 VRJuggler 
VR Juggler is a C++ class library that is used as a framework for application 
development. VR Juggler controls the low-level aspects of the system on which the user 
application is executing. It provides a generic interface to common input and output devices 
that VR Juggler can control. VR Juggler has the ability to control graphics rendering, VR 
devices, graphic projection setup, multi-processing, and process synchronization. Flexibility 
is achieved by placing common abstractions over UO devices. New devices can be added 
easily, and existing devices can be reconfigured or replaced, even while an application is 
running. To allow optimal performance, applications are given direct access to graphics APIs 
(currently including OpenGL and Iris Performer). VR Juggler includes built-in support for 
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performance monitoring of applications and graphics subsystems. It supports multiple-
processor machines and will support distributing applications across multiple machines. 
Using VR Juggler and developing applications are kept as simple as possible. Small base 
classes provide a skeleton for application development, while the abstractions of UO devices 
simplify programming. During run-time, any VR Juggler application can be controlled or 
reconfigured by a Java-based graphical interface. VR Juggler is designed to support a wide 
array of VR hardware on a variety of architectures. Several tracking systems, gloves, and 
input devices are already supported. VR Juggler supports projection- based displays such as 
the CAVE, and includes support for head-mounted devices. 
3.4.9.5 Development of Terrain in the Virtual Environment 
The terrain data is one of the most important datasets in terms of hydrologic modeling 
as well as three-dimensional visualization. The terrain data is generally available in the form 
of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), which is a grid data format. The values of elevation can 
be extracted in the form of x, y, and z values as is described in Section 2.5.7. These values, 
which can be essentially thought of as point data sets can then be used to draw triangular 
strips in arow-column order using C++ and OpenGL drawing routines (e.g., 
GL_TR.AINGLE_STRIP). Acolor palette can be used to differentiate between the elevations 
along the terrain. The other consideration while drawing the terrain should be that all the 
distance units in x, y, and z directions are the same. For example, if we have a 30meter 
resolution DEM, but the elevation is in feet, it means that the distance in x and y plane is in 
meters, whereas in the z directions the distance units are in feet. A simple way to come 
across this problem is to convert the distance units in z direction to those of the x or y 
erection. 
3.4.9.6 Displaying Hydrologic Data Sets in the Virtual Environment 
In order to display the spatially explicit outputs obtained from the hydrologic model 
(HEC-HMS) these outputs have to be converted into a usable format. The output of the HEC-
HMS model is stored in a data system storage file and cannot be used for other applications. 
The output files can be read is by using the HEC-DSS viewer utility in HEC-RAS as 
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described in section. A hydrograph can then be generated from the discharge vs. time data 
obtained from this process. A simple graph can be drawn using OpenGL and C++. The 
discharge value can be represented as a point at a particular time and the whole data set can 
then be represented as a series of points, which can then be joined to make a line. Another 
necessary thing is to display the important values of the graph such as Time to peak, peak 
flow, time to recession etc. and also other information about the storm events. This can be 
done by using a font library known as the GLF font library. 
GLF is multi-platforming library for displaying text in OpenGL. This library differs 
from other libraries by simplicity of use and only by one included file (glf.c and header 
glf.h). For working of library it is necessary to have the file with the font, by which you will 
display symbols. The main features of GLF library include easy text drawing; wired, solid, 
3D wired and 3D solid text support; textured text support; contoured and bitmapped text 
support; text centering, direction and rotation support; and loading/unloading GLF fonts. 
3.4.9.7 Displaying Environmental Data Sets in the Virtual Environment 
Environmental data sets such as land use, soils etc. play a very important role in 
environmental and hydrologic studies. These data sets can be displayed in the virtual 
environments in two ways. 
One way is to go through the traditional way of displaying the terrain. The concept 
underlying is that any number of attributes can be joined to the x, y, and z values of the 
terrain data. So, in order to display the soil types, the types of soil has to be added to the table 
of x, y, and z values. The terrain is drawn in the usual way, but the color palette is now 
defined by the environmental variable in the drawing routine. 
The second method is to use texture-mapping techniques in OpenGL. The concept 
underlying here is that the land use data displayed in ArcView GIS can be exported as a 
bitmap file and then texture mapped on top of the terrain coordinates. In basic texture 
mapping routines, an image is applied to a polygon (or some other surface facet such as a 
terrain) by assigning texture coordinates to the polygon's vertices. These coordinates index a 
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texture image, and are interpolated across the polygon to determine, at each of the polygon's 
pixels, a texture image value. The result is that some portion of the texture image is mapped 
onto the polygon when the polygon is viewed on the screen. Typical two-dimensional images 
in this application are images of land use or soils (in this case the texture image is often 
repeated across a polygon). 
These two techniques can be used quite effectively to display environmental data sets, 
thus enhancing decision making and providing a framework for intelligent analysis when 
dealing with hydrologic and environmental studies in virtual environments. 
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4. EXAMPLE APPLICATION AND RESULTS 
The virtual environment described in Chapter 3 can be used for developing a flood 
mitigation system in order to enhance decision-making and reduce response time during 
extreme flooding events. This chapter explains the utilization of virtual environment for 
developing a flood mitigation system. The chapter begins with an overview of the area of 
study chosen to develop this virtual flood mitigation system. This is followed by the steps 
and procedure involved in developing a lowly immersive desktop visualization system and a 
highly immersive virtual environment for flood mitigation using the virtual environment 
described in Chapter 3. The last section of this chapter has a discussion on the results 
obtained because of the use of the virtual environment on the study area. 
4.1 Example Application: Squaw Creek Watershed 
4.1.1 Characteristics of the Squaw Creek Watershed 
The Squaw Creek watershed is located in Story, Boone, and Hamilton counties in 
central Iowa. It is typical of watersheds that lie in recently glaciated agricultural landscapes of 
central Iowa and the Midwest (Prior, 1991). The watershed is part of a larger river basin, the 
Skunk River Basin, covering 11,2$0 km2, which drains southeastward to the Mississippi River. 
The Squaw Creek drainage area is small, covering approximately 563 km2. It has a narrow 
floodplain about 0.5 km wide, which provides little storage capacity for flood waters (Snyder 
& Associates Inc., 1996). The main channel is about 53 km in length. Squaw Creek is a third-
order stream and drains level to gently undulating topography before emptying into South 
Skunk River. The average channel slope is about 1.7 m/km (Slack et al., 1993). The creek 
begins in southwestern Hamilton county, flows through northeastern Boone county and 
northwestern Story county before reaching the South Skunk River. The main tributaries to 
Squaw Creek include Crooked Creek, Montgomery, Creek, Lyndis Creek, Onion Creek, Clear 
Creek, College Creek, and V~orrell Creek (Jeanne, 1998). 
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Most of the area was originally covered by a continuous mosaic of prairies, forests, and 
wetlands (Thompson, 1992). These ecosystems provided a natural equilibrium for the water 
cycle, with extensive areas of high infiltration resulting in low runoff (Anderson et al., 1996). 
Euro-American settlers began converting over 90% of the original landscape to cultivated 
agriculture and urban uses in the mid-1800s. Nowadays, most of the area in Squaw Creek is in 
cultivation, with corn and soybeans being the major crops (Andrew and Dider~ksen, 1981; 
DeWitt, 1984; Dideriksen, 1986). Smaller acreages of pastures, oats, hay and woodland are 
found as well. Small urban areas are present in the basin. The city of Ames is located at the 
confluence of Squaw Creek with the South Skunk River and comprises approximately 6 km of 
reach on Squaw Creek. Other smaller communities are Stratford and Stanhope located in the 
northern portion of the basin, and Gilbert in the southeastern portion (Jeanne, 1998). 
The predominantly agricultural landscape is due to the fact that the soils are particularly 
fertile in this part of the state. The major soil associations in the Squaw Creek watershed are the 
Clarion-Webster-Nicolett, Clarion-Storden-Coland, and Hayden-Lester-Storden (Glanville, 
1987). Low elevations and a moderate relief characterize these soil groups. Because many soils 
are poorly drained and many wetlands presented an obstacle to cultivation and grazing, an 
extensive, yet unmapped, file drainage system has been established since the beginning of the 
nineteenth century. The presence of such a subsurface structure probably impacted the overall 
runoff potential within the basin and increased the flood hazard (Montogomery, 1989). In 
addition channelization and excavation of drainage ditches have sped up the movement of 
water and created deeply incised channels with unstable banks. Modern agriculture has thus 
accelerated the streamflow of agriculture in the landscape and made the area more prone to 
flooding. The major contribution of agriculture to flooding is the reduced infiltration caused by 
conversion of prairie meadows to row crops. 
Soil survey data (Andrews and Diderikersen,1981; DeWitt, 1984; Diderikersenl986) 
and USGS water reports (Slack et al., 1993) indicate that the average annual precipitation over 
the basin is approximately 81 cm. Of this, about 75 %usually falls between April and 
September. Precipitation early in spring, in conjunction with snowmelt, can create flooding 
conditions. 
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4.1.2 Historical Flooding in the Squaw Creek Basin 
Due to the drainage network, the land use, and the topography of the Squaw Creek 
basin, a flooding peak discharge response from peak precipitation usually occurs within only 
12 hours (Snyder and Associates Inc., 1996). For nearly 100 years now, loss of life and 
considerable property damage has occurred because of flash flooding of the stream. Stream 
flow data from the U.S. Geological Survey gauging station in Ames, 3.8 km upstream from 
the mouth of the basin, indicate that major floods have occurred several times (Table 1) 
(Glanville, 1987; Tebben, 1997; Jeanne, 1998). 
Table 1: Flooding events in City of Ames 
Date . Gage Height (m) Discharge (m3/s) (Instantaneous Peak Flow) 
June 4, 1918 4.42 19 S . 3 9 
July 17, 1922 3.26 116.95 
March 1, 1965 3.26 118.93 
June 27, 1975 4.27 319.98 
March 19, 1979 3.60 150.08 
June 13, 1984 3.95 203.31 
June 17, 1984 3.89 193.12 
May 19, 1990 3.23 118.93 
June 17, 1990 4.87 3 S 3.96 
July 9, 1993 5.64 688.10 
July 13, 1993 4.24 24S .22 
June 17, 1996 4.66 3 S 9.62 
June 14, 1998 3.96 20S.S 
The first official gauge measurement of flooding in the Squaw Creek basin was 
recorded in June 1918. Since then, several flooding situations have been observed (Table 1). 
These situations correspond to an exceedance of the flood stage of 2.1 m (Heinitz and 
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Wiitala, 1978). Based on the extent of the damage it caused, the flood of 1975 was described 
as the largest that ever occurred in the basin (Heinitz and Wiitala, 1978). Property damage 
was estimated to exceed $ 1,000,000 and one person died. The floods of the summer of 1993, 
however, beat that record (Einhellig and Eash, 1996). The magnitude of the 1993 floods was 
due to a persistent wet-weather pattern throughout the Upper Midwestern U.S. for at least 6 
months preceding the event (Parrett et al., 1993; Wahl et al., 1993). Heavy rainfall events of 
between 5 and 13 cm fell over the basin during late June and early July 1993 (Parrett et al., 
1993). Due to an average precipitation of one and a half to two times the normal precipitation 
during the period from January to July 1993, the soils were completely saturated and all 
incoming rainfall simply became direct runoff. Ames, located near the basin. outlet, 
experienced unprecedented flooding. Total economic loss within the community was 
estimated to be over $ 10 million (Snyder &Associates Inc., 1996). The 1996 flood was not 
as severe as the 1993 flood either in terms of damage to homes and businesses or damage to 
public facilities (Jeanne, 1998). Nonetheless, total damage was estimated to average $ 1.4 
million. 
4.1.3 Summary of Past Efforts in Flood Mitigation 
Faced with the risks of flash flooding, the city of Ames has been actively involved in 
finding ways to mitigate flooding consequences. A study of Squaw Creek and Skunk River 
Basin floodplains by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Rock Island District, helped 
determine flood-prone areas (Glanville, 1987). It eventually led to the development of flood 
plain zoning ordinances for regulation and use of the floodplain within the city limits. Flood 
damage reduction features such as earthen berms, elevated entrances, and major under 
drainage systems were incorporated in the construction of the Iowa State Center Complex 
and Iowa State dormitories in the 70s. Other flood control structures were put in place to try 
in an attempt channel flood flows away from property adjacent to Squaw Creek. Elwood 
Drive, a maj or north-south artery in Ames, was constructed at a higher elevation so as to 
serve as a levee during flooding events. In spite of these projects, important damages are still 
being sustained within these areas. During the flood of 1993, for instance, the Hilton 
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Coliseum was heavily damaged when water filled up to the first row of parquet-level seats 
(Jeanne, 1998). 
There are three areas in Ames that are primarily prone to major flooding damage. The 
multi- million dollar Iowa State Center Complex, with several buildings and extensive 
parking facilities is one of the most flood prone areas. Areas in the southeast of the city along 
South Duff Avenue, pose another threat. Residential areas along South Riverside, South 
Russell, South 4th and South 5th streets, south of the city along the creek, are also part of the 
flood prone zone. Development in the Squaw Creek floodplain has not been halted by the 
past flooding events. It actually seems to intensify with the construction of new residential 
apartments and business and commercial buildings. Over the past 30 years, several Iowa 
State University facilities have been constructed, including housing in the floodplain (Snyder 
and Associates Inc., 1996). There has also been an increase in concentration of commercial 
development along south Duff Avenue. The potential for increased damage from a possible 
disastrous flooding event seems to be growing. The city officials are thus exploring all 
possible flood mitigation alternatives. 
In order to reduce the impacts of flooding, the city of Ames has set up a flood 
prediction and warning system (Grosskruger, 1993). In the event of a flooding situation, a 
precise plan of action would take place. Water Plant personnel monitor streamflow on the 
Squaw Creek as well as precipitation amounts. If the water level reaches 1.8 m, rises at 0.15 
m/hr, and at least 5 cm /hr of rain falls, the police notify the City Disaster Response Team. 
Police are sent to the residential flooding prone areas to conduct adoor-to-door warning of 
the impending flooding. Business owners are telephoned. Sand bags and sand are provided in 
key areas. The Public Works Department takes care of traffic measures. Fire personnel can 
assist in the evacuation of local residents. Local utilities disconnect power and gas lines if 
necessary. The Red Cross can also provide emergency shelter. Police also provides security 
for damaged properties, if any (Karla Tebben, personal communication, January 2001). 
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Despite the existence of this flood response strategy, the city of Ames officials feel 
uncomfortable with the flood prediction system. Public skepticism can arise when actual water 
levels are far short of predictions and result in a lack of action in an actual disaster event. 
Squaw Creek represents only a portion of the Skunk River basin and is not classified as 
a major river. Glanville (1987) developed amicrocomputer-based flood prediction model for 
the Squaw Creek basin based on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering 
Center's HEC-1 model. His model predicts the time of peak and peak discharges for large 
flood events. It was revised, verified and slightly modified in 1996-1997 (Tebben, 1997). This 
model can, however, be only as accurate as the data received. Although the current network of 
telemetered rain gauges (Tebben, 1997) seems satisfactory under awell-distributes rainfall. 
pattern, it may prove to be inadequate in providing representative rainfall intensities under 
convective storm events. This would, in turn, cause inaccurate predictions on peak discharge 
and time to peak. Radar data, on the other hand, with its spatial and temporal characteristics of 
rainfall measurement, could represent a great asset in the flood prediction operations. Jeanne 
(1998) used the HEC-HMS hydrological modeling package with the Nexrad data from the 
National Weather Service using the ModClark Model. All these studies aimed at the refinement 
of the hydrological modeling and were quite efficient in developing effective flood 
management strategies based on the results obtained. The missing component here is the visual 
component. The visualization of the high risk flooding areas can be used as a very useful in 
decision making, hence enhancing the flood mitigation strategies as described in this research. 
The virtual environment described in Chapter 3 can be used quite effectively to enhance the 
existing flood mitigation strategies adopted by the city of Ames. 
4.2 Using the Virtual Environment for Developing Flood Mitigation System 
for the Squaw Creek Watershed 
The virtual environment described in Chapter 3 consists of three main subsystems, 
namely the Hydrologic Modeling System, Geospatial Data Processing System, and the Virtual 
Environment. This section describes the way these subsystems can be used to develop a flood 
mitigation system for the Squaw Creek watershed. In order to develop this system, first the data 
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sets were processed using the Geospatial Data Processing System. After this, the Hydrologic 
Modeling System has been described, followed by the development of the virtual environment. 
4.2.1 Geospatial Data Processing System 
4.2.1.1 Data Acquisition and Manipulation 
The primary data sets of important for this study, were the topographic, land use/land 
cover, soils and rainfall. The topographic data were obtained from the GIS lab at Iowa State 
University. The topographic data was a DEM of 30*30 m relation at a 1:250,000 scale for the 
state of Iowa. The land use/land cover data was obtained from the Natural Resources GIS 
Library through the Iowa Department of Natural Resources and the soils data was obtained 
from the Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSUR.GO), which is available for download for 
selected Iowa Counties. SSURGO is the most detailed level of soil mapping produced by the 
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (I~TRCS). The meteorological data sets such as 
the precipitation data and the stream flow data important for the hydrological modeling and 
model calibration, were obtained from the city of Ames. The aerial photographs in the form of 
Digital Orthophoto Quarter Quads were downloaded for the city of Ames from the Iowa 
Geographic Image Map Server. Another important data set obtained from the GIS Lab at Iowa 
State University was the Hydrologic Unit Code data. This data set is important to define the 
boundary of the watershed area. 
The first geoprocessing operation performed on all the data sets was to clip them to the 
boundary of the watershed area. This was done by using an avenue script — clipgrid.ave. The 
next step, involving all the data sets was reading the metadata of all the datasets and making 
sure that, all the datasets were in the same projection system. This was done using Arcview 
GIS Projection Utility. All the data sets used in this study were stored in the Universal 
Transverse Mercator projection system. After this the datasets were stored in a database created 
for the watershed area and used as required via the procedure described below. 
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4.2.1.2 Terrain Data Processing for Development of Terrain in the Virtual Environment 
The terrain data play a very important role in both the hydrological modeling and the 
development of the landscape and terrain in the virtual environment. The Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) for the state of Iowa was first clipped into the boundary of the Squaw Creek 
watershed area. 
To visualize the topography of the Squaw Creek region in the virtual environment the 
x, y, and z coordinates were extracted into a text file from the Digital Elevation Model using 
the Grid to xYZ file extension in ArcView GIS as described in Section 3.5.7. By doing this, 
the terrain data become more flexible for use and manipulation in the virtual environment. 
4.2.1.3 Curve Number Calculation 
The Soil Conservation Service (currently the Natural Resources Conservation Service) 
developed an empirical method for computing abstractions from the storm rainfall. The agency 
has been able to relate drainage characteristics of soil groups to a curve number, CN. The CN is 
a function of the ability of soils to infiltrate the water, land use, and the soil water conditions at 
the start of a rainfall event (Antecedent Moisture Conditions, AMC). Because estimates of CN 
are easily obtained from the SCS published tables using the soil type and land use data readily 
available for most watersheds, the SCS method has been always used for the Squaw Creek 
basin modeling work (Glanville, 1987; Tebben, 1997; Jeanne, 1998). CN values have been 
established on the basis of most of the soils comprised in the B hydrologic group with row 
crops as the major land use pattern, typical of soils in mid-central Iowa (Glanville, 1987; 
Tebben, 1997). The SCS loss rate method was thus used here as well. 
For modeling purposes, the precipitation loss was considered to be a subbasin average 
value, assumed to be uniformly distributed over the entire subbasin. Research work by Tebben 
(1997) indicated that, most of the time, a CN associated with an AMC between AMC II 
(normal conditions) and AMC III (wet conditions) more closely matches the HEC-1 predicted 
flows with the observed flws. It was possible to use a CN corresponding to AMC II.S because 
AMC and CN represent the physical reality of the soil moisture. At any given time, actual 
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moisture conditions could fall somewhere between the values given for any discrete 
designation. Mid-central Iowa, where Squaw Creek watershed is located, is characterized by 
low average precipitation from November to March, because of predominance of cold, dry 
winds from continental Canada (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1998). 
The period of April to August sees most of the annual precipitation. Evapo-transpiration is low 
in winter and the highest in July and August (National Climatic Data Center, 1995). Soils 
soaked with moisture during winter are thus prone to a lot of surface runoff when the raining 
season starts in April. The majority of the surface runoff occurs during the period of May to 
July. Using the SCS CN values for modeling that correspond to AMC between II and III is 
therefore adequate. 
The soils data and the land use/land cover data were used to determine the Curve 
Number for individual subbasins delineated using the HEC-GeoHMS extension in ArcView 
GIS. The soils data was obtained in the form of vector data (polygonal data) on a county basis 
where in it had been divided into smaller rectangular section. The data sets had to be merged 
together using the Merge Themes option in Geoprocessing Wizard. After this the soils data was 
clipped to the boundary of the watershed using the Hydrologic Code Unit data using the 
Geoprocessing Wizard in ArcView GIS. Similarly, the landuse data was clipped to the 
boundary of the watershed using the Geoprocessing Wizard in ArcView GIS. 
After this, the curve number for the watershed was generated for individual soil 
polygons for AMC II and AMC III by using the menu system developed in ArcView GIS 
(Section 3.5.4.1). The CN tables obtained for both the AMC's were joined to the attribute table 
of the soils datasets and a mean CN was calculated using the Field Calculator. After this, the 
weighted average Curve Number was calculated for the fifty-three subbasins of the Squaw 
Creek (Figure 37) watershed area by following the steps described in Section 3.5.4.2. 
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Figure 37: Average curve number of the fifty-three subbasins of Squaw Creek watershed 
The Curve Numbers obtained by this procedure were then input into the HEC-HMS 
model for further analysis. 
4.2.1.4 Calculation of SCS Lag Time for Individual subbasins 
The SCS lag time was calculated using the Field Calculator in ArcView GIS, which 
enables one to edit the attribute tables of datasets, add new fields, and calculate values for 
different fields based on different equations. The equations used for calculating the SCS Lag 
Time are described in Section 3.2.2.2. 
The values of flow length (L) and slope (s) were derived from the terrain data using 
ArcView GIS and HEC-GeoHMS. The value of 2-year, 24-hour rainfall (P2) was estimated 
from the Weather Bureau Technical Paper (Hershfield, 1961). Manning's n value was 
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obtained from a standard hydrology textbook (Chow et al., 1988). Estimates of the channel 
geometry in the Squaw Creek were based on the previous data (Glanville, 1987; Jeanne, 
1998). A trapezoidal channel with one-to-one side slopes and bottom widths of 10 to 20 feet 
adequately described the tributary streams in most cases (Glanville, 1987). Channel slope and 
flow length were measured from the topographic data of Squaw Creek in ArcView GIS. 
Using the average flow velocity, travel time was then computed with the same equation used 
with the shallow concentrated flow segment. 
The values were appended to the attribute table of the delineated watershed shapefile 
obtained from the HEC-GeoHMS. New fields were added to the attribute table and values of 
variables already known were fed into the table manually. The values of travel time, time of 
concentration, and SCS lag time were calculated using the Field Calculator. 
4.2.1.5 Thiessen Polygon Network for Rain Guages 
The spatial distribution of rainfall in the subbasins of the Squaw Creek watershed was 
done using the Thiessen Polygon method. The locations of the five rain guages in the Squaw 
Creek watershed area were obtained from the City of Ames. This dataset having the geographic 
coordinates of the guages was input as point data theme in ArcView GIS and the procedure 
described in Section 3.5.5 was followed to obtain the influence of each of these rain guages in 
the subbasins (Figure 38). A table of the weights or influence of each rain guage in the 
subbasins is attached in the Appendix I c. 
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Figure 38: Distribution and influence of five rain gages in fifty-three subbasins of the 
Squaw Creek watershed 
4.2.2 Hydrologic Modeling System 
4.2.2.1 Data Processing in HEC-GeoHMS 
The HEC-GeoHMS as described earlier in Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 3 uses the terrain 
data to delineate the watershed into subbasins, define the stream network and also develop the 
input files for HEC-HMS. The Squaw Creek watershed area was delineated into fifty-three 
subbasins using the HEC-GeoHMS extension in ArcView GIS. The steps described in Section 
3.5.2 of Chapter 3 were followed to obtain the stream network and the delineation of the 
Squaw Creek watershed area (Figure 39). A default threshold of 1 % of the largest drainage 
area in the entire basin was chosen in order to have the maximum number of subbasins 
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delineated. A threshold of 1 % of the largest drainage area, which came out to be 2.21064 
square miles for the total drainage area of 221.64 square miles for the Squaw Creek watershed 
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Figure 39: Result of terrain preprocessing of Squaw Creek watershed in HEC-GeoHMS 
For creating input files for the HEC-HMS model, the outlet of the watershed was 
defined as the Lincoln Way Stream gage monitored by the USGS for stream flow data. This 
was done in order to calibrate the modeling results with the actual flow. After this the basin 
characteristics were defined. For defining the centroids of the subbasins the Ellipse Method, 
which encompasses the subbasin in an ellipse to give more desirable was chosen. The 
background mapfile for the Squaw Creek watershed was created and the distributed model was 
chosen to define the input file for the hydrologic modeling in HEC-HMS. The HEC-HMS 
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Figure 40: HEC-HMS schematic for the Squaw Creek watershed 
4.2.2.2 HEC-HMS Model Setup 
This included setting up the Basin Model, Meteorological Model, and the Control 
Specifications for the Squaw Creek watershed. The basic input parameters to the Basin Model 
in terms ofrainfall-runoff and routing were obtained from the processing of the topographic 
data and basin processing for HEC-HMS using HEC-GeoHMS as described in the previous 
sections. 
For the rainfall-runoff modeling with HEC-HMS, the intent was to choose the rainfall 
events that are spatially varied (different rain gages reporting different rainfall amounts), yet 
temporally centered (one major peak of rainfall) (Jeanne, 1998). These were kept in mind while 
selecting the storm events. On July 16-17, 1996, about 51 to 76 mm of rain fell on the Squaw 
Creek basin, with heavy rains in the southwest part of the drainage area (Jeanne, 1998). So this 
event was of interest. On June 1998 flooding occurred in the Squaw Creek basin following a 
heavy storm. This rainstorm was thus also selected. 
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For each storm the objective was to compare the HEC-HMS simulation results obtained 
with rain gage precipitation data input with the observed stream flow for those events. But the 
problem we ran into was the lack of data to run these simulations. The data set, which was 
complete for running the model and comparison, was that for the June 1998 storm. The reason 
for not getting the adequate data was that the City of Ames was in process of automating the 
rain gages and in the process the data from previous years was lost. Only the stream flow data 
was available for some other storm events, which would not have been of much use. So it was 
decided to use the June 1998 storm and calibrate the model and based on this event. After 
calibrating the model for this event, various what-if analyses could be performed to analyze 
and study the extent of flooding events based on hypothetical storms. Also, land use changes 
and their impact on the hydrology of the Squaw Creek watershed could be studied. 
The first step in setting up the HEC-HMS model for the Squaw Creek watershed was to 
specify the input parameters into the Basin Modle. The basin file created by HEC-GeoHMS 
was imported into the HEC-HMS. To set up the Basin model parameters, the values were 
plugged in for all the fifty-three subbasins. The SCS Curve Number approach was used to 
determine the loss rate for each of the subbasin. The Loss Rate parameters, which included the 
curve number, initial abstraction and %imperviousness, were plugged in based on the 
calculations ArcView GIS, described earlier. The values of %imperviousness were obtained 
from the City of Ames HEC-HMS modeling setup, where in they have the whole watershed 
area divided into thirteen subbasins. The City of Ames divides the Squaw Creek watershed into 
thirteen watershed areas. The values of the imperviousness were then interpolated for use in the 
fifty-three subbasins used in this study by mere eye balling technique because the city does not 
use the HEC-GeoHMS approach for creating the input files to HEC-HMS. Therefore, the 
datasets used by them are not geo-referenced, which made it impossible to use GIS techniques 
to interpolate these values. 
The SCS Unit Hydrograph method, which was used for runoff transformation required 
the SCS lag time, which was calculated from the terrain data and stream characteristics using 
ArcView GIS as described earlier in this chapter was plugged in for all the subbasins. 
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Glanville (1987) developed values for the Muskinghum parameters K and X for the 
Squaw Creek basin. They were also used by Tebben (1997) and Jeanne (1998) for their 
modeling work. It was thus decided to use the Muskinghum routing method for the modeling 
for Squaw Creek basin. Values of the parameters for the three subbasins were derived from the 
existing data. For routing purposes, HMS requires the specification of a number of subreaches 
(Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1990). The number of subreaches corresponds to the travel 
time divided by the time interval of the input rainfall. 
Another important step in setting up of the hydrological model was to define the 
raingage stations in terms of their locations as described in Section 3.5.6 of Chapter 3. The 
exact locations of the rain gages were obtained from the City of Ames as shown in Table 2. 
The half-hourly precipitation data for the June 1998 storm event obtained from the city was 
also plugged manually in for each of the subbasins. 
The precipitation model used for this study was the user gage weighting method, which 
provides complete control over the gages and weighting scheme used for each subbasin. 
Weight values were computed using the Thiessen polygon method as described earlier. The 
gage weights (Appendix I) were entered manually from the results for individual subbasins of 
the Squaw Creek watershed. 
Looking at low flow seven-day data for a recurrence interval often years for the period 
of June to July for Squaw creek indicated that values range between 0.07 and 0.002 m3/sec 
(Cara, 1979), which represent a very small flow (Tebben, 1997). The Squaw Creek watershed's 
dominant land use is row crops, over which the infiltration rate is one of the lowest. Ames 
urbanized area can also be classified as mainly impervious. The baseflow values for the June 
1998 storm were obtained from the City of Ames for this study to calibrate the model. 
The final step in setting up the HEC HMS model was to set up the Control 
Specifications. The storm event, which was considered complete in terms of the data, was the 
June 1998 storm event. The model was setup on a half hour interval time and the starting and 
ending dates and times were plugged in the Control Specifications dialog box. 
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Before running the model, after specifying the conditions for the June 1998 storm 
event, the stream gage data for the Lincoln Way gage was input into the model. This step was 
important for comparing the hydrograph data obtained from the model to the actual stream 
flow during the storm event. 
The model was then run and results were calibrated based on the actual discharge-time 
relationship from the streamflow data collected at the Lincoln way streamflow gage station. 
The hydrograph obtained for the June 1998 storm event without calibration is shown in Figure 
41. 
4.2.2.3 Model Calibration and Validation 
After analyzing and comparing the hydrograph obtained at the outlet of the watershed 
with the actual stream flow at the Lincoln Way gage, the model had to be calibrated. This is a 
very important step for performing obtaining correct hydrologic response of the watershed area 
to a rainfall event. 
In order to calibrate the model, the first step was to go through all the data input to the 
model. This was done on a step-by-step basis starting with the inputs of curve number and SCS 
lag times calculated for the individual subbasins. Some missing entries were found on a closer 
look. After this the rainfall data was checked for any errors. The thorough checking of the data 
input into the Meteorological Model followed this. 
After this the model was again run but the results were not very encouraging. In order 
to improve the results, a meeting with Karla Tebben from the Water Department of City of 
Ames yielded in obtaining the base flow values in some of the tributaries of the Squaw Creek. 
Also, parameters for calculation of the base flow Recession Method were obtained from the 
City of Ames. These values were input into some of the subbasins after consulting the datasets 
used by the City of Ames for defining the base flow parameters in the model. For the June 
1998 storm event, it was found that their was a considerable amount of rainfall that occurred in 
the central part of the Squaw Creek watershed, which resulted in some amount of base flow in 
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the streams in that region. This information was used and the base flow parameters were fed 
into these subbasins for calibrating the model. 
After this the model was run again and the results obtained at the outlet were found to 
be quite close to the actual stream flow (Figure 41). 
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Figure 41: Hydrograph for the June 1998 flooding event after calibration 
In order to validate the model calibrated for the June 1998 flooding event, the City of 
Ames was approached for the rainfall and stream flow data. The City of Ames was in the 
process of changing the rainfall data gages in order to have a real time data handling. During 
the upgrade they lost all the rainfall data sets for the previous years (Personal Communication, 
Karla Tebben, July 2001). And since there was no major storm event in the year 2001, the City 
had not collected any data last year. For this reason, the calibrated model was not validated and 
it was assumed that the model would run correctly for any other storm event. 
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4.2.2.4 Frequency Storm Events 
After the model was calibrated for the June 1998 storm event, the model was run for 
various frequency storm events. It was decided to study the hydrologic response of the Squaw 
Creek watershed for 100 Year, 50 Year, 25 year and 10 Year return period flooding events and 
the duration of these storm events was taken as 1 hour. These events are extreme flooding 
events and can help the decision makers to have a fair idea of the expected volume of water at 
the outlet of the watershed. Also, the hydrographs can be obtained at various junctions along 
the stream, which can provide vital information in case of such extreme flooding events. 
This was done by creating a new Meteorological model by choosing the frequency 
storm events option as described in Section 3.2.2.5 of Chapter 3. The values for input to the 
model were calculated using the equations as described in Section 3.2.2.5 of Chapter 3. The 
duration of these storm events was taken as 1 hour and the duration of maximum intensity of 
rainfall was taken as 15 minutes. The values of the precipitation depth were calculated using 
the equations described earlier. The peak center value was set to 50%, which means that the 
50% of the storm duration occurs before the peak intensity. Assuming that the whole watershed 
experienced this extreme rainfall event, the whole area of 221.34 sq. mi. was entered as the 
storm area. After setting the conditions for the storm events, the model was run to obtain the 
discharge vs. time graphs at the Lincoln Way Gage. The results obtained from the model for 
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Figure 45: Hydrograph for 100 year, 1 hour duration frequency storm for original land 
use conditions 
4.2.2.6 Impact of Land Use Change on the Hydrology of the Squaw Creek Watershed 
As mentioned earlier in Section 3.1.1, the City of Ames is located at the south eastern 
tip of the Squaw Creek watershed. The flooding in Squaw Creek watershed has been a major 
cause of concern in the City of Ames. The urbanization in this part of the watershed can have a 
significant impact on the hydrology of the watershed. In order to study the impacts of 
urbanization simple what-if land use changes type of analysis can be a very useful tool for 
decision makers involved in flood forecasting and mitigation. 
To perform such an analysis, very simple "what-if' type analysis was carved out by 
playing with the curve number values of the subbasins, which lie in the area in and around the 
City of Ames. All these subbasins were assigned a curve number value of 87, which is assigned 
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to urban areas by the MRCS (Chow et al., 1987). This has a significant impact on the runoff 
from those subbasins. This was seen in the results obtained when the model was run for the 
same frequency-based storm events described in Section 4.2.2.4. The hydrographs obtained for 
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Figure 49: Hydrograph for 100 year, 1 hour duration frequency storm for urban land use 
conditions 
4.2.2.6 HEC-RAS 
The output from the HEC-HMS in the form of discharge time relationships, are stored 
in a Data Storage System (DSS) files, which cannot be read by any other software HEC-HMS 
automatically creates a DSS file when it is used. Using the DSS viewer in HEC-RAS 3.0.1, the 
data can be either viewed graphically or tabulated. The tabulated data was then exported into 
Microsoft Excel and the values of discharge at various junctions were stored as a delimited text 
file. This made it easier to read the discharge time data and then use this data for generating the 
floodplain in the virtual environment. 
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Using HEC-RAS, the hydrograph data was then stored in data files, which was then 
used to develop, visualize and analyze the hydrologic model results in the virtual 
environment. 
4.2.3 Development of the Virtual Environment 
This section describes the development of a flood mitigation system in VR 
environment by creating the scene with real world content as well as the results from the 
hydrologic model. The geometric and texture data for the real world scene was acquired using 
the methodology described earlier, by this research and then implemented to model the real 
world scene. 
It is possible to create the scene geometry in two different ways: (1) by using available 
commercial software such as Multigen Creator, Performer, etc., or (2) writing program codes 
using OpenGL routines, i.e., the brute force approach. The first approach lets the developer to 
create the model quickly. However, there is a very limited scope to provide capabilities for 
interactive editing of the component features inside the VR environment. Secondly, we can use 
some useful information in terms of the actual representation of the data. The second approach, 
on the other hand, involves more work at the outset, but it is easy to code the interaction into 
the model and secondly no compromises are made in terms of actual data representation. 
Keeping these things in mind, the second choice was chosen and the virtual scene was created 
and manipulated using the OpenGL routines. 
The other important thing that had to be kept in mind was choosing the level of 
immersion, which would be ideal for the decision-makers. After giving it a serious thought, it 
was decided to build a desktop visualization system as well as a fully immersive virtual 
environment, which in this case was the C6. Both these systems would use the same geometric 
primitives in the visualization environment. 
The desktop visualization system was developed as a part of a proj ect work for the 
course CARE 519 on Computer Graphics and Geometric Modeling. Dr. Judy M. Vance offered 
this course in the fall of 2001 at Iowa State University. For creating the fully immersive 
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environment in the C6, the simulated scene was created as part of a proj ect work for the course 
IES 84x on Virtual Environments and Applications. Dr. Carolina Cruz-Neira offered this course 
in the spring of 2002 at Iowa State University. 
The implementation of the simulated scene include the following aspects: 
1. Construction of a model scene that contains the terrain, stream, and junctions 
feature data and attribute data like land use. 
2. Providing scope for user interaction in the form of navigation in the 
visualization environment. 
3. Displaying the spatially explicit outputs of the hydrologic modeling in the 
visualization environment . 
4.2.3.1 Modeling the Geometry for Visualization 
The first task undertaken in this study was to development of the geometric primitives to 
be visualized. This was accomplished by writing programs in C++ and OpenGL. The basis of 
creating this virtual environment was that all geographic features could be represented as 
objects (points, lines and polygons) in this three dimensional environment. The data set of 
prime importance here was the topographic data in the grid format (DEM). The spatial 
attributes (x, y, and z) of the DEM were obtained by using the Grid to XYZ file extension in 
ArcView GIS, which was a part of the Geospatial Data Analysis System, described in 
Sections 3.3.1.1.2 and 3.5.7 of Chapter 3. This geo-referenced point data were then used to 
form adjacent triangular polygons using a simple triangulation technique of creating 
triangular polygonal strips using C++ and OpenGL library as described in Section of Chapter 
3.5.9. S . These triangular polygons can be considered as objects, which have parameters of 
the location of the points, elevation, and also hydrologic parameters obtained from the 
distributed hydrologic model, attached to it. 
The terrain generation is an important step because it was used as a base map such that 
other data sets, which include the land use land, cover, soils data and the stream data from the 
hydrologic model could be overlaid on top of it to make intelligent environmentaUhydrologic 
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analysis using texture-mapping techniques with C++ and OpenGL. The geometry of the stream 
network in the watershed area was obtained, by first converting the stream data (in vector 
format) into a grid format and then the Grid to XYZ extension in ArcView GIS was used to get 
the x, y, and z values. The stream geometry data file was then read and the stream was created 
as a line feature in the visualization environment. The other important feature for studying the 
hydrology was the junction data set, which was produced by the HEC-GeoHMS. The junctions 
are the points where the flow of two or more subbasins merges to form another stream channel. 
The hydrographs at these points give us the amount of flow contribution by the individual 
subbasins, which is quite important for studying the hydrology of the area under study. The 
junctions were created as point data sets in the visualization environment and represented by a 
pole with a cube on the top (Figure 50). 
,, 
Figure 50: Stream network and junctions in the virtual environment (Simulation 
Window) 
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In order to study the effect of changes in land use type and their effects on the 
hydrology of the watershed, the original land use type was overlaid on the terrain. This was 
done by exporting the land use types as image files and texture-mapping them on top of the 
terrain using the environmental texture-mapping techniques in OpenGL. Using, the similar 
texture mapping technique, nine aerial photographs of the City of Ames were texture-mapped 
on the terrain for the user to have a realistic view of the whole area. 
The results obtained by the HEC-HMS model for different storm events and land use 
types comprised basically of the hydrographs produced at various junctions. These results were 
converted into data files using the HEC-RAS DS5 utility and Microsoft Excel as described in 
Section 3.5.8 earlier. The hydrographs were created in the visualization environment from the 
flow vs. time data stored in these data files. The user could then perform "what-ifs" land use 
changes and how it would impact the hydrology of the watershed, while immersed in a lowly 
or fully immersive virtual environment. 
4.2.3.2 Lowly Immersive Desktop Visualization System for Flood Mitigation 
The desktop visualization environment was developed in order to provide the decision-
makers areadily available tool during extreme flooding events. This was done by using the 
drawing routines and geometric primitives created using the techniques described in Section 
3.3.1. For interacting with the datasets, a user interface was created using GLUT and GLUI 
libraries. The reason for first using GLUT and then moving to GLUI for development of the 
interface was to increase the appeal of the interface and also to increase the interaction ability 
of the user. 
4.2.3.2.1 Development of Desktop Visualization Interface using GLUT 
The GLUT library (described in Section 3.5.9.2 of Chapter 3) was the first move 
towards development of the desktop visualization environment. The terrain data, stream data, 
the junction data, and hydrograph data were drawn first using the techniques described in 
Section 4.2.1. After this in order to provide interaction in the scene, apop-up menu was 
developed using the GLUT library as shown in Figure 51. 
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Figure 51: Desktop visualization system using the GLUT interface library 
The user was given a number of options to visualize different data sets. Other options 
provided to the user include lighting options, navigation in the scene using different keys on 
the keyboard and performing flybys, displaying land use type, and having an aerial view of the 
area of study. Also the user was given the option to view the hydrographs obtained from the 
hydrologic model. One of the problems encountered while using GLUI was that the pop-up 
menu seemed to be overloaded with responsibilities. This could become a major problem for 
doing some detailed geospatial and hydrologic data analysis. 
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4.2.3.2.2 Development of Desktop Visualization Interface using GLUI 
In order to improve the interface and provide more options to the user the GLUI library 
(described in Section 3.5.9.3 of Chapter 3) was used for developing the desktop visualization 
environment. The terrain data, stream data, the junction data, and hydrograph data were drawn 
first using the techniques described in Section 4.2.1. After this in order to provide interaction in 
the scene, a number of toolboxes, buttons, and checkbox options were provided using the 
GLUI library as shown in Figure 52. 
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Figure 52: Desktop visualization system using the GLUI interface library 
The user was given a number of options to visualize different data sets. The options for 
displaying various GIS data sets and hydrologic data sets were separated. Other options 
provided to the user include navigation capabilities in the scene using different camera tools on 
the interface and performing flybys. The user could pan and zoom in or zoom out into a 
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particular area using buttons provided. Also the user has full control to move the camera and 
observer. The user can choose various options in the interface to perform various "what-if' 
type analyses. For example, in order to view the hydrograph at the main junction (Lincoln Way 
gage), the user can choose the land use type, storm event of interest and then display the results 
for doing some intelligent analysis. The user can then choose a different set of conditions and 
display the hydrograph for that storm event (Figure 53). The user can also display land use type 
and also have an aerial view of the area of study. 
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Figure 53: Hydrologic data analysis on the desktop visualization using GLUI interface 
4.2.3.3 Highly Immersive Virtual Environment for Flood Mitigation 
The C6 system, described in Section 3.4.1.1.1 of Chapter 3 was chosen for 
developing the flood mitigation system in a fully Immersive environment. In order to transfer 
the application into the C6 system and provide user interaction VRJuggler was used. VR 
Juggler is a C++ class library that is used as a framework for application development. VR 
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Juggler controls the low-level aspects of the system on which the user application is 
executing and provides a generic interface to common input and output devices that VR 
Juggler can control. Besides controlling the graphics rendering, VRJuggler controls the VR 
devices, the graphic projection setup, multi-processing and process synchronization 
(VRJuggler, 2002). 
The main consideration in writing the C++ and OpenGL program within the 
VRJuggler framework included reading data files, initializing and assigning responsibilities 
to the hardware devices for interaction in the preframe () function. The other consideration 
was loading the textures in the Init Q function. These two things were important in order to 
optimize the drawing and rendering of the geometric primitives in each frame. The program 
written for the developing the flood mitigation system in a virtual environment is provided in 
Appendix II c. 
4.2.3.3.1 Interaction in the C6 Environment 
In order to provide the user with abilities to interact with the environmental and 
hydrologic data sets displayed in the virtual scene, the C6 wand (Figure 54) was used. 
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Figure 54: Wand for the C6 virtual environment 
This wand has six buttons that can be used in order to perform different tasks in the 
virtual environments (Table 1). The buttons were synchronized with the application for 
providing input using VRJuggler. The user was given options to navigate in the three 
dimensional virtual environment by moving forward, backward and sideways using the 
wand. Also, the user had control over the speed with he or she travels in the virtual 
environment. For the user to perform various "what-if' analyses, a menu system was created 
in the virtual environment (Figures 55 and 56). The framework of the menu system used here 
was developed as part of the study related to design and analysis of spatial 4C mechanisms at 
the Virtual Reality Application Center (Dorozhkin et al., 2002). This menu system 
developed, was then manipulated for use in the development of the virtual flood mitigation 
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Figure 56: Menu system in the virtual environment (Simulation Window) 
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Table 2: Functionality of Wand Buttons in C6 
Button Function 
1 Navigate forward and backward in the scene 
2 S cro 11 down in the menu 
3 Open the main menu 
4 Select option from main menu and sub-menus 
5 Close all menu 
6 Reset the whole scene to original conditions 
The menu system here was attached to the wand coordinate system and as soon as the 
user pressed Button 3, the menu system popped up about 3 feet away from the user in the C6. 
The user was given the ability to choose the menu options while navigating through the 
scene. The user was given the ability to scroll down the menu system by pressing Button 2. 
The user could choose the type of landuse in the main menu by pressing Button 4 and in the 
next menu choose the type of flood event he/she wanted to view the hydrograph for. The 
hydrographs were displayed in the head coordinate system and were placed about 3 feet away 
from the user in the C6. Thus the user chose different land use types and the different storm 
events for visualizing the results produced from the hydrologic model for the set of 
conditions provided. The visualization of the hydrologic modeling results in the virtual 
environment were based on the results already obtained from the model, run earlier based on 
the set of conditions provided. 
The hydrographs for various flooding events could be viewed for a particular 
junction, if the user was within 0.5 feet of the junction in the C6 coordinate system. So, the 
user had to navigate to the junction, which was represented by a cube in the virtual 
environment and then choose various options from the menu (as described earlier) to view 
the results. In order to display information regarding the hydrograph, including information 
about the time to peak, base time, time to recession, and the corresponding flows at these 
times re displayed in a menu box, which was placed on the side of the hydrograph as shown 
in Figure 5 7. 
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Figure 57: Hydrograph for the June 1998 storm in the virtual environment (Simulation 
Window) 
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Figure 58: Hydrograph of a 100 Yr return period storm event for original land use 
conditions 
For the user to perform visualize the impact of change in land use on the hydrologic 
response of the watershed, the user was given the option to visualize the hydrographs 
obtained after changing the land use type from the HEC-HMS. By this way the user was able 
to visualize the hydrologic response of the watershed to a particular storm event and also see 
the impacts of change in land use simultaneously (Figure 58). Also, in order to provide a 
better insight of the type of landuse type, the user was given an option in the main menu to 
display the different types of landuse data sets (Figure 59). 
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Figure 59: Original land use data displayed in the C6 (Simulation Window) 
The user was also given the options to view the aerial view of the City of Ames. This 
was achieved by texture mapping the aerial photographs on top of the terrain. This would 
help the user to have a better feel of the entire area and enhance decision-making in extreme 
flooding conditions. 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
There is a great opportunity for optimizing virtual reality tools and techniques in 
water resource management in terms of increasing the level of user interaction possible with 
the data for enhanced decision-making and intelligent analysis. This research was focused on 
exploring new opportunities and capabilities offered by the virtual reality technology, 
spatially explicit hydrologic modeling and geospatial technologies to improve water resource 
management and decision-making. The study focused on the integration of virtual reality 
systems, geospatial tools and technologies from ArcView GIS and extensions, and spatially 
explicit hydrologic modeling from the HEC-HMS to provide an environment for visualizing 
the hydrologic response of a watershed. 
HEC-GeoHMS, an ArcView GIS extension was used to preprocess datasets for use in 
the hydrologic model (HEC-HMS). ArcView GIS was the major component of the 
Geospatial Data Processing System and was used to analyze and manipulate the relevant 
datasets. The data files created byHEC-GeoHMS, Geospatial Data Processing system and 
other data sets such as the meteorological data were used in HEC-HMS to study the 
hydrologic characteristics of the watershed using aquasi-distributed modeling approach. The 
main problem encountered during the hydrologic modeling using HEC-HMS was the 
unavailability of uniform rainfall and stream flow data sets. The model was calibrated for the 
June 1998 storm event and then run for various frequency-based storm events. Another major 
component of the hydrologic modeling was to perform various "what-if' land use changes 
type of analysis. The results obtained a significant increase in the hydrologic response of the 
watershed to urbanization. This can be a useful resource for decision-making for judicious 
land management practices. 
The results produced by the hydrologic model were then visualized on a desktop 
visualization system and in the fully immersive C6 virtual environment. These visualization 
environments were developed to enhance the existing the flood mitigation system for the 
Squaw Creek watershed to enhance decision-making for places, which are prone to frequent 
flash flooding. The virtual flood mitigation system developed was a successful move towards 
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building an integrated system using Geographic Information Systems, Hydrologic modeling 
and Virtual Reality. The user is able to perform all the operations of a traditional GIS in 
lowly and highly immersive virtual environments with better control and added navigational 
abilities of performing virtual fly-bys of the terrain and zooming in to a particular area of 
interest to perform analysis at different levels of detail. The user will be able to simulate a 
flooding situation, as is produced by the hydrologic model. By this the user will develop 
better understanding of the responses of the watershed area to a particular hydrologic event. 
The results from aGIS-based hydrologic model, which was calibrated and run to study the 
hydrologic responses of the Squaw Creek watershed to varying intensity storm events, were 
taken and visualized in a lower and higher end virtual environments. However, many 
difficulties were encountered while transferring hydrologic data output from the model to the 
virtual environment. The main reason for this was the format of the output files (DSS files) 
generated by the HEC-HMS could not be read by any other application directly. For this 
reason HEC-RAS, which has the capability to read these data files, was used. This aspect of 
the HEC-HMS model has to be improved so that the output generated by it can be read easily 
by other applications. 
Future Directions 
This research was focused towards studying the hydrologic responses of a watershed 
area to rainfall events and visualizing these responses in immersive virtual environments to 
enhance the existing flood mitigation practices. The other focus was to study the change in 
hydrologic response of a watershed area due to changed land use and land management 
practices. A successful attempt was made to use tools and techniques of GIS and virtual 
reality to enhance the traditional flood modeling. 
The environment developed here was interactive in terms of the visualization but not 
in terms of the modeling. The results produced by the HEC-HMS hydrologic model, were 
run for a set of decision options as described earlier, prior to initiation of the visualization. In 
the longer term, a more direct link between the modeling and visualization, such that 
adjustment of controls on the visualization screen would activate a new model run which in 
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turn would generate new imagery, is anticipated. A real time coupling of the GIS-based 
hydrologic/environmental modeling system within the virtual environment would be highly 
desirable to increase realism, perception and real-time decision-making. 
A highly interoperable system having areal-time linkage between the data sources 
(including the radar rainfall data), Geospatial Data Analysis System, Hydrologic Modeling 
System and Virtual Environments would be another thing to be explored in the future. This 
would require performing hydrologic and geospatial data analysis while immersed in the 
virtual environment and visualizing the results in real-time. The concept of Geography 
Network can be used quite effectively to manage and utilize geospatial data sets to have a 
real-time data analysis in the virtual environment. The Geography Network provides the 
infrastructure needed to enable the sharing of geographic information between data 
providers, service providers, and users around the world. The Internet is used to deliver 
geographic content to the user's browser and desktop. 
HEC-RAS can be used more effectively in the Hydrologic Modeling System 
described in this research. Given the channel characteristics, HEC-R.AS can be used to 
determine the floodplain of a watershed area. The channel hydraulics plays an important role 
in floodplain determination based on a rainfall event. The alternative is to get remote sensing 
data of the stream, which can be used for floodplain delineation based on an actual flooding 
event. The HEC-HMS model can be refined further to see the impacts of building dams, 
reservoirs etc. on the hydrology of the watershed. The Hydrologic Engineering Center is 
currently in the process of re-writing their models using Java, due for release in 2003 
(Personal communication, Jeff Harris, 2002). The use of Java will enable the user to write 
and modules to the model to suit their needs. This move can be made use of quite effectively 
not only in terms of refining the hydrologic modeling, but also moving towards web-based 
real-time hydrologic simulations with the three-dimensional visualization toolkit being a part 
of this system. 
Other models such as the Storm Water Management Model can be integrated in the 
Hydrologic Modeling System to analyze the quantity and quality of water associated with 
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urban runoff. This model can be used for performing various what-if type of analysis in a 
virtual environment and can be a very useful tool for city planners. The laying of an efficient 
drainage system in the city and comparing it with the existing ones by comparing the results 
from the SWMM model in real time would enhance decision making at the cost of building a 
virtual environment. A lot virtual reality applications, which deal with studying of pipe flows 
and channel hydraulics in the virtual environments have been developed by various 
researchers interested in fluid dynamics. These ideas very well suit the development of a 
real-time integrated flood management system. 
With the issues of water quantity, the issues of water quality can be explored quite 
well in the virtual environments both for research as well as teaching purposes. Issues such as 
pesticide movement, pesticide loading, sedimentation, and erosion control can be studied and 
visualized quite effectively, while immersed inside the virtual environment. One can go in 
and explore how the land use and land management practices will change the pesticide 
movement and loading in water bodies. Besides this athree-dimensional view of the soil 
profile can be used for studying the groundwater flow. This can be used quite effectively in 
teaching students various aspects of groundwater hydrology and surface water hydrology. 
The other area where this research can be expanded is in the area of studying the 
effects of global change. One can go in and simulate the hydrologic model for severe drought 
conditions to study and analyze the effects of climate changes and land management 
practices in a particular area of interest. 
In terms of expanding this research in virtual reality, many issues can be looked into 
for future research. Effective handling of terrain data using techniques of tessellation, 
clipping planes etc. can be implemented to handle large terrain data sets. Other, issues such 
as improving the aesthetics and interaction in the virtual environment dedicated towards 
teaching issues in hydrology and environmental sciences, can be carried based on studies that 
analyze the behavior of the subjects in the virtual environment. This application can be used 
as a stepping-stone towards the realization of the applications for VR in hydrologic and 
environmental sciences. The system developed is a move towards changing the way 
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traditional hydrologic modeling is done by coupling geospatial data analysis along with 
powerful visualization techniques. 
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Table 1: Coefficients for interpolating design precipitation depths 
Return Period T (years) a b 
5 0.674 0.278 
10 0.496 0.449 
25 0.293 0.669 
50 0.146 .835 
Source: Chow et al., 1988 (in Applied Hydrology) 
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This program has been created using C++, OpenGl and GLUT library 
for visualizing the hydrologic, environmental and terrain 
characterisitcs of the Squaw Creek watershed area. The interface 
developed uses apop-up menu (right click any where in the scene) 
#include "ames.h" 
//*********************** BMP File Loader *************~******************* 
struct Image 
{ 
unsigned long sizeX; 
unsigned long sizeY; 
char *data; 
}; 
typedef struct Image Image; 
int ImageLoad(char *filename, Image *image) 
{ 
FILE *file; 
unsigned long size; 
unsigned long i; 
unsigned short int planes; 
unsigned short int bpp; 
char temp; 
// Size of the image in bytes. 
// Standard counter. 
// Number of planes in image (must be 1) 
// Number of bits per pixel (must be 24) 
// Temporary color storage for bgr-rgb conversion. 
if ((file = fopen(filename, "rb"))==NULL) //Make sure the file is there. 
{ 
printf("File Not Found : %sin",filename); 
return 0; 
} 
fseek(file, 18, SEEK_CUR); 
image->sizeX = 1024; 
image->sizeY = 1024; 
// Seek through bmp header,up to width/height: 
// Read the width = 1024 pixels 
// Read the height= 1024 pixels 
// Calculate size (assuming 24 bits or 3 bytes per pixel). 
size =image->sizeX *image->sizeY * 3; 
planes = 1; 
if (planes ! = 1) 
{ 
// Read the planes 
printf("Planes from %s is not 1: %urn", filename, planes); 
return 0; 
bpp = 24; 
if (bpp != 24) 
{ 
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// read the bpp 
printf("Bpp from %s is not 24: %urn", filename, bpp); 
return 0; 
} 
fseek(file, 24, SEEK_CUR); // Seek past rest of bitmap header 
image->data = (char *) malloc(size); // Read the data. 
if (image->data == NULL) 
{ 
printf("Error allocating memory for color-corrected image data"); 
return 0; 
} 
if ((i = fread(image->data, size, 1, file)) ! = 1) 
{ 











// Load Bitmaps And Convert To Textures 
float LoadGLTextures(char *filename ) 
{ 
Image *imagel; 
image 1 = (Image *) malloc(sizeof(Image)); // Allocate space for texture 
if (image 1 == NULL) 
{ 
printf("Error allocating space for image"); 
exit(0); 
} 




// Create Textures 
glPixelStorei(GL_UNPACK_ALIGNMENT,1); 
// Function that clamps the texture to the geometry of the object 
g1TexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_2D,GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_S,GL_CLAMP); 
// Scale linearly when image bigger than texture 
g1TexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_2D,GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER,GL_NEAREST); 
// Scale linearly when image smalled than texture 
g1TexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_2D,GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER,GL_NEAREST); 
g1TexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, 3, image 1->sizeX, image 1->sizeY, 0, GL_RGB, 
GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, image 1->data); 
return texture[0]; 
} 
//*~***************~********* END OF BMP LOADER **********************~********~ 
void init(void) 
{ 










texture 1=LoadGLTextures("C:/Virtual_Flood_Modeling/Flood_Mitigation Interface_GLUT/ 
Data_Files/1.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[ 1 ]); 













texture 1=LoadGLTextures("C:/Virtual_Flood_Modeling/Flood_Mitigation Interface_GLUT/ 
Data_Files/6.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[6]); 
texture 1=LoadGLTextures("C:/Virtual_Flood_Modeling/Flood_Mitigation Interface_GLUT/ 
Data_Files/7.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[7]); 
texture 1=LoadGLTextures("C:/virtual_Flood_Modeling/Flood Mitigation_Interface_GLUT/ 
Data_Files/8.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[8]); 
texture 1=LoadGLTextures("C:/Virtual_Flood Modeling/Flood_Mitigation Interface_GLUT/ 
Data_Files/9.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[9]); 
texture 1=LoadGLTextures("C:/Virtual_Flood_Modeling/Flood_Mitigation Interface_GLUT/ 
Data_Files/ l O.bmp"); 
// GLUT Pop-up Menu Options declared here 
menuMain = glutCreateMenu(menuFunc); 
glutAddMenuEntry(" 1.Reset",1); 
glutAddMenuEntry("2.Enable Spot Light moving with Camera only",2); 
glutAddMenuEntry("3.Enable Fixed Light only",3); 
glutAddMenuEntry("4.Enable Both Lights",4); 
glutAddMenuEntry("S.Display Aerial Photograph",5); 
glutAddMenuEntry("6.Display Land Use/Land Cover data", 6); 
glutAddMenuEntry("7.Display Terrain", 7); 
glutAddMenuEntry("8.Reduce Height",8); 
glutAddMenuEntry("9.Extrude Height",9); 
glutAddMenuEntry(" l O.Wireframe",10); 
glutAddMenuEntry(" 11.Non Wireframe",11); 
glutAddMenuEntry(" 12.Flat Shading",12); 
glutAddMenuEntry(" 13.Smooth Shading",13); 
glutAddMenuEntry(" 14. Hydrograph",14); 
glutAddMenuEntry(" 15.Draw Streams",15); 
glutAddMenuEntry(" 16. Draw Junctions",16); 
glutAddMenuEntry(" 17.Perform Flyby",17); 
glutAddMenuEntry(" 18.F1y Around the Scene",18); 
glutAddMenuEntry(" 19.Quit Program",19); 
glutAttachMenu(GLUT_RIGHT_BUTTON); 
// Setting lights in OpenGL 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT 1, GL_AMBIENT, ambient); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT 1, GL_DIFFUSE, diffuse 1); 
glLightf(GL_LIGHTO, GL_SPOT_CUTOFF, 25.0); 
glLightf(GL_LIGHT 1, GL_SPOT_CUTOFF, 180.0); 
glLightModelfv(GL_LIGHT_MODEL_AMBIENT, global ambient); 
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} //end init() 
void readStreamfile() 
{ 
infile.open("C:/Virtual_Flood_Modeling/Flood_Mitigation Interface_GLUT/Data_Files/stream ames. 
if(infile.fail()) 
cout«"There is an error in opening this file/n"; 
for (int st_row=0; st_row<1000;st_row++) 
{ 
infile»d[st_row] . st_x; 
infile»d [ st_row] . st_y; 
infile»d [ st_row] . st_z; 













tout«"There is an error in opening this file/n"; 
for (int junc_row=0; junc_row<20;junc_row++) 
{ 
infile»e [j unc_row] . j unc_x; 
infile»e (j unc_row] . j unc_y; 

















for (int r=0; r<m;r++) 
{ 
for (int k=0; k<n; k++) 
{ 
infile»c [r] [k] . x; 
infile»c [r] [k] . y; 











infile. open("C:/Virtual_Flood_Modeling/Flood_Mitigation_Interface_GLUT/Data_Files/original mod 
eling_re sult. txt", io s :: in); 
if(infile.fail()) 
Gout«"There is an error in opening this file/n"; 
for (int r=0; r<1000;r++) 
{ 
infile»dis [r] .time; 










glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat_specular); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, low shininess); 
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glVertex3f(((e[1] junc_x-c[0][0].x}/10}+10,((e[1] junc_y-c[0][0].y)/10), ((e[1].junc_z-
c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))+ 10); 
glVertex3f(((e[1].junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10)+100,((e[1] junc_y-c[0][0].y)/10), ((e[1].junc_z-
c[0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))+ 10); 
glVertex3f(((e[1].junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10)+10,((e[1] junc_y-c[0][0].y)/10), ((e[1] junc_z-
c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))+ 10); 
glVertex3f(((e[1] junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10)+10,((e[1].junc_y-c[0][O].y)/10), ((e[1] junc_z-




for(int i = 0; i<859; i++) 
{ 
glVertex3f(((e[1] junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10)+10+(dis[i].time)/10,((e[1] junc_y-c[0][0].y)/10), 






glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat_specular); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, low shininess); 





for(int fg = 0; fg<1000;fg++) 
{ 
glVertex3 f(((d[fg] . st_x-c [0] [0] . x)/ 10), ((d[fg] . st_y-c [0] [0] .y)/ 10), ((d[fg] . st z-






glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat_specular); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, low shininess); 















glClear(GL_COLOR BUFFER BIT); 
if(texture_on == 0) 
{ 
for(int p=0; p<m-2;p++) 
{ 
if(wireframe == 1) 
g 1B e g in(G L_LINE_ S TRIP) ; 
else if(wireframe == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
for(int q=0; q<n-2; q++) 
{ 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat_specular); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, low shininess); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_EMISSION, mat_emissionl ); 
glColorMaterial(GL_FRONT_AND_BACK, GL_AMBIENT); 
float h = c[p][q].z-880; 
if(h<=0) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.1, 1.0, 0.15); 
} 
else if(h>0 && h<10) 
{ 
glColor3 f(O.Of, 1.Of, 0.3 f); 
} 
else if(h> 10 && h<20) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.2f, 1.Of, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>20 && h<30) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.3f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>30 && h<40) 
{ 
glColor3f(O.Sf, 0.7f, O.lf); 
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} 
else if(h>40 && h<50) 
{ 
glColor3 f(1.Of, 1.Of, 0.6f); 
} 
else if(h>50 && h<60) 
{ 
glColor3f(l.Of, 0.8f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>60 && h<70) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.7f, 0.6f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>70 && h<80) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.9f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>80 && h<90) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.4f, 0.3f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>90 && h< 100) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.4f, 0.3f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>100 && h<110) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.6, 0.53, 0.41); 
} 
else if(h>110 && h<120) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.6, 0.45, 0.25); 
} 
else if(h>120 && h<130) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.8, 0.615, 0.32); 
} 
else if(h> 120) 
{ 






glColor3f(0.1, 1.0, 0.15); 
} 
else if(h>0 && h<10) 
{ 
glColor3 f(O.Of, l .Of, 0.3 f); 
} 
else if(h> 10 && h<20) 
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{ 
glColor3f(0.2~ 1.0~ 0.4fj; 
} 
else if(h>20 && h<30) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.3f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>30 && h<40) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.5 f, 0.7f, 0.1 f); 
} 
else if(h>40 && h<50) 
{ 
glColor3f(l .Of, l .Of, 0.6f); 
} 
else if(h>50 && h<60) 
{ 
glColor3f(1.Of, 0.8f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>60 && h<70) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.7f, 0.6f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>70 && h<80) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.9f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>80 && h<90) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.4f, 0.3 f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>90 && h< 100) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.4f, 0.3 f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>100 && h<110) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.6, 0.53, 0.41); 
} 
else if(h>110 && h<120) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.6, 0.45, 0.25); 
} 
else if(h>120 && h<130) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.8, 0.615, 0.32); 
else if(h> 120) 
{ 
glColor3 f(1.Of, 1.Of, 1.Of); 
} 
glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+1 ] [q].y-c[OJ [0].y))/10, 





} // end if texture_on = 0 
if(texture_on == 1) 
{ 
//first row of texture images 




g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTI.JRE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe == 0) 
- giBcgiii(GL_ T nT iANGLE_STiciP); 
for(int q=0; q<90; q++) 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p)/90, float(q)/90); 
glVertex3 f(((c [p] [q] .x-c [0] [0] .x)/ 10),((c [p] [q] .y-c [0] [0] .y})/ 10, ((c [p] [q] .z-
c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p)/90, float(q)/90); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+l ][q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+1 ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))i10, 








g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe == 1) 
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 




c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p)/90, float(q-90)/90); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+ 1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+l ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 








g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_QUAD_STRIP); 
for(int q=179; q<269; q++) 
{ 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p)/90, float(q-179)/89); 
glVertex3 f(((c [p] [q] .x-c [0] [0] .x)/ 10),((c [p] [q] .y-c [0] [0] .y))/ 10, ((c [p] [q] .z-
c[0] [0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p)/90, float(q-179)/89); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+1 ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 




//Second Row of texture images 




g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 






glVertex3f(((c[p+l ][q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+l ] [q].y-c[O] [0].y))/10, 









g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
for(int q=89; q<180; q++) 
{ 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-90)/90, float(q-90)/90); 
glVertex3 f(((c [p] [q] .x-c [0] [0] .x)/ 10),((c [p] [q] .y-c [0] [O] .y))/ 10, ((c [p] [q] .z-
c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-90)/90, float(q-90)/90); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+l ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+1 ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 








g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe == 1) 
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe == 0) 
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 




c[0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-90)/90, float(q-180)/89); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+l ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 




//Third Row of texture images 





g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
for(int q=0; q<90; q++) 
{ 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-180)/90, float(q)/90); 
glVertex3 f(((c [p] [q] .x-c [0] [0] .x)/ 10),((c [p] [q] .y-c [0] [0] .y))/ 10, 
((c[p][q].z-c[0][0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-180)/90, float(q)/90); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+l ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+l ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y)}/10, 




for( p=180; p<268;p=p++) 
{ 
glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[ 1 ]); 
g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 




c[0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-180)/90, float(q-90)/90); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+1 ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 








g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe == 0) 
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g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 




c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-180)/90, float(q-180)/90); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+l ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+l ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 






//end else_if (Aerial_Photograph) 
if(texture_on == 2) 
{ 
} 




g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe == 0) 
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
for(int q=0; q<n-2; q++) 
{ 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p)/float(m-2), float(q)/float(n-2)); 
glVertex3 f(((c [p] [q] .x-c [0] [0] .x)/ 10),((c [p] [q] .y-c [0] [0] .y))/ 10, ((c [p] [q] .z-
c[0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p+l)/float(m-2), float(q)/float(n-2)); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+1 ] [q].y-c[0][0].y))/10, 





//end else_if (Landuse/Land cover) 
} //end drawterrain routine 











glRotatef(90, -1.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
drawterrain(); 














} //end draw 3D_objects() 
void rough flyby 1() 
{ 
// Reset all parameters 
eye[0]=800.0; 
eye[ 1 ]=200.0; 
eye[2]=720.0; 
look[0]=800.0; 






// Defining Flypath 



























} //end Flyby() 
void rough_flyby2() 
{ 
// Reset all parameters 
eye[0]=800.0; 
eye[ 1 ]=200.0; 
eye[2]=720.0; 
look[0]=800.0; 





























} //end Fly around scene 
void rough flyby3 () 
{ 
// Reset all parameters 
eye[0]=800.0; 
eye[ 1 ]=200.0; 
eye[2]=720.0; 
look[0]=800.0; 






// Defining Flypath 


























} //end Flyby() 
void display() 
{ 





glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_POSITION, light0_pos); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_SPOT_DIRECTION, spot direction); 














glLightfv(GL_LIGHTI, GL_POSITION, lightl_dir); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT 1, GL_SPOT_DIRECTION, spot direction); 
draw 3D_objects(); // Draw the whole scene 
glutSwapBuffers(); 
//end display() 
void myReshape(GLsizei w, GLsizei h) 
{ 
} 









void speckeyboard(int key, int x, int y) 
{ 
//Changing the Field of View 












glutP o stRedisplay(); 
} //end speckeyboard() 
void keyboard(unsigned char key, int x, int y) 
{ 
if (key=='x' && upi==0) 
if (key=='X' && upi==0) 
eye [0]+=4.0; 
if (key=='y' && upi==0) 
eye [ 1 ] -=4.0; 
if (key=='Y' && upi==0) 
eye [ 1 ]+=4.0; 
if (key=='z' && upi==0) 
if (key=='Z' && upi==0) 
//Change up vector in x, y, z direction 
//Zoom in 
if (key=='x' && upi==1) 
{ 
if (up[0]<-1.0) up[0]=-1.0; 
} 
if (key=='X' && upi==1) 
{ 
if (up[0]>1.0) up[0]=1.0; 
} 
//Move to -x direction 
//Move to +x direction 
//Move to -y direction 
//Move to +y direction 
//Move to +z direction 
//Move to -z direction 
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if (key=='y' && upi==1) 
{ 
if (up[1]<-1.0) up[1]=-1.0; 
} 
if (key=='Y' && upi==1) 
{ 
if (up[1]>1.0) up[1]=1.0; 
} 
if (key=='z' && upi==1) 
{ 
if (up[2]<-1.0) up[2]=-1.0; 
} 
if (key=='Z' && upi==1) 
{ 
if (up[2]>1.0) up[2]=1.0; 
} 





//Changing far clipping plane 










look[ 1 ]+=4.0; 
look[ 1 ]-=4.0; 
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if (key==' 1') 
glutPostRedisplay(); 
} 
void myMouse(int button, int state, int x, int y) 
{ 
Y=w-Y~ 
if(button==GLUT_LEFT_BUTTON && state==GLUT_DOWN) 
upi=1; 
else if(button==GLUT_LEFT_BUTTON && state==GLUT_UP) 
upi=0; 
} //end myMouseO 












Set the scene to original confirguartion 
eye[0]=800.0; 
eye[ 1 ]=200.0; 
eye[2]=720.0; 
look[0]=800.0; 






texture_on = 0; 
wireframe = 0.0; 
shade = 0.0; 
z_factor =1; 
spot = 2; 
stream flag = 0; 
junction flag = 0; 
Lighting On/Off -Options for spot lighting or general lighting 
spot = 1; 
spot = 2; 
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case 4: 
spot = 0; 
break; 











texture on = 1; 
texture on = 2; 
texture on = 0; 
z_factor = z_factor*2; 
z_factor = z_factor/2 ; 
break; 
//Case: Wireframe or Non-Wireframe 
case 10: 
wireframe = 1; 
break; 
case 11: 
wireframe = 0; 
break; 





shade = 1; 
shade = 0; 







// Case: Flyby 
case 17: 
hydrograph = 1; 
stream flag = 1; 














} //end menuFunc() 
void main(int argc, char* * argv) 
{ 
int main window; 
g lutInit(& arg c, argv) ; 
glutInitDisplayMode (GLUT_DOUBLE ~ GLUT_RGB ~ GLUT_DEPTH); 
glutInitWindowSize(W,H); 











APPENDIX II b 
// This program has been created using C++, OpenGl and GLUI library for visualizing the 
// hydrologic, environmental and terrain characteristics of the Squaw Creek watershed area. A 
// user-friendly interface was developed using the GLUI library 
#include "variables.h" 
void control_cb( int control ) 
{ 




























if (control == DRAW_GRAPH) 
{ 
drawgraph flag = 1; 
} 
if (control == CLEAR GRAPH) 
{ 
drawgraph flag = 0; 
twentyfive_year flag = 0; 
fifty year flag = 0; 
ten year_flag = 0; 
hundred_year_flag = 0; 
modelingresult_flag = 0; 
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streamgage_flag = 0; 
} 
if (control == ZOOM_IN) 
{ 
fov =fov - 5; 
} 




if (control == RESET) 
{ 
eye[ 1 ]=350.0; 
eye[2]=1200.0; 





drawgraph flag = -1; 
} 
/************** myGlutKeyboard() **********/ 





/************** myGlutMenuQ *************/ 
void myGlutMenu( int value ) 
{ 
myGlutKeyboard( value, 0, 0 ); 
} 
/************** myGlutIdle() **************~ 
void myGlutIdle( void ) 
{ 







/************** myGlutMouse() ************/ 
void myGlutMouse(int button, int button state, int x, int y ) 
{ 
} 
/************** myGlutMotion() ***********/ 




/************** myReshape() **************/ 
void myReshape(GLsizei w, GLsizei h) 
{ 








/************** myGlutDisplaY() **********/ 
void myGlutDisplay( void ) 
{ 
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER BIT ~ GL_DEPTH BUFFER_BIT); 
glClearColor( O.Of, .6f, .9f, 1.Of ); 
glEnable(GL_LIGHT 1); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT 1, GL_SPOT_DIRECTION, spot direction); 
glLoadIdentity(); 




draw 3D_objects(); // Draw the whole scene 
glutSwapBuffers(); 
} 
/*********************** Drawing Text Function ***************/ 
void drawtext(int v) 
{ 
if(v == 0) 
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{ 
if(original_landuse_flag && modelingresult_flag) 
{ 
glPushMatrix(); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string general list[v] ); i++ ) 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA_10, string_general_list[v][i] ); 
} 
for( int k 1=0; k 1 <5 ; k l++) 
{ 
glRasterPos3i(((e[1] junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10+5*(kl-1)),((e[1] junc_y-
c[0][0].y)/10+(100*(k1+1))), ((e[1] junc_z-c[0][0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string_list_model_original_result[kl] ); i++ ) 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA_10, 





else if(original_landuse_flag && hundred_year_flag) 




for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string list_hundred_year_original_result[k2] ); 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA_10, 




else if(original_landuse_flag && ten year flag) 
{ 
for( int k3 =0; k3 <5 ; k3 ++) 
{ 
glRasterPos3i( -400, 400- (100*(k3+1)) , 200 - (100*(k3+1))); 
// glRasterPos3i(((e[1] junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10),((e[1].junc_y-
c[0][0].y)/10+(100*(k+1))), ((e[1].junc_z-c[0][0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int}strlen( string_list_ten year original_result[k3] ); i++ ) 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutB itmap Character( 




else if(original_landuse_flag && fifty_year_flag) 
{ 
- for( lilt k4=v; k4<5; k4++) 
{ 
glRasterPos3i( -400, 400- (100* (k4+ 1)) , 200 - (100* (k4+ 1))); 
// glRasterPos3i(((e[ 1 ] junc_x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((e[ 1 ].junc_y-
c[0][0].y)/10+(100*(k+l))), ((e[1].junc_z-c[0][0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string_list_fifty_year_original_result[k4] ); i++ 
} 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA_10, 




else if(original_landuse_flag && twentyfive_year_flag) 
{ 
for( int k5=0; k5<5; k5++) 
{ 
glRasterPos3i( -400, 400- (100*(k5+1)) , 200 - (100*(k5+1))); 
// glRasterPos3i(((e[1] junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10),((e[1].junc_y-
c[0][0].y)/10+(100*(k+1))), ((e[1] junc_z-c[0][0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string_list twentyfive_year_Original_result[k5] 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA_10, 





else if(v == 1) 
{ 
for( int k=0; k<5; k++) 
{ 
// glRasterPos3i( -400, 400- (100*(k+l )) , 200 - (100*(k+1))); 
glRasterPos3i(((e[ 1 ] .junc_x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((e[ 1 ].junc_y-
c [0] [0] .y}110+(100*(k+ 1))), ((e [ 1 ] .junc_z-c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string_list_streamgage_result[k] ); i++ ) 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA_10, 





/* else if(v == 2) 
{ 
if(urban landuse_flag && hundred year flag) 
{ 
for( int k=0; k<5 ; k++) 
{ 
// glRasterPos3i( -400, 400- (100*(k+1)) , 200 - (100*(k+ 1))); 
glRasterPos3i(((e[1] junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10),((e[1].junc_y-
c [0] [0] .y)/ 10+(100*(k+ 1))), ((e [ 1 ] junc_z-c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string_list_hundred_year_urban result[k] ); i++ 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA_10, 




if(urban landuse_flag && ten_year_flag) 
{ 
for( int k=0; k<5; k++) 
{ 
// glRasterPos3i( -400, 400- (100*(k+1)) , 200 - (100*(k+1))); 
glRasterPos3i(((e[ 1 ].junc_x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((e[ 1 ].junc_y-
c[0][0].y)/10+(100*(k+1))), ((e[1].junc_z-c[0][0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string_list_ten year_urban result[k] ); i++ ) 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutB itmap Character( 




if(urban landuse_flag && fifty_year_flag) 
{ 
for( int k=0; k<5; k++) 
{ 
// glRasterPos3i( -400, 400- (100*(k+1)) , 200 - (100*(k+1))); 
glRasterPos3i(((e[1] junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10),((e[1].junc_y-
c[0][0].y)/10+(100*(k+1))), ((e[1] junc_z-c[0][0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string list fifty_year_urban result[k] ); i++ ) 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA_10, 




if(urban landuse_flag && twentyfive_year_flag) 
{ 
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for( int k=0; k<5; k++) 
{ 
// glRasterPos3i( -400, 400- (100*(k+1)) , 200 - (100*(k+l))); 
glRasterPos3i(((e[ 1 ] .junc_x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((e[ 1 ].junc_y-
c[0][0].y)/10+(100*(k+1))), ((e[1].junc_z-c[0][0].z)/(z_f_actor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string_list_twentyfive_year_urban_result[k] ); 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA_10, 











for( int k=0; k<5 ; k++) 
{ 
// glRasterPos3i( -400, 400- (100*(k+1)) , 200 - (100*(k+1))); 
glRasterPos3i(((e[ 1 ].junc_x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((e[ 1 ].junc_y-
c [0] [0] .y)/ 10+(100*(k+ 1))), ((e [ 1 ] .junc_z-c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string_list_hundred year_agri_result[k] ); i++ ) 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA 10, 




if(ten year flag) 
{ 
for( int k=0; k<5 ; k++) 
{ 
// glRasterPos3i( -400, 400- (100*(k+1)) , 200 - (100*(k+ 1))); 
glRasterPos3i(((e[ 1 ].junc_x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((e[ 1 ].junc_y-
c [0] [0] .y)/ 10+(100*(k+ 1))), ((e[ 1 ] .junc_z-c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string_list_ten year_agri_result[k] ); i++ ) 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
g1utB itmap Character( 






for( int k=0; k<5; k++) 
{ 
// glRasterPos3 i( -400, 400- (100*(k+ 1)) , 200 - (100*(k+ 1))); 
glRasterPos3i(((e[1] junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10),((e[1].junc_y-
c[0][0].y)/10+(100*(k+1))), ((e[1] junc_z-c[0][0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string list fifty_year_agri_result[k] ); i++ ) 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA_10, 






for( int k=0; k<5 ; k++) 
{ 
// glRasterPos3i( -400, 400- (100*(k+1)) , 200 - (100*(k+l))); 
glRasterPos3i(((e[ 1 ].junc_x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((e[ 1 ].junc_y-
c[0][0].y)/10+(100*(k+1))), ((e[1].junc_z-c[0][0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
for( int i=0; i<(int)strlen( string_list_twentyflve_year_agri_result[k] ); 
{ 
glColor3ub( 1, 1, 0 ); 
glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_HELVETICA_10, 






void draw 3D_objects() 
{ 
glShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); 
glMultMatrixf( view rotate ); 
glPushMatrix(); 
glTranslatef(-500.0, 100.0,100.0); 
glRotatef(90, -1.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
glRotatef(2.5, 0.0, -1.0, 0.0); 
drawterrain(); 




if (show text ) 
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{ 






















































for (int r=0; r<m;r++) 
{ 
for (int k=0; k<n; k++) 
{ 
infile»c [r] [k] . x; 
infile»c [r] [k] . y; 








for (int r 1=0; r 1 <m;r 1++) 
{ 
for (int k 1=0; k 1 <n; k 1++) 
{ 
t[rl][kl].x = (c[rl][kl].x-c[0][O].x)/10; 
t[rl][kl].y = (c[rl][kl].y-c[0][0].y)/10; 








glClear(GL_COLOR BUFFER BIT); 
if(displayterrain == 1) 
{ 
for(int p=0; p<m-2;p++) 
{ 
if(wireframe_flag == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe_flag == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
for(int q=0; q<n-2; q++) 
{ 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat specular); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, low shininess); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_EMISSION, mat_emissionl); 
glColorMaterial(GL_FRONT_AND_BACK, GL_AMBIENT); 
float h = c[p][q].z-880; 
if(h<=0) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.1, 1.0, 0.15); 
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} 
else if(h>0 && h<10) 
{ 
glColor3f(O.Of, l.Of, 0.3f); 
} 
else if(h> 10 && h<20) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.2f, l.Of, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>20 && h<30) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.3f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>30 && h<40) 
{ 
glColor3f(O.Sf, 0.7f, O.lf); 
} 
else if(h>40 && h<50) 
{ 
glColor3 f(1.Of, 1.Of, 0.6f); 
} 
else if(h>50 && h<60) 
{ 
glColor3f(1.Of, 0.8f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>60 && h<70) 
glColor3f(0.7f, 0.6f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>70 && h<80) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.9f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>80 && h<90) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.4f, 0.3 f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>90 && h<100) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.4f, 0.3f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>100 && h<110) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.6, 0.53, 0.41); 
} 
else if(h>110 && h<120) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.6, 0.45, 0.25); 
} 
else if(h>120 && h<130) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.8, 0.615, 0.32); 
} 
else if(h> 120) 
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{ 
glColor3 f(l .Of, 1.Of, 1.Of); 
} 
glVertex3 f(((c [p] [q] .x-c [O] [0] .x)/ 10),((c [p] [q] .y-c [0] [0] .y))/ 10, ((c [p] [q] .z-
c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
if(h<=0) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.1, 1.0, 0.15 ); 
} 
else if(h>0 && h< 10) 
{ 
glColor3 f(O.Of, 1.Of, 0.3 f); 
} 
else if(h> 10 && h<20) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.2f, l.Of, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>20 && h<30) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.3f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>30 && h<40) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0. S f, 0.7f, O. l f); 
} 
else if(h>40 && h<50) 
{ 
glColor3 f(1.Of, 1.Of, 0.6f); 
} 
else if(h>50 && h<60) 
{ 
glColor3 f(1.Of, 0.8f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>60 && h<70) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.7f, 0.6f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>70 && h<80) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.9f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>80 && h<90) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.4f, 0.3f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h>90 && h<100) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.4f, 0.3f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h>100 && h<110) 
{ 
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glColor3 f(0.6, 0.53, 0.41); 
} 
else if(h>110 && h<120) 
glColor3f(0.6, 0.45, 0.25); 
} 
else if(h> 120 && h< 13 0) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.8, 0.615, 0.32); 
} 
else if(h> 120) 
{ 
glColor3 f(l .Of, l .Of, l .Of); 
} 
glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10},((c[p+l ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 




} // end if displayterrain = 1 
if(aerial_view_flag == 1) 
{ 
//first row of texture images 




g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe_flag == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe_flag == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
for(int q=0; q<90; q++) 
{ 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p)/90, float(q)/90); 
glVertex3 f(((c [p] [q] .x-c [0] [0] .x)/ 10),((c [p] [q] .y-c [0] [0] .y))/ 10, ((c [p] [q] .z-
c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p)/90, float(q)/90); 
glVertex3 f(((c [p+ 1 ] [q] . x-c [0] [O] . x)/ 10), ((c [p+ 1 ] [q] . y-c [0] [0] . y))/ 10, 









g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe_flag == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe_flag == 0) 
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
for(int q=89; q<180; q++) 
{ 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p)/90, float(q-90)/90); 
glVertex3 f(((c [p] [q] .x-c [0] [0] .x)/ 10),((c [p] [q] .y-c [0] [0] .y))/ 10, ((c [p] [q] .z-
c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p)/90, float(q-90)/90); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+1 ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 








g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe_flag == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe_flag == 0) 
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 




c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p)/90, float(q-179)/89); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+1 ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 




//Second Row of texture images 




g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe_flag == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
l~l 
else if(wireframe_flag -- 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
for(int q=0; q<90; q++) 
{ 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-90)/90, float(q)/90); 
glVertex3 f(((c [p] [q] .x-c [0] [0] .x)/ 10),((c [p] [q] .y-c [0] [0] .y))/ 10, ((c [p] [q] .z-
c[0] [0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-90)/90, float(q)/90); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+1 ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 








g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe_flag == 1) 
glBegin(GL LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe_flag == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 






glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[O] [0].x)/10),((c[p+l ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 








g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe_flag == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe_flag == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 





c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-90)/90, float(q-180)/89); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+l ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 




//Third Row of textures 




g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe_flag == 1) 
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe flag == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 




c [O] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-180)/90, float(q)/90); 
glVertex3 f(((c [p+ 1 ] [q] .x-c [0] [0] .x)/ 10), ((c [p+ 1 ] [q] .y-c [0] [0] . y))/ 10, 




for( p=180; p<268;p=p++) 
{ 
glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[ 1 ]); 
g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe_flag == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe_flag == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
for(int q=89; q<180; q++) 
{ 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-180)/90, float(q-90)/90); 




glVertex3f{((c[p+l ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+l ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 








g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe_flag == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe_flag == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
for(int q=179; q<269; q++) 
{ 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-180)/90, float(q-180)/90); 
glVertex3 f(((c [p] [q] .x-c [0] [0] .x)/ 10),((c [p] [q] .y-c [0] [0] .y))/ 10, ((c [p] [q] .z-
c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p-180)/90, float(q-180)/90); 
glVertex3f(((c[p+l ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+1 ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 






//end else_if (Aerial_Photograph) 
if(original_landuse_flag == 2) 
{ 




g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
if(wireframe_flag == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
else if(wireframe_flag == 0) 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 




c [0] [0] . z)/(z_factor* 3.217))); 
g1TexCoord2f(float(p+l)/float(m-2), float(q)/float(n-2)); 
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glVertex3f(((c[p+1 ] [q].x-c[0] [0].x)/10),((c[p+1 ] [q].y-c[0] [0].y))/10, 




glDisable(GL TEXTURE 2D); 
} //end else_if (Landuse/Land cover) 
} //end drawterrain routine 






Gout«"There is an error in opening this file/n"; 
for (int st_row=0; st_row<1000;st_row++) 
{ 
infile»d [ st_row] . st_x; 
infile»d [ st_row] . st_y; 















for(int fg = 0; fg<3 00; fg++) 
{ 
glVertex3 f(((d[fg] . st_x-c [0] [0] .x)/ 10),((d[fg] . st_y-c [0] [0] .y)/ 10), ((d[fg] . st z-
c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
glVertex3f(((d[fg+1].st_x-c[0][0].x)/10),((d[fg+1].st_y-c[O][0].y)/10), ((d[fg+l].st_z-








Files/msvc/Data_Files/j unctions_ames.txt",ios :: in); 
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if(infile.fail()) 
Gout«"There is an error in opening this file/n"; 
for (int junc_row=0; junc_row<20;junc_row++) 
{ 
infile»e [j unc_row] . j unc_x; 
infile»e (j unc_row] . junc_y; 














if(allj unctions flag) 
{ 
glBegin(GL_POINTS); 
for(int fg = 0; fg<20;fg++) 
{ 
glVertex3f(((e[fg].junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10),((e[fg].junc_y-c[0][0].y)/10), ((e[fg].junc_z-
























i/ end drawjunction() 
/**************Reading Graph Data ***********************/ 
void readgraphQ 
{ 




















infile.open("Graph Data/original_main lincoln_hundred_year.txt", 
infile.open("Graph Data/original_main lincoln ten year.txt", ios::in); 






















infile.open("Graph Data/original~unctionl_hundred year.txt", ios::in); 
infile.open("Graph_Data/original~unctionl_ten year.txt", ios::in); 


















if(ten year flag) 
{ 
} 
if(fifty year flag) 
{ 
infile.open("Graph Data/original~unction2_hundred_year.txt", ios::in); 
infile.open("Graph Data/original~unction2_ten year.txt", ios::in); 





// Rural Land use 
if(agri_landuse_flag) 
{ 
if(junction main flag) 
{ 
infile.open("Graph_Data/original~unction2_twentyfive_year.txt", ios::in); 
if(mo de lingre sult_fla g) 








if(fifty year flag) 
{ 
infile.open("Graph_Data/agri_main lincoln_hundred_year.txt", ios::in); 
infile.open("Graph Data/agri_main_lincoln ten year.txt", ios::in); 






















infile.open("Graph Data/agri~unctionl_hundred_year.txt", ios::in); 
infile.open("Graph_Data/agri~unctionl_ten_year.txt", ios::in); 








infile.open("Graph Data/agri~unctionl_twentyfive_year.txt", ios::in); 
if(modelingresult_flag) 
{ 
infile.open("Graph Data/agri~unction2_modelingresult.txt", ios::in); 
} 
if(hundre d_ye ar_flag) 
{ 
} 






infile.open("Graph Data/agri~unction2_hundred_year.txt", ios::in); 








// Urban Land use 
if(urban landuse_flag) 
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infile.open("Graph_Data/urban main_lincoln hundred_year.txt", ios::in); 
infile.open("Graph Data/urban main lincoln_ten year.txt", ios::in); 




infile.open("Graph Datalurban main lincoln twentyfive_year.txt", 
} 
} 














infile.open("Graph_Data/urban~unctionl hundred_year.txt", ios::in); 













infile.open("Graph Data/urban~unction2_modelingresult.txt", ios::in); 
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if(fifty year flag) 
{ 
infile.open("Graph Data/urban~junction2_hundred_year.txt", ios::in); 
infile.open("Graph Data/urban~unction2_ten year.txt", ios::in); 







infile.open("Graph Data/urban~unction2_twentyfive_year.txt", ios::in); 
if(infile.fail()) 
cout«"There is an error in opening trss file/n"; 
for (int r=0; r< 1 OOO;r++) 
{ 
infile»dis [r] .time; 







// end readgraph() 






glVertex3f(((e[lJ junc_x-c[0][0].x)/10)+10,((e[1] junc_y-c[0][0].y)/10), ((e[1] junc_z-
c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))+ 10); 
glVertex3f(((e[1].junc_x-c[0)[0].x)/10)+100,((e[1].junc_y-c[0][0].y)/10), ((e[1] junc_z-
c [0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))+ 10); 








for(int i = 0; i<859; i++) 
{ 
glVertex3f(((e[1] junc_x-c[O][0].x)/10)+10+(dis[i].time)/10,((e[1] junc_y-c[0][0].y)/10), 




// end drawgraph() 
/* Begin Texture Mapping */ 
i************************************/ 
//*********************** BMP File Loader ********************************* 
struct Image 
{ 
unsigned long sizeX; 
unsigned long sizeY; 
char *data; 
}; 
typedef struct Image Image; 
int ImageLoad(char *filename, Image *image) 
{ 
FILE *file; 
unsigned long size; 
unsigned long i; 
unsigned short int planes; 
unsigned short int bpp; 
char temp; 
// Size of the image in bytes. 
// Standard counter. 
// Number of planes in image (must be 1) 
// Number of bits per pixel (must be 24) 
// Temporary color storage for bgr-rgb conversion. 
if ((file = fopen(filename, "rb"))==NULL) //Make sure the file is there. 
{ 
printf("File Not Found : %sin",filename); 
return 0; 
} 
fseek(file, 18, SEEK_CUR); 
image->sizeX = 1024; 
image->sizeY = 1024; 
i/ Seek through bmp header,up to width/height: 
// Read the width = 1024 pixels 
// Read the height= 1024 pixels 
// Calculate size (assuming 24 bits or 3 bytes per pixel). 
size =image->sizeX *image->sizeY * 3; 
planes = 1; 
if (planes != 1) 
// Read the planes 
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{ 
printf("Planes from %s is not l: %urn", filename, planes); 
return 0; 
} 
bpp = 24; // read the bpp 
if (bpp ! = 24) 
{ 
printf("Bpp from %s is not 24: %urn", filename, bpp); 
return 0; 
} 
fseek(file, 24, SEEK_CUR); // Seek past rest of bitmap header 
image->data = (char *) malloc(size); // Read the data. 
if (image->data == NULL) 
{ 
printf("Error allocating memory for color-corrected image data"); 
return 0; 
} 
if ((i = fread(image->data, size, 1, file)) ! = 1) 
{ 











// Load Bitmaps And Convert To Textures 
float LoadGLTextures(char *filename ) 
{ 
Image *image 1; 
image 1 = (Image *) malloc(sizeof(Image)); // Allocate space for texture 
if (image 1 == NULL} 
{ 
printf("Error allocating space for image"); 
exit(0); 
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if (! ImageLoad(filename,image 1 }) 
{ 
} 
// Create Textures 
glPixelStorei(GL_UNPACK ALIGNMENT,1); 
// Function that clamps the texture to the geometry of the object 
g1TexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_2D,GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_S,GL_CLAMP); 
// Scale linearly when image bigger than texture 
g1TexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_2D,GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER,GL NEAREST); 
// Scale linearly when image smalled than texture 
g1TexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_2D,GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER,GL_NEAREST); 
g1TexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, 3, image 1->sizeX, image 1->sizeY, 0, GL_RGB, 
GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, image 1->data); 
return texture[0]; 
} 







// Set up OpenGL lights */ 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT 1, GL_AMBIENT, ambient); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT 1, GL_DIFFUSE, diffuse 1); 
glLightf(GL_LIGHTO, GL_SPOT_CUTOFF, 25.0); 
glLightf(GL_LIGHT 1, GL_SPOT_CUTOFF, 180.0); 





texturel=LoadGLTextures("C:/Virtual_Flood Modeling/Flood_Mitigation Interface_GLUT/ 
Data_Files/1.bmp"); 






















texture 1=LoadGLTextures("C:/Virtual_Flood_Modeling/Flood_Mitigation Interface_GLUT/ 
Data_Files/8.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[8]); 




Data_Files/ 1 O.bmp"); 










/****************************** Flyby **************************~****/ 
void flyby() 
{ 
// Reset all parameters 
eye[ 1 ]=350.0; 
eye[2]=1200.0; 
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// Defining Flypath 










































} //end Flyby() 
/* * * * * * * * * * Flying around the scene 
void flyby_around_scene() 
{ 
// Reset all parameters 
eye[ 1 ]=350.0; 
eye[2]=1200.0; 





// Defining Flypath 





















} //end Fly around scene 
~**************** main() ***~****~***~*******~ 
void main(int argc, char* argv[]) 
{ 
//* * * * * * * * * * Initialize GLUT and create window ************ 
glutInitDisplayMode( GLUT_RGB ~ GLUT_DOUBLE ~ GLUT_DEPTH ); 
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glutInitWindowPosition( 0, 0 ); 
glutInitWindowSize( 1024, 720 ); 
init(); 
main window = glutCreateWindow( "3D Visualization for Floodplain Management" ); 
glutDisplayFunc( myGlutDisplay ); 
GLUI_Master.set_glutReshapeFunc( myReshape ); 
GLUI_Master.set_glutKeyboardFunc( myGlutKeyboard ); 
GLUI_Master. set_glutSpecialFunc( NULL ); 
GLUI_Master. set_glutMouseFunc( myGlutMouse ); 
glutMotionFunc( myGlutMotion ); 
//* * * * * * * * * * * * * GLUI code for developing interface begins 
//* * * Create the side subwindow 
glui =GLUI_Master.create_glui_subwindow( main_window, 
GLUI_SUBWINDOW_RIGHT ); 
obj~anel = glui->add_rollout( "Display GIS Data Sets", true ); 
I* * * * * Control for object params * * * * *i 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Display Terrain", &displayterrain, 1, 
control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Wireframe", &wireframe_flag, 1, 
control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Display Stream", &stream flag, 1, 
control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Display Junctions", 
&alljunctions_flag, 1, control_cb ); 
/**************** Add the Landuse Roll out ***********/ 
obj~anel = glui->add rollout( "Landuse", true); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Aerial View", &aerial_view flag, 1, 
control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Original Landuse", 
&original_landuse_flag, 1, control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Urban Landuse", 
&urban landuse_flag, 1, control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox to~anel( obj~anel, "Agricultural Landuse", 
&agri_landuse_flag, 1, control_cb ); 
/**************** Add the Junctions Roll out***********/ 
obj~anel = glui->add_rollout( "Junctions", true); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "All Junctions", &alljunctions_flag, 1, 
control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Main -Junction", 
&junction main_flag, 1, control_cb ); 
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checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Junction 1 ", &junctionl_flag, 1, 
control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Junction 2", &junction2_flag, 1, 
control_cb ); 
/***************** Hydrological Modeling **************/ 
obj~anel = glui->add rollout( "Hydrological Modeling", true); 
obj~anel = glui->add_rollout( " 1998 Storm", true); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Modeling Results", 
&modelingresult_flag, 1, control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Streamgage Flow", 
&streamgage_flag, 1, control_cb ); 
obj~anel = glui->add rollout( "Frequency Storms", true); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, " 100 Year Flood", 
&hundred_year_flag, 1, control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "50 Year Flood", &fifty_year_flag, 1, 
control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "25 Year Flood", 
&twentyfive_year flag, 1, control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj_panel, "10 Year Flood", &ten year flag, 1, 
control_cb ); 
glui->add_button("Draw Hydrograph", DRAW_GRAPH, control_cb); 
glui->add_button("Clear Hydrograph", CLEAR_GR.APH, control_cb); 
/******** Controls for Camera Control Buttons *************/ 
obj~anel = glui->add_rollout( "Camera Controls", false); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Movement ON/OFF", 
&ENABLE_ID, 1, control_cb ); 
checkbox = glui->add_checkbox_to~anel( obj~anel, "Show/Hide", &SHOW_ID, 1, 
control_cb ); 
/****** A 'Reset' button *****/ 
glui->add_button( "Reset", RESET ,control_cb ); 
/****** A 'quit' button *****/ 
glui->add button( "Quit", 0,(GLUI Update_CB)exit ); 
/* * * * Link windows to GLUI, and register idle callback * * * * * */ 
glui->set_main gfx_window( main window ); 
/* * * Create the Camera control Window * * * * * * * * * * * */ 
glui3 =GLUI_Master.create_glui_subwindow( main window, 
GLUI_SUBWINDOW_BOTTOM ); 
glui3->set_main gfx_window( main window ); 
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GLUI_Translation *trans_eye_xy = 
glui3->add_translation( "Camera XY", GLUI_TRANSLATION_XY, eye ); 
trans_eye_xy->set_speed(5 ); 
glui3->add_column( false ); 
GLUI_Translation *trans_eye_x = 
glui3->add_translation( "Camera X", GLUI_TRAN5LATION_X, &eye[O] ); 
trans_eye_x->set speed(5 ); 
glui3->add_column( false ); 
GLUI_Translation *trans_eye_y = 
glui3->add_translation( "Camera Y", GLUI_TRANSLATION_Y, &eye[1] ); 
trans_eye_y->set speed(5 ); 
glui3->add_column( false ); 
GLUI_Translation *trans_eye_z = 
glui3->add_translation( "Camera Z", GLUI_TRANSLATION_Z, &eye[2] ); 
trans_eye_z->set_speed(5 ); 
glui3->add_column( false ); 
glui3->add_statictext( "Zoom In and Zoom Out" ); 
glui3->add_button( "Zoom In", ZOOM_IN, control_cb ); 
glui3->add_button( "Zoom Out", ZOOM_OUT, control_cb ); 
glui3->add_column( true ); 
glui3->add_statictext( "Flyby's" ); 
glui3->add button( "Flyby", FLYBY, control_cb ); 
glui3->add_button( "Fly Around Scene", FLYBY_AROUND_SCENE, control_cb ); 
/* * * Create the bottom subwindow * * */ 
glui2 = GLUI_Master.create_glui_subwindow( main window, 
GLUI_SUBWINDOW_BOTTOM ); 
glui2->set_main gfx_window( main window ); 
GLUI_Rotation *view rot = glui2->add_rotation( "Move Scene", view rotate ); 
view_rot->set_spin(5 ); 
glui2->add_column( false ); 
GLUI_Translation *trans_xy = 
glui2->add_translation( "Move Scene XY", GLUI_TRANSLATION_XY, look ); 
trans_xy->set speed(5 ); 
glui2->add_column( false ); 
GLUI_Translation *trans x = 
glui2->add_translation( "Move Scene X", GLUI_TRANSLATION_X, &look[0] ); 
trans_x->set speed(5 ); 
glui2->add_column( false ); 
GLUI_Translation *trans_y = 
glui2->add_translation( "Move Scene Y", GLUI_TRANSLATION_Y, &look[ 1 ] ); 
trans_y->set speed(5 ); 
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glui2->add_column( false ); 
GLUI_Translation *trans z = 
glui2->add_translation( "Move Scene Z", GLUI_TRANSLATION_Z, &look[2] ); 
trans_z->set_speed(5 ); 
glui2->add_column( true ); 
/* * * *Register the idle callback with GLUI* * * */ 




APPENDIX II c 
// This program has been created using C++, OpenGl and VRJuggler library for visualizing the 
// hydrologic, environmental and terrain characteristics of the Squaw Creek watershed area in 
// totally Immersive virtual environment such as the C4, C6 or the Head Mounted Display. The user // 
has to run the executable with the desired configuration files, which are available with VRJuggler. 
#include <terrainApp.h> 
/* BMP File Loader */ 
struct Image 
{ 
unsigned long sizeX; 
unsigned long sizeY; 
char *data; 
}; 
typedef struct Image Image; 
int getint(FILE *fp) 
{ 
int c, c 1, c2, c3; 
/* get 4 bytes*/ 
c = getc(fp); 
c 1 = getc(fp); 
c2 = getc(fp); 
c3 = getc(fp); 
return ((unsigned int) c) + 
(((unsigned int) c 1) « 8) + 
(((unsigned int) c2) « 16) + 
(((unsigned int) c3) « 24); 
} 
int getshort(FILE *fp) 
{ 
int c, c 1; 
c = getc(fp); 
c 1 = getc(fp); 
return ((unsigned int) c) +(((unsigned int) c 1) « 8); 
} 
int ImageLoad(char *filename, Image *image) 
{ 
FILE *file; 
unsigned long size; 
unsigned long i; 
unsigned short int planes; 
/* size of the image in bytes. */ 
/* standard counter. */ 
/* number of planes in image (must be 1) */ 
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unsigned short int bpp; /* number of bits per pixel (must be 24)*/ 
char temp; /* temporary color storage for bgr-rgb conversion. */ 




/* seek through the bmp header, up to the width/height: */ 
fseek(file, 18, SEEK_CUR); 
/* read the width*I 
image->sizeX = getint (file); 
/* read the height */ 
image->sizeY = getint (file); 
/* calculate the size (assuming 24 bits or 3 bytes per pixel).*/ 
size =image->sizeX *image->sizeY * 3; 
/* read the planes*/ 
planes = getshort(file); 
if (planes != 1) 
{ 
printf("Planes from %s is not 1: %urn", filename, planes); 
return 0; 
} 
/* read the bpp*/ 
bpp = getshort(file); 
if (bpp ! = 24) { 
printf("Bpp from %s is not 24: %urn", filename, bpp); 
return 0; 
/* seek past the rest of the bitmap header. */ 
fseek(file, 24, SEEK_CUR); 
/* read the data. */ 
image->data = (char *) malloc(size); 
if (image->data == NULL) 
{ 
printf("Error allocating memory for color-corrected image data"); 
return 0; 
} 
if ((i = fread(image->data, size, l , file)) ! = 1) 
{ 












/*********** LoadBitmapsAndConvertToTextures *************/ 
float LoadGLTextures(char *filename ) 
{ 
/* Load Texture*/ 
Image *imagel; 
/* allocate space for texture*/ 
image 1 = (Image *) malloc(sizeof(Image)); 
if (image 1 == NULL) 
{ 
printf("Error allocating space for image"); 
exit(0); 
} 
if (! ImageLoad(filename,image 1)) 
{ 
} 
/* Create Texture */ 




/* scale linearly when image bigger than texture*/ 
g1TexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_2D,GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER,GL_NEAREST); /* 
scale linearly when image smalled than texture*/ 
g1TexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, 3, image 1->sizeX, image 1->sizeY, 0, GL_RGB, 
GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, image 1->data); 
return texture_temp[0]; 
} // end of BMP File loading for Textures 
/* Update NAvigation Function 
void UserData::updateNavigation() 
{ 
vj Vec3 xyzAngles; 
vj Vec3 xyzTrans; 
vjMatrix transform, transformIdent; 
vj Quat source rot, goal_rot, slerp_rot; 
*/ 
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transformIdent.makeIdent(); // Create an identity matrix to rotate from 
source_rot.makeRot(transformIdent); 
wand matrix = *(mWand->getData()); 
wand_matrix.getXYZEuIer(xyzAngles [0], xyzAngles [ 1 ], xyzAngles [2]); 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG_ALL,6) « " ~n"« vjDEBUG_FLUSH; 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG_ALL,6) « "Wand:\n" « wand matrix « std::endl« 
vjDEBUG_FLUSH; 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG ALL,6) « "Wand XYZ: " «xyzAngles « std::endl« 
vjDEBUG FLUSH; 
goal rot. makeRot(wand_matrix); 
if(transformldent ! = wand_ma.trix) 
{ 





// Create the goal rotation quaternion 
// If we don't have two identity matrices 
// Transform part way there 
// Create the transform matrix to use 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG ALL,6) « "Transform:~n" «transform « std::endl« 
vj DEBUG_FLUSH; 
transform.getXYZEuIer(xyzAngles[0], xyzAngles[1], xyzAngles[2]); 
vj DEBUG(vj DBG ALL, 6) « "Transform XYZ: " «xyzAngles « std:: endl« 
vj DEBUG_FLUSH; 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG_ALL,6) « "Nav:~n" « mNavMatrix « std::endl « std::endl« 
vj DEBUG_FLUSH; 
// Translation // 
const float velocity_inc = 1.Of; 
// Update velocity 
if(mIncVelocityButton->getData()) 
{ 









mCurVelocity = O.Of; 
} 
if(mIncVelocityButton->getData() ~ ~ mDecVelocityButton->getData()) 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG ALL,6) « "`Telocity: " «mCurVelocity « std::endl« 
vj DEBUG_FLUSH; 
if(mIncVelocityButton->getDataQ _= vjDigital::TOGGLE_ON) 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG_ALL,2) « "-- Toggle ON --" « std::endl 
vjDEBUG_FLUSH; 
if(mIncVelocityButton->getData() _= vjDigital::TOGGLE_OFF) 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG_ALL,2) « "-- Toggle OFF --" « std::endl « vjDEBUG_FLUSH; 
if(mIncVelocityButton->getData() _= vjDigital::ON) 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG_ALL,2) « "-- ON --" « std::endl « vjDEBUG_FLUSH; 
if(mIncVelocityButton->getData() _= vjDigital::OFF) 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG_ALL,2) « "-- OFF --" « std::endl « vjDEBUG_FLUSH; 
// Find direction vector 
vj Vec3 forward(O.Of, O.Of, - l .Of); 
forward *= mCurVelocity; 
vjMatrix rot_mat, local_xform; 
rot_mat. invert(trans form); 
local_xform.makeTrans(0, 0, mCurVelocity); 
local_xform.postMult(rot mat); 
mNavMatrix.preMult(local_xform); 
local_xform.getXYZEuIer(xyzAngles[0], xyzAngles[ 1 ], xyzAngles[2]); 
local xform.getTrans(xyzTrans[0], xyzTrans[1], xyzTrans[2]); 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG_ALL,6) « "Transform Rot: " «xyzAngles « std::endl« 
vjDEBUG_FLUSH; 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG_ALL,6) « "Transform Trans: " « xyzTrans « std::endl 
« vjDEBUG_FLUSH; 
vjDEBUG(vjDBG_ALL,6) « " ~~ 
« std::endl « vjDEBUG_FLUSH; 
} 
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vjDEBUG(vjDBG_ALL,O) « " terrain:App:init() "« std::endl « vjDEBUG_FLUSH; 
std::vector<vjUser*> users =kernel->getUsersQ; 
int num users = users.size(); 
vjASSERT(num users > 0); // Make sure that we actually have users defined 
UserData* new_user=NULL; 
mUserData = std::vector<UserData*>(num users); 
switch (num users) 
{ 
case (2): 
new user =new UserData(users [ 1 ], "VJWand 1 ", "VJHead 1 ", "VJButton0_ 1 ", "VJButton 1 _ 1 ", 
"VJButton2_ 1 "); 
mUserData[ 1 ] =new user; 
vj AS SERT(users [ 1 ] ->getId() _= 1); 
break; 
case (1) 
new user =new UserData(users[0],"VJWand", "VJHead","VJButton0", "VJButtonl ", 
"VJButton2"); 
mUserData[0] =new user; 
vjASSERT(users[0]->getIdQ _= 0); 
break; 
default: 









menuMain.addOption("Display Landuse Data"); 










. addOption("Choose Flooding Event"); 
addOption("Calibrated Modeling Result "); 
.addOption("Original Streamflow"); 
addOption(" 100 Year 1 Hour Storm"); 
addOption("50 Year 1 Hour Storm"); 
addOption("25 Year 1 Hour Storm"); 
addOption(" 10 Year 1 Hour Storm"); 
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menuOrigLanduse.addOption("Hide Original Landuse Menu"); 
menuUrbanLanduse.initMenu("Urban Landuse"); 
menuUrbanLanduse.addOption("Choose Flooding Event"); 
menuUrbanLanduse.addOption(" 100 Year 1 Hour Storm"); 
menuUrbanLanduse.addOption("50 Year 1 Hour Storm"); 
menuUrbanLanduse.addOption("25 Year 1 Hour Storm"}; 
menuUrbanLanduse.addOption(" 10 Year 1 Hour Storm"); 
menuUrbanLanduse.addOption("Hide Urban Landuse Menu"); 
menuTexture.initMenu("Display Landuse Data"); 
menuTexture.addOption("Choose Landuse Type"); 
menuTexture.addOption("Original Landuse"); 
menuTexture.addOption("Urban Landuse"); 
menuTexture.addOption("Display Aerial Photograph"); 
menuTexture.addOption("Display Wireframe"); 
menuTexture.addOption("Display Terrain"); 
menuTexture.addOption("Hide Landuse Menu"); 
graph detail_1.initMenu("Calibrated Model Results"); 
graph detail_l.addOption("June 17-June 20, 1998"); 
graph detail_ 1. addOption("Start Time = 6 : 3 0 PM -June 17 "); 
graph detail_ 1. addOption("End Time = 6: 3 0 PM -June 20"); 
graph detail_l.addOption("Base Flow = 1405 cfs"); 
graph_detail_l.addOption("Peak Flow = 1899.24 cfs"); 
graph detail_l.addOption("Recession Flow = 446.671 cfs"); 
graph_detail_2.initMenu("Results - 100 Yr Storm Event, Original Landuse"); 
graph detail_2.addOption("June 17-June 20, 1998"); 
graph detail_2. addOption("Start Time = 6: 3 0 PM -June 17"); 
graph detail_2.addOption("End Time = 6:30 PM -June 20"); 
graph_detail_2.addOption("Base Flow = 1405 cfs"); 
graph detail_2.addOption("Peak Flow = 1899.24 cfs"); 
graph_detail_2.addOption("Recession Flow = 446.671 cfs"); 
graph detail_3.initMenu("Results - 50 Yr Storm Event, Original Landuse"); 
graph detail_3.addOption("June 17-June 20, 1998"); 
graph detail_3 . addOption("Start Time = 6: 3 0 PM -June 17"); 
graph detail_3 . addOption("End Time = 6: 3 0 PM -June 20"); 
graph detail_3.addOption("Base Flow = 1405 cfs"); 
graph detail_3.addOption("Peak Flow = 1899.24 cfs"); 
graph detail_3.addOption("Recession Flow = 446.671 cfs"); 
graph detail_4.initMenu("Results - 25 Yr Storm Event, Original Landuse"); 
graph detail_4.addOption("June 17-June 20, 1998"); 
graph_detail_4.addOption("Start Time = 6:30 PM -June 17"); 
graph detail_4 . addOption("End Time = 6 : 3 0 PM -June 20 "); 
graph detail_4.addOption("Base Flow = 1405 cfs"); 
graph detail_4.addOption("Peak Flow = 1899.24 cfs"); 
graph detail_4.addOption("Recession Flow = 446.671 cfs"); 
graph detail_8.initMenu("Results - 10 Yr Storm Event, Original Landuse"); 
graph detail_8.addOption("June 17-June 20, 1998"); 
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graph detail_8 . addOption("Start Time = 6 : 3 0 PM -June 17"); 
graph_detail_8.addOption("End Time = 6:30 PM -June 20"); 
graph_detail_8.addOption("Base Flow = 1405 cfs"); 
graph detail_8.addOption("Peak Flow = 1899.24 cfs"); 
graph detail_8.addOption("Recession Flow = 446.671 cfs"); 
graph detail_S.initMenu("Results - 100 Yr Storm Event, Urban Landuse"); 
graph detail_S . addOption("June 17-June 20, 1998"); 
graph detail_5 . addOption("Start Time = 6 : 3 0 PM -June 17 "); 
graph detail_5 . addOption("End Time = 6: 3 0 PM -June 20"); 
graph detail_S.addOption("Base Flow = 140.5 cfs"); 
graph detail_S.addOption("Peak Flow = 1899.24 cfs"); 
graph detail_S.addOption("Recession Flow = 446.671 cfs"); 
graph detail_6.initMenu("Results - 50 Yr Storm Event, Urban Landuse"); 
graph detail_6.addOption("June 17-June 20, 1998"); 
graph detail_6. addOption("Start Time = 6: 3 0 PM -June 17"); 
graph_detail_6. addOption("End Time = 6 : 3 0 PM -June 20"); 
graph detail_6.addOption("Base Flow = 1405 cfs"); 
graph detail_6.addOption("Peak Flow = 1899.24 cfs"); 
graph detail_6.addOption("Recession Flow = 446.671 cfs"); 
graph detail_7.initMenu("Results - 25 Yr Storm Event, Urban Landuse"); 
graph detail_7.addOption("June 17-June 20, 1998"); 
graph_detail_7 . addOption("Start Time = 6 : 3 0 PM -June 17"); 
graph_detail_7 . addOption("End Time = 6: 3 0 PM -June 20"); 
graph detail_7.addOption("Base Flow = 1405 cfs"); 
graph detail_7.addOption("Peak Flow = 1899.24 cfs"); 
graph detail_7.addOption("Recession Flow = 446.671 cfs"); 
graph detail_9.initMenu("Results - 10 Yr Storm Event, Urban Landuse"); 
graph detail_9.addOption("June 17-June 20, 1998"); 
graph detail_9.addOption("Start Time = 6:30 PM -June 17"); 
graph detail_9. addOption("End Time = 6: 3 0 PM -June 20"); 
graph detail_9.addOption("Base Flow = 1405 cfs"); 
graph_detail_9.addOption("Peak Flow = 1899.24 cfs"); 
graph detail_9.addOption("Recession Flow = 446.671 cfs"); 
graph detail_l0.initMenu("Actual Streamflow -June 1998 Storm"); 
graph detail_l0.addOption("June 17-June 20, 1998"); 
graph detail_ 10. addOption("Start Time = 6 : 3 0 PM -June 17"); 
graph detail_ 10. addOption("End Time = 6: 3 0 PM -June 20"); 
graph detail_l0.addOption("Base Flow = 1405 cfs"); 
graph detail_l0.addOption("Peak Flow = 1899.24 cfs"); 
// --- Initialize state variables 
glfLoadFont("times new 1. glf'); 
texture_on = -1; 
main menu_ON = -1; 
Original_Landuse_menu_ON = - l ; 
Urban_Landuse_menu_ON = - l ; 
Texture_menu_ON = -1; 
start navigate =-1; 
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main_Menu_Selection = 0; 
Original_Landuse_Menu Selection = 0; 
Urban_Landuse_Menu_Selection = 0; 
Texture Menu Selection = 0; 
} 
/* Miscellaneous Menu Function */ 
void terrainApp::hideAllMenus() 
{ 
main menu_ON =false; 
Original_Landuse_menu_ON =false; 
Urban Landuse_menu_ON =false; 
Texture_menu_ON =false; 
} 
/* Main Draw Function */ 
void terrainApp::myDraw(vjUser* user) 
{ 
float dist_x = sgrt((wand_x-main~unc_x)*(wand_x-main~unc_x)); 
float dist_y = sgrt((wand_y-main~unc_y)*(wand_y-main~unc_y)); 
float dist z = sgrt((wand_z-main~unc_z)*(wand_z-main~unc_z)); 
float dist2_x = sgrt((wand_x junction2_x)*(wand_x junction2_x)); 
float dist2_y = sgrt((wand y junction2_y)*(wand_y junction2_y)); 
float dist2_z = sgrt((wand_z junction2_z)*(wand_z junction2_z)); 
glClearColor(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0); 













glTranslatef(-2.5, -1.5, -4.0); 






if(dist2_x<=10 && dist2_y <=10 && dist2_z <=10) 
{ 




// if on, display main menu 
/* Menu System Begins */ 
/* Draw Main Menu */ 





glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -10.0); 






/* Original Landuse Menu */ 
if (Original_Landuse_menu_ON == 1) 
{ 




glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -10.0); 
glScalef(0.5, 0.5, 0.5); 
glDisable(GL_COLOR MATERIAL); 




/* Urban Landuse Menu */ 
if (Urban Landuse menu ON == 1) 
{ 





glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -10.0); 






/* Texture Menu */ 
if (Texture_menu_ON == 1) 
{ 




glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -10.0); 
glScalef(0.5, 0.5, 0.5); 
glDisable(GL COLOR MATERIAL); 




/* Draw Graph Data menus */ 
if(graphnumber == 0) 
{ 
} 






glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -3.0); 
glScalef(0.05, 0.05, 0.05); 
glDisable(GL_COLOR MATERIAL); 










glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -3.0); 
glScalef(0.05, 0.05, 0.05); 
glDisable(GL_COLOR_MATERIAL); 










g1MultMatrixf(graph matrix. getFloatPtr()); 
glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -3.0); 
glScalef(0.05, 0.05, 0.05); 
glDisable(GL_COLOR_MATERIAL); 










glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -3.0); 
glScalef(0.05, 0.05, 0.05); 
glDisable(GL_COLOR MATERIAL); 









glMultMatrixf(graph matrix. getFloatPtr()); 
glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -3.0); 
glScalef(0.05, 0.05, 0.05); 
glDisable(GL_COLOR MATERIAL); 










glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -3.0); 













glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -3.0); 











glMultMatrixf(graph matrix. getFloatPtr()); 
glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -3.0); 












glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -3.0); 
glScalef(0.05, 0.05, 0.05); 
glDisable(GL_COLOR_MATERIAL); 










glTranslatef(0.0, 0.0, -3.0); 














texture 1= LoadGLTextures("data files/ l .bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[ 1 ]); 
texture2=LoadGLTextures("data_filesi2.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTLTRE_2D, texture[2]); 
texture3= LoadGLTextures("data files/3.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[3]); 
texture4= LoadGLTextures("data files/4.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[4]); 
textures= LoadGLTextures("data files/S.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[5]); 
texture6= LoadGLTextures("data files/6.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL TEXTURE_2D, texture[6]); 




texture9= LoadGLTextures("data files/9.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[9]); 
texture 10=LoadGLTextures("data_files/landuse_original.bmp"); 
glBindTexture(GL TEXTURE_2D, texture[ 10]); 
texture 11=LoadGLTextures("data_~les/land_24.bmp"); 
// Enabling Lights 
glEnable(GL LIGHTING); 
glEnable(GL_LIGHTO); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_AMBIENT, light0_ambient); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_DIFFUSE, light0_diffuse); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_SPECULAR, light0_specular); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHTO, GL_POSITION, light0~osition); 
glEnable(GL_BLEND); 
g1BlendFunc(GL_SRC_ALPHA, GL_ONE_MINUS_D ST_ALPHA); 
glShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); 
//Other OpenGL Functions for optimization 
glDepthFunc(GL_ALWAYS); 















/*************** Read Terrain File **************************/ 





static void readterrainfile 1() 
{ 
fstream inflle; 
cout«"Inside readterrainfile 1()"«endl; 
infile.open("ames_xyzl.txt", ios::in); 
if(infile.fail()) 




for (int r=0; r<m;r++) 
{ 










Gout«"Inside readterrainfile() "«endl; 
outfile.open("ames_xyzl_new.txt", ios::out); 
if(outfile. fail()) 




for (int r=0; r<m;r++) 
{ 
for (int k=0; k<n; k++) 
{ 
float x_in = (t[r] [k] .x - t[0] [0] .x)/ 10; 
float y_in = (t[r] [k] .y - t[0] [0].y)/ 10; 













infile.open("ames xyzl_new.txt", ios::in); 
if(infile.fail()) 




for (int r=0; r<m;r++) 
{ 
for (int k=0; k<n; k++) 
{ 
infile»c [r] [k] . x; 
infile»c [r] [k] . y; 










infile. open("stream.txt", ios :: in); 
if(infile.fail()) 
Gout«"There is an error in opening this file/n"; 
for (int st_row=0; st_row<3 3 0; st_row++) 
{ 
infile»d[st_row] . st_x; 
infile»d [ st_row] . st_y; 













Gout«"There is an error in opening this file/n"; 
for (int junc_row=0; junc_row<4;junc_row++) 
{ 
infile»e [j unc_row] . j unc_x; 
infile»e [j unc_row] . j unc_y; 








_ ((e[ 1 ] junc_z-t[0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))+50; 
j unction2_x = 
j unction2_y = 
j unction2_z = 
} 
((e[0].junc_x-t[0] [0].x)/10); 
((e [0] .junc_y-t[0] [0] .y)/ 10); 
((e[0] junc_z-t[0] [0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))+50; 
/***************** Read Graph Data **************************/ 
void readgraph(int graphnumber) 
{ 
fstream infile; 
if(graphnumber == 1) 
{ 
infile. open("dis_time3 .txt",ios:: in); 
} 
if(graphnumber == 2) 
{ 
infile.open("data_files/ l OOYrNormal_Lincoln.txt",ios:: in); 
} 




if(graphnumber == 4) 
{ 
infile. open("data_files/25YrNormal_Lincoln.txt",ios:: in); 
} 





if(graphnumber == 6) 
{ 
infile.open("data files/SOYrUrban Lincoln.txt",ios::in); 
} 




if(graphnumber == 8) 
{ 
infile .open("data_file s/ l OYrNorma l_Linc o ln. txt" , io s :: in) ; 
} 
if(graphnumber == 9) 
{ 
infile.open("data files/lOYrUrban Lincoln.txt",ios::in); 
} 
if(graphnumber == 10) 
{ 




Gout«"There is an error in opening this file/n"; 
} 
for (int r=0; r< 1 OOO;r++) 
{ 
infile»dis [r] .time; 
infile»dis [r] .discharge; 




/* Drawing Routines */ 
/*************** Draw Terrain ****************************/ 




for(int p=0; p<m 2;p+=1) 
{ 
if(wire == 1) 
g1B egin(GL_LINE_ STRIP); 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat specular); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, low shininess); 
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glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_EMISSION, mat emission); 
glColorMaterial(GL_FRONT_AND_BACK, GL_AMBIENT); 
for(int q=0; q<n-2; q+=1) 
{ 
float h1 = t[p][q].z-870; 
if(h 1 <=10) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.0, 1.0, 0.0); 
} 
else if(hl>=10 && hl<15) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.15, 1, 0.094); 
else if(h 1 >=15 && h 1 <20) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.1, 0.9, 0.1); 
} 
else if(hl>=20 && hl<30) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.0, 0.8, 0.2); 
} 
else if(hl>=30 && hl<40) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.1, 0.75, 0.2); 
} 
else if(hl>=40 && hl<50) 
glColor3f(0.0, 0.75, 0.15); 
} 
else if(hl>50 && hl<60) 
{ 
glColor3f(O.Of, l.Of, 0.3f); 
} 
else if(h 1 >60 && h 1 <70) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.2f, 1.Of, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h 1 >70 && h 1 <80) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.3f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h 1 >80 && h 1 <90) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.5 f, 0.7f, 0.1 f); 
} 
else if(h 1 >90 && h 1 < 100) 
{ 
glColor3 f(l .Of, l .Of, 0.6f); 
} 
else if(h 1 > 100 && h 1 < 110) 
{ 
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glColor3f(1.Of, 0.8f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(hl>110 && hl<120) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.7f, 0.6f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(hl>120 && hl<130) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.9f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(hl>130 && hl<140) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.4f, 0.3f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(hl>140 && hl<150) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.4f, 0.3f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(hl>150 && hl<160) 
glColor3 f(0.6, 0.53, 0.41); 
} 
else if(hl>160 && hl<170) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.6, 0.45, 0.25); 
} 
else if(h 1 > 160 && h 1 < 180) 
{ 




glColor3 f(l .Of, l .Of, 1.Of); 
} 
glVertex3f(c[p][q].x,c[p][q].y, c[p][q].z); 
float h2 = t[p+ 1 ] [q] .z-870; 
if(h2<=10) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.0, 1.0, 0.0); 
} 
else if(h2>=10 && h2< 15 ) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.15, 1, 0.094); 
} 
else if(h2>=15 && h2<20) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.1, 0.9, 0.1); 
} 
else if(h2>=20 && h2<30) 
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{ 
glColor3 f(0.0, 0.8, 0.2); 
} 
else if(h2>=30 && h2<40) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.1, 0.75, 0.2); 
} 
else if(h2>=40 && h2<50) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.0, 0.75, 0.15); 
} 
else if(h2>50 && h2<60) 
{ 
glColor3f(O.Of, 1.Of, 0.3f); 
} 
else if(h2>60 && h2<70) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.2f, l.Of, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h2>70 && h2<80) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.3f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h2>80 && h2<90) 
{ 
glColor3f(O.Sf, 0.7f, O.lf); 
} 
else if(h2>90 && h2<100) 
{ 
glColor3f(1.Of, l .Of, 0.6f); 
} 
else if(h2>100 && h2<110) 
{ 
glColor3f(1.Of, 0.8f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h2>110 && h2<120) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.7f, 0.6f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h2>120 && h2<130) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.9f, 0.8f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h2> 130 && h2< 140) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.4f, 0.3f, 0.2f); 
} 
else if(h2> 140 && h2< 150) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.4f, 0.3f, 0.4f); 
} 
else if(h2>150 && h2<160) 
{ 
glColor3 f(0.6, 0.53, 0.41); 
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} 
else if(h2>160 && h2<170) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.6, 0.45, 0.25); 
} 
else if(h2>160 && h2<180) 
{ 
glColor3f(0.8, 0.615, 0.32); 
} 
else if(h2> 180) 
{ 







/******************** Draw UrbanLanduse *************************/ 
if(texture_on== 2) 
{ 




g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
glBegin(GL TRIANGLE_STRIP); 











//end else_if (Urban Land Use /Land Cover) 
/****************** Draw OriginalLanduse *********************/ 
if(texture_on== 3 ) 
{ 




g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
g 1B e g in(G L_TRIAN G LE_ S TRIP) ; 












//end else_if (Rural Land Use /Land Cover) 
/***~*~**************Aerial Photograph*************************/ 
if(texture_on == 5) 
{ 




g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 













g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 









for(int p=134; p<268;p++) 
{ 
glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D); 
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture[ 1 ]); 
g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 
for(int q=0; q<135; q++) 
{ 
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g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 













g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 













g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 















g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 













g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 













g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 













g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
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g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 













g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 













g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
glBegin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 













g1TexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_DECAL); 
g1B egin(GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP); 












} //end drawterrain routine 
/~***~*~~*~*~**~ Draw Graph Data ~~****************************/ 
void drawgraph(int graphnumber) 
{ 




glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat specular); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, low shininess); 




glVertex3f(0, 0, 0); 
glVertex3f(0, 5, 0); 
glVertex3 f(0, 0, 0); 





for(int i = 0; i<859; i++) 
{ 
glVertex3 f(0+(dis [i] .time)/ 100, 0+(dis [i] .discharge/ 100), 0); 
} 
glEnd(); 
/*************** Draw Stream Data ******************************/ 
void drawstream() 
{ 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat_specular); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, low shininess); 





for(int fg = 0; fg<329;fg++) 
{ 
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glVertex3 f(((d[fg] . st_x-t[0] [0] .x)/ 10),((d[fg] . st_y-t[0] [0] .y)/ 10)+ 10, ((d[fg] . st_z-
t[0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
glVertex3 f(((d[fg+ 1 ] . st_x-t[0] [0] .x)/ 10),((d[fg+ 1 ] . st_y-t[0] [0] .y)/ 10)+ 10, 




/*********************** Draw Junction *******************/ 
void drawjunctionQ 
{ 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat specular); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, low_shininess); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_EMISSION, mat emission); 
glColorMaterial(GL_FRONT_AND_BACK, GL_AMBIENT); 
glColor3 f(1.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
glLineWidth(2); 
glBegin(GL_LINES); 
glVertex3 f(((e [ 1 ] junc_x-t[0] [0] .x)/ 10),((e [ 1 ] junc_y-t[O] [0] .y)/ 10), ((e [ 1 ] junc_z-
t[0] [0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
glVertex3f(((e[1].junc_x-t[0][0].x)/10),((e[1] junc_y-t[0][0].y)/10), ((e[1].junc_z-
t[0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))+50); 
glVertex3f(((e[0] junc_x-t[0][0].x)/10),((e[0] junc_y-t[0][0].y)/10), ((e[0] junc_z-
t[0] [0].z)/(z_factor*3.217))); 
glVertex3f(((e[0].junc_x-t[0][0].x)/10),((e[0].junc_y-t[0][0].y)/10), ((e[0] junc_z-
t[0] [0] .z)/(z_factor*3.217))+50); 
g1End(); 
for(int fg = 0; fg<2;fg++) 
{ 
glPushMatrix(); 
glTranslatef(((e[fg].junc_x-t[0] [0].x)/10),((e[fg].junc_y-t[0] [0].y)/10), 
((e[fg].junc_z-t[0] [0].z)/(3.217))+50); 




/**************** Draw Cube**********************/ 
void drawcube(GLdouble x0, GLdouble xl, GLdouble y0, GLdouble yl,GLdouble z0, GLdouble zl, GLenum 
type) 
{ 
static GLdouble n[6][3] _ { {-1.0, 0.0, 0.0}, {0.0, 1.0, 0.0}, { 1.0, 0.0, 0.0}, {0.0, -1.0, 0.0}, {0.0, 0.0, 1.0}, 
static Glint faces [6] [4] _ { { 0, 1, 2, 3 } , { 3, 2, 6, 7 } , { 7, 6, 5, 4 } , { 4, 5, 1, 0 } , { 5, 6, 2, 1 } , { 7, 4, 0, 3 } } ; 




tmp = x0; x0 = x 1; x 1 = tmp; 
} 
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if (y0 > y 1) 
{ 
tmp=y0; y0=yl; yl =tmp; 
} 
if (z0 > z 1) 
{ 
tmp = z0; z0 = z 1; z 1 = tmp; 
} 
v[0] [0] = v[ 1 ] [0] = v[2] [0] = v[3] [0] = x0; 
v[4] [0] = v[5] [0] = v[6] [0] = v[7] [0] = xl; 
v[0][1] = v[1][1] = v[4][1] = v[5][1] = y0; 
v[2][1] = v[3][1] = v[6][1] = v[7][1] = yl; 
v[0] [2] = v[3] [2] = v[4] [2] = v[7] [2] = z0; 
v[ 1 ] [2] = v[2] [2] = v[5] [2] = v[6] [2] = z 1; 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat_specular); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, low shininess); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_EMISSION, mat emission); 
glColorMaterial(GL_FRONT_AND_BACK, GL_AMBIENT); 




glVertex3dv(&v[faces[i] [0]] [0]); 
glNormal3 dv(&n[i] [0] ); 
glVertex3dv(&v[faces[i] [ 1 ]] [0]); 
glNormal3dv(&n[i] [0]); 
glVertex3dv(&v[faces[i] [2]] [0]); 
glNormal3dv(&n[i] [0]); 
glVertex3dv(&v[faces[i] [3]] [0]); 
g1End(); 
} 
} 
